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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
and need for the study

E

cologically Sensitive Areas (ESAs) have been
identified and notified by the Indian Ministry of
Environment & Forests (MoEF) since 1989. Notifications declaring areas as ESAs are issued under the
Environment (Protection) Act 1986. The clauses of the
EPA which allow for the notification of ESAs hold the
possibility of realising landscape-level conservation.
However, these clauses have been used only by a few
actors mainly because of the lack of knowledge about
the scope of ESAs and also due to the MoEF’s ambiguity
in notifying them.
The last decade has seen significant action around
Ecologically Sensitive Areas at the national level. The
MoEF has defined the term ‘ecological sensitivity’. The
criteria and procedure for designation of areas as ‘ecologically sensitive’ have been decided and ‘environmental sensitivity’ has emerged as an important driver of
conservation. Nevertheless, due to incomplete information, many proposals that were submitted to the MoEF
are still pending or were subsequently rejected as they
did not meet the MoEF’s criteria.
Last year, a draft National Environmental Tribunal
Bill was prepared by the MoEF and was due for discussion at the subsequent session of Parliament. This new
bill sought to dissolve all authorities set up under section
3(3) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, which
included all ESA authorities / committees and even
the committee set up for evaluating ESA proposals. It
sought to transfer the powers of local ESA committees to

the State Environment Impact Assessment Authorities
(SEIAA). Under these circumstances, the authors felt the
need to research and document thoroughly the process
and experiences of declaration of ESAs in the country
so that future discussions on ESAs could be informed
by these. An attempt has therefore been made here to
do this and provide both a national picture on ESAs
as well as chapters on individual ESAs. This study was
carried out with the following objectives:
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1.

To compile the available information to the extent
possible on the national processes around Ecologically Sensitive Areas;

2.

To piece together the historical background of
various Ecologically Sensitive Areas in the country,
declared by the MoEF;

3.

To undertake a case-by-case analysis of the designated ESAs with respect to the current issues with
their implementation;

4.

To undertake a comparative analysis of all the notified ESAs;

5.

To track the current status of ESA proposals submitted to the MoEF;

6.

To understand the working of local monitoring
committees/ authorities constituted to ensure the
implementation of the ESA notifications;

7.

To understand the potential of ESAs as a conservation tool among other conservation measures;

CHAPTER TWO

Methodology

T

of the information available once it is traced. By that
time, the charge of Ecologically Sensitive Areas was
handed over to Mr. G. V. Subramaniam. The RTI application was pursued with him through a letter dated
April 10, 2008, once again seeking a response to the
queries raised in the earlier RTI applications. He was
also given the details of the correspondence that took
place with his predecessor Mr. R. Anand Kumar, on this
matter. After a meeting with Mr. G. V. Subramaniam and
Mr. Reddy, Section Officer, MoEF, to discuss the information that was sought, access to the Ministry’s files were
permitted for the authors. Mr. Reddy requested time
to make the files available, but was transferred before
providing the information. Mr. Neeraj Khatri took over
but due to Mr. Reddy’s transfer the relevant files could
be accessed only in July 2008.
Another RTI application was filed in November 2008
requesting more information on Ecologically Sensitive
Areas. The information, as intimated to the authors by
Mr. Khatri is still being traced. On January 21, 2008,
another application was filed pertaining to the details
of the Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority. No reply
has been received on this till date. On enquiring with
Mr. G. V. Subramaniam about this, the authors were told
that the application might have been sent to the Central
Pollution Control Board.

he information used in this report has been collected through various means and from various
sources. Several Right to Information (RTI) applications were filed with the Ministry of Environment and
Forests (MoEF) to put together the picture of the clearing process for ESA proposals. Field trips were made to
Mumbai, Pune, Mahabaleshwar, Dahanu and Dehradun
to grasp the ground realities of implementation in these
areas. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with
officials in state governments and district-level departments, committee / authority members, local people and
civil society groups. A few interviews were conducted
in Delhi for information regarding the national level
actions and specifically to enquire into the Pachmarhi
and Aravalli ESA Notifications. Many of the interviewees
provided copies of requisite documents as well. The 37th
meeting of the Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection
Authority (DTEPA) was also attended on May 6, 2008
to observe the working of the Authority.

RTI applications
In November 2007, two Right to Information (RTI) applications were filed regarding information pertaining to
Ecologically Sensitive Areas. On December 12, 2007, the
MoEF responded providing copies of the ESA Notifications issued by the Ministry till 2007 and the Report on
Identifying Parameters for Designating Areas as Ecologically Sensitive. However, many of the queries raised
in the RTI applications were not answered. Therefore,
on December 27, 2007, an appeal was sent to Mr. R.
Anand Kumar, Advisor (ESAs), MoEF seeking complete
response on the submission of RTI applications. On
January 24, 2008, a reply was received from the MoEF
giving partial information and stating that the rest of
the information might be in other files and was being
traced. On January 29, 2008, another letter was sent to
Mr. R. Anand Kumar requesting him to make the rest

National meeting on ESAs in January 2009
A small national level meeting was organised by Kalpavriksh and WWF-India on January 15, 2009, to present
the preliminary findings of this study and also seek feedback from various persons involved in the declaration
of ESAs and those following its development over the
years. The discussions at this meeting and interactions
with the officials of the Ministry of Environment and
Forests provided additional inputs that helped in the
finalisation of this publication.
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CHAPTER THREE

Ecologically Sensitive Areas:
The Big Picture
measures necessary to protect and improve the quality
of environment by setting standards, regulating the
siting of industries and so on.1
The EPA is less known for its role in environmental protection and prevention of damage through land
use planning and safeguarding certain areas against the
pressures of commercial exploitation. Section 3(2)(v) of
the Act empowers the central government to take all
such measures that it deems necessary to protect and
improve the quality of the environment and prevent
environmental pollution. It allows for the restriction
of areas in which certain developmental activities can

1. The legal context
The Environment (Protection) Act (EPA), 1986, under
the jurisdiction of the Indian Ministry of Environment
and Forests (MoEF) is officially considered to be the
umbrella legislation to regulate environment degradation and pollution. It also attempts to provide a critical
framework to enable the coordination of bodies such as
Pollution Control Boards set up through air and water
related legislations that precede the EPA. The enactment of the EPA is directly linked to the commitments
India made at the United Nations Conference on Human Environment held in Stockholm in June 1972. The
EPA primarily empowers the central government to take

1

See http://envfor.nic.in/divisions/ic/wssd/doc2/ch2. html

Table 1: Chronology of events around ESAs
1986

Environment Protection Act (EPA) and Environment Protection Rules ( EPR)

1989

1. Murud-Janjira Notification
2. Doon Valley Notification

1990

MoEF Report on Parameters for Determining Ecological Fragility

1991

Dahanu ESA Notification

1992

1. Aravalli Notification
2. Numaligarh ‘No Development Zone’

1996

Planning Commission Report on Conserving Ecologically Fragile Ecosystems

1998

1. Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority
2. Draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification

2000

1.
2.
3.
4.

2001

Mohan Ram Committee to examine the ESA proposals & review the existing ESAs

2002

Hill Stations Committee

2003

Matheran ESA Notification

2008

Mount Abu Draft ESA Notification

2009

Sultanpur ESZ Notification

Pronab Sen Committee Report
Draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification
Mahabaleshwar ESA Notification
Draft Himalayas ESA Notification
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be prohibited. Further, section 5(1) of the Environment (Protection) Rules (EPR), 1986, specifies certain
criteria like topographic and climatic features of an
area, biological diversity of the area, environmentally
compatible land use, extensive cultivation, proximity
to the protected areas, etc. that can be considered
while prohibiting or restricting certain operations in
different areas.

to be assessed) to preserve the mangrove ecosystem
of Murud. However, the term ‘ESA’ was not used in
the notification.
•

Doon Valley (1989): Just a month after the notification of Murud-Janjira, the Doon Valley Notification
was issued in February 1989. The Supreme Court
had issued a directive in August 1988, in response
to a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) filed by local
people and groups against indiscriminate limestone
quarrying in the area. The PIL had sought that quarrying be completely stopped in Doon Valley. The
Supreme Court directed the MoEF to constitute a
monitoring committee to oversee re-afforestation
and monitor operations of limestone mines whose
lease had not yet expired. The SC order preceded
the notification and therefore laid some positive
ground for the Doon Valley Notification. The
Doon Valley Notification is particularly significant
because it became a precedent for future ESA notifications. Through this notification, for the first
time, industries were classified into ‘Red’, ‘Orange’
and ‘Green’ categories based on their potential for
pollution. The notification prohibits the change of
land use, grazing and setting up of ‘Red’ category
industries in the notified area. The term ‘ESA’ was
not used in this notification either.

•

Dahanu (1991): In 1988, the Bombay Suburban
Electric Supply Limited (BSES) proposed to set up
a 500 MW thermal power plant in Dahanu Taluka
of Maharashtra. Alarmed by its environmental
consequences, the residents of Dahanu filed a Writ
Petition in the Bombay High Court. The Bombay
High Court and later the Supreme Court both permitted the setting up of the thermal power plant
in their respective orders. However, local groups
like the Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection
Group (DTEPG) with assistance from groups like
the Bombay Environmental Action Group (BEAG)
lobbied for the declaration of the area as an ESA.
An MoEF report titled ‘Parameters for Determining
Ecological Fragility’ was relied on to justify the issuance of the notification making it the first time
that scientific parameters were used in declaring an
area as an ESA. In 1991, the notification was proposed by Ms. Maneka Gandhi, the Union Minister
for Environment and Forests at the time. However,
the notification was finally issued only after the thermal power plant was permitted. This notification,
employed categorisation of industries similar to the
Doon Valley Notification, and it was the first time
when the term ‘Ecologically Fragile Area’ was used

Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act 1986 (EPA)
gives power to the Central Government i.e. the Union Ministry of Environment and Forests to take all measures that it
feels are necessary for protecting and improving the quality
of the environment and to prevent and control environmental
pollution. To meet this objective, the Central Government can
restrict areas in which any industries, operations or processes
or class of industries, operations or processes shall not be carried out or shall be carried out subject to certain safeguards
[Section 3(2)(v)]
Section 5(1) of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986
(EPR), states that the central government can prohibit or
restrict the location of industries and carrying on certain
operations or processes on the basis of considerations like the
biological diversity of an area (clause v) maximum allowable
limits of concentration of pollutants for an area (clause ii)
environmentally compatible land use (clause vi) proximity
to protected areas (clause viii).

2. Declaring Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESAs)
It is through the use of the above provisions that the
MoEF has declared areas across the country as Ecologically Sensitive/Fragile Areas. The details of each of these
areas (including declared, lapsed, rejected and pending
notifications of the same) are presented in individual
chapters of this study. Presented below are brief descriptions of these:
•

Murud-Janjira (1989): One of the first instances
of the use of these legal provisions by the central
government was Murud-Janjira, a coastal village in
Raigad District of Maharashtra, in January 1989.
At that point, the government of Maharashtra was
considering the project proposal of the Mazgaon
Docks Pvt. Ltd. to set up a ship repair industry in
Dighi-Murud-Janjira. The Bombay Environment
Action Group (BEAG), an NGO drew the attention of the MoEF to the potential environmental
threat from this project and sought their intervention. Alongside, the group lobbied with the then
Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, to advocate the
issuance of a notification to protect Murud-Janjira.
The notification currently prohibits the location of
industries in the region (except industries linked
with tourism for which environmental impacts are

4

in such a notification. Other elements in ESA declaration that this notification introduced included
the constitution of a Monitoring Committee which
was to be set up immediately after the notification
was issued. It took a Supreme Court order in 1996
to finally constitute the Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority (DTEPA) to monitor the
compliance of the Dahanu ESA Notification.
•

•

•

government to ensure that brick kilns operating
in the Taj Trapezium abided by certain safeguards
suggested by National Environmental Engineering
Research Institute (NEERI). In May 1998, the MoEF
directed the constitution of the Taj Trapezium Zone
Pollution Authority (TTZPA) to monitor the progress of various schemes for the protection of Taj
Mahal. The authority was reconstituted in 2003 for
a period of two years.

Aravalli (1992): In 1989, civil society groups filed
a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) in the Supreme
Court against the illegal farmhouse constructions
in the Sona region of Haryana by the Ansals
Housing and Construction Limited. In 1992, the
Supreme Court directed that the illegal constructions be stopped in the area. Following this, the
MoEF deemed it necessary to restrict certain
developmental activities in the area, keeping the
protection of the area’s environment in mind. An
Expert Committee was also constituted by the MoEF
to appraise the developmental projects seeking to
operate in the Aravalli ESA and to suggest impact
mitigation measures to those which were permitted to operate. In May 1992, specific parts of the
Aravalli hill region falling in the states of Rajasthan
and Haryana were accorded protection through the
ESA clauses. Mining was prohibited in the region;
the location of new industries and construction of
clusters of dwelling units, farm houses etc. were also
prohibited. In 1999, the MoEF delegated the powers
to constitute an Expert and Monitoring Committee
to grant permissions and oversee the mining and
other permitted developmental activities in the
region, to the state government.
Numaligarh (1992): In July 1992, Numaligarh in
Assam was declared a “No Development Zone”
using the EPA’s provisions. This was linked to the
establishment of a refinery in Numaligarh in 1993.
The Numaligarh Refinery proposal was cleared by
the MoEF, despite its close proximity to the Kaziranga National Park. This was objected to by civil
society groups. In response, although the MoEF
did not disallow the refinery, it placed restrictions
on the expansion of the industrial area, townships,
infrastructure facilities and such other activities
which could lead to pollution and congestion
in what it declared as the ‘Numaligarh No
Development Zone’.
Taj Trapezium Authority (1998): In May 1996,
in response to a Writ Petition filed by the
noted environmental lawyer M.C. Mehta, the
Supreme Court directed the Uttar Pradesh state

5

•

Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani (2000): Soon after
the draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification was issued
in 1998, on November 18, 1998 the Bombay High
Court passed an order to protect the environment
of hill stations like Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani in
Maharashtra. This order was issued in response to
a Writ Petition filed by the BEAG in 1997 against
illegal constructions and violations of building byelaws in Mahabaleshwar. Following this, in December 1998, Mr. Suresh Prabhu, the Union Minister
for Environment & Forests, asked the Government
of Maharashtra for its views on declaring Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani as an ESA. The state government did not reply till June 1999. Based on the draft
Pachmarhi Notification, the draft MahabaleshwarPanchgani ESA Notification was prepared by Mr.
Shyam Chainani of BEAG and sent to the MoEF
in early 1999 which was revised and resent by
Mr. Shyam Chainani in May 1999. Having received
no response from the Maharashtra Government,
in July 2000 the MoEF eventually decided to issue
the draft Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification in the official gazette inviting suggestions and
objections from the public. On January 17, 2001, the
final Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification was issued. For the first time provisions were made for
heritage conservation, regulation of groundwater
extraction and regulation of traffic. These provisions were added keeping in mind the ecology of
the hill station ESA. In October 2001, a High Level
Monitoring Committee was also constituted by the
MoEF whose term was not renewed after January
2005, until April 2008.

•

Matheran (2003): Encouraged by the initial response to Pachmarhi, BEAG drafted the notification for also declaring Matheran in Maharashtra
as ‘ecologically sensitive’ in December 1998 and
sent it to the MoEF. The MoEF expressed its
willingness in declaring Matheran as eco- sensitive and asked for the state government’s approval.
There were divergent views about this within the
Maharashtra Government which took two years to

the area to 214 sq km in the final Matheran ESA
Notification on February 4, 2003. This notification
was very similar to the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
Notification. A monitoring committee was constituted on January 1, 2004 with a term of two years.
Since December 2005, the committee has not been
reconstituted.

Pachmarhi Draft Notification and its lapse
In the mid 1990s, a development plan for the Pachmarhi
region in Madhya Pradesh was proposed by the state government, to accommodate its projected tourist visitation
increase of 300%. Mr. Pradip Kishen, a film-maker and
writer, who was the convener of the Pachmarhi Chapter
of Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage
(INTACH) at that time, and others who were concerned
about this proposed development plan protested it. Meetings were organised in 1996 by INTACH, where Pachmarhi’s
conservation needs were discussed. Mr. Kamal Nath, the
Union Minister for Environment and Forests at the time,
took an active interest in the matter and asked the government of Madhya Pradesh in January 1994 to provide
requisite information towards notifying Pachmarhi as an
Ecologically Sensitive Area. By May 1994, the MoEF had
prepared the first draft of the Pachmarhi ESA Notification
based on the Doon Valley Notification. However, there
were considerable revisions to this draft and it appeared
in the official gazette as a draft only in September 1998.
Opinions and suggestions from the public were invited
to the notification. However, due to an error in the
identification of the boundary of the proposed ESA,
the notification had to be revised. The final notification
should have been issued within a year of introducing
the draft notification, but this did not happen. In 1999,
when the MoEF was reconsidering the notification, revisions
were reportedly made keeping in mind the preliminary
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification. Finally, a draft
Pachmarhi ESA Notification was issued via the official
gazette once again on September 18, 2000. However,
this second draft notification for Pachmarhi also lapsed
as there was reportedly no proactive support for it from
the Madhya Pradesh government.

resolve. The Maharashtra Government finally sent
its consent for the Matheran ESA Notification in
November 2000. By that time the Pronab Sen
Committee’s report (see section 4 of this chapter)
was out and the Matheran Notification was now redrafted to fit the criteria laid down in this report.
In September 2001, the Supreme Court intervened
regarding Matheran [I.A. No. 659 & 669 of 2001,
Amicus curiae (‘Friend of the Court’)] and directed
the state government to take action towards declaring the ESA. The boundary of the proposed ESA was
a contentious issue amongst various local and statelevel departments. The state government could not
decide on one single boundary for the Eco-Sensitive Zone and submitted two proposals with two
different areas to the MoEF. On February 6, 2002,
the MoEF issued the draft Matheran ESA Notification in the gazette showing boundaries of the state
government proposal with the larger area. But, due
to state government’s reluctance to notify a large
area and due to local opposition, the MoEF reduced

•

Mount Abu (Draft 2008): In 1995, a Writ Petition
was filed by Amicus Curiae (‘Friend of the Court’)
Mr. Siddharth Chowdhary seeking the declaration
of Mount Abu as an ‘eco-fragile area’ and the setting up of a committee under the EPA to protect
the area. Besides ordering a blanket ban on any
further constructions in the area, on May 9, 2002,
the Supreme Court asked the Mohan Ram Committee to examine the area. On April 17, 2003, the
Mohan Ram Committee made a visit to the area and
examined the draft ESA proposal prepared by the
Rajasthan Government. The Committee suggested
that a revised draft be produced including the
changes they suggested and favoured the notification in principle. The matter was not pursued any
further and since 2004, this Committee’s meetings
stopped taking place altogether. The MoEF officials
made a second visit to the site again in July 2008
and the draft Mount Abu Notification was gazetted
on October 28, 2008 inviting public objections and
suggestions. Rainwater harvesting, a ban on the usage of plastic bags and guidelines for the construction of hill roads are a few features unique to this
notification.

•

Sultanpur (Draft 2009): On January 29, 2009,
the MoEF issued the draft notification declaring
the area upto five kilometres from the boundary
of the Sultanpur National Park in Gurgaon district
of Haryana as Eco- Sensitive Zone. This notification
was made available on the MoEF website in February 2009 for public comments. The notification
has been a direct fallout of the Supreme Court
order dated December 4, 2006 to the states to
declare areas of 10 km around Protected areas as
eco- sensitive. Zonal Master Plan and regulations
on setting up of industrial units, construction activities, quarrying and mining, tree felling, ground
water extraction, to check noise pollution, discharge
of effluents and solid waste disposal are the salient
features of the notification. A ten-member moni-

toring committee under the chairmanship of
Gurgaon deputy commissioner is proposed to
be set up to ensure monitoring and compliance
of the law.
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3. Current status of ESAs

•

Since December 2005, the term of the Matheran
ESA Committee has not been renewed, and neither
has the Committee been very active. Efforts towards
preparing the Regional Plan for Matheran have not
been initiated either.

•

Numaligarh is continually under the threat of
witnessing environmentally destructive commercial activity within its ESA boundaries. In 2006,
the State Forest Department had invited tenders
for quarrying in Mikir Chang which is located at
a distance of 9 km from the Kaziranga National
Park. This was stopped after the intervention of
the MoEF.

•

In Murud-Janjira, there are reports of proposals to
locate industries in this region.

•

Some industries still operate in the Taj Trapezium
Zone and since the Clean Air Initiative started
in 1993, they have taken the assistance of international organisations like USAID in minimising
their pollution. Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution
Authority is operational and comes under Central
Pollution Control Board. Its term will get over in
December 2009.

Presented below is a brief status of some of the ESAs.
As mentioned earlier, the details of each of the ESAs
are elaborated in individual chapters:
•

In the Doon Valley, though quarrying activities
do not take place anymore, the capital of Uttarakhand – Dehradun, is under extreme development
pressure. There is very little awareness of the notification and even the Supreme Court Monitoring
Committee’s role has become perfunctory.

•

In Dahanu, the DTEPA has actively examined the
environmental impacts of proposed development
projects in the region. It has ensured the installation of a Flue Gas De-sulphurisation plant in
the BSES Thermal Power Plant and prevented the
establishment of a port in Dahanu. The DTEPA’s
role may have been facilitated by the fact that it
has executive powers to safeguard Dahanu, is not
under governmental control and is answerable only
to the Supreme Court.

•

•

•

In the Aravallis, illegal mining activities are still taking place in Gurgaon District of Haryana (which
falls under the Aravalli Notification) necessitating
the continued involvement of the Supreme Court
in the matter. Recently on 8th May 2009, the Supreme Court put a ban on mining operations in approximately 448 sq. kms of Faridabad and Gurgaon
districts of Haryana.

To summarise the process of ESA origins across
the country, in most areas, initially, citizen groups, institutions and governments began their campaigns or
actions against various illegal or detrimental developmental activities with a view to terminating these
activities in their areas. They did not really envisage that the regions they tried to protect would be
declared ‘ecologically sensitive’ under the EPA. In
some cases, while these activities were not terminated
(for e.g the thermal power plant in Dahanu and the
petroleum refinery at Numaligarh) the area itself
was safeguarded by law against future destruction by
other activities. In some ESAs these activities were
required to be stopped altogether. Through this
practice, the space provided by the section 3(2)(v) of
the EPA was acknowledged as a precautionary and
preventive legal provision. Pachmarhi is as an example
where this legal provision was not used reactively but
as a proactive conservation measure.

On April 24, 2008, through an Office Memorandum,
the MoEF re-constituted the High Level Monitoring Committee for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
with tenure of two years. The Memorandum states
that the Committee’s Terms of Reference shall be
modified after necessary amendments in the ESA
Notification with respect to the regulatory powers.
An amendment to the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
Notification has also been drafted by the MoEF.
This proposed amendment intends to limit the
powers of High Level Monitoring Committee to
just the monitoring of compliance to the notification’s provisions and providing suggestions
to the concerned government departments. The
amendment proposes to transfer the Committee’s
regulatory powers to the State Environment
Impact Assessment Authority (SEIAA) under the
Environment Impact Assessment Notification,
2006.

4. Parameters for the declaration of ESAs
As mentioned earlier, the term ‘Ecologically Sensitive /
Fragile Area’ was not used in the initial set of notifications issued under Section 3(2)(v) of the EPA. It was
only notifications like Dahanu, Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani, the draft Pachmarhi Notification and Matheran
which referred to ESAs. The reason could be that in rest

BEAG and other groups are making efforts to get
Pachmarhi declared as an ESA, which will be the
third attempt towards this.
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of the notifications, there were no details that referred
to parameters that decided the region’s ecological
fragility.
The first attempt towards this was made in 1990 by
the MoEF in its Report titled ‘Parameters for Determining Ecological Fragility’. Apparently the MoEF had asked
all the state governments to identify ecologically fragile
areas in their respective states based on the parameters
in this report. In 1996, a Task Force of the Planning
Commission also published a report titled ‘Conserving
Ecologically Fragile Ecosystems’.
Alongside the efforts of the Planning Commission,
there were discussions within the MoEF to constitute
a committee to identify the parameters for designating the Ecologically Sensitive Areas in the country.
The MoEF felt that the areas notified before this as
‘ecologically sensitive’ under the Environment (Protection) Act 1986, were without any proper study
or analysis. Those notifications are described by its
officials as ‘knee-jerk reactions’ to demands from
certain interested quarters. The Dahanu Notification
in particular was subject to considerable criticism
by the Cabinet for not being scientifically determined.
Therefore, the MoEF decided to appoint a committee

of experts and NGOs to draw up a list of scientific
criteria for declaring an area as an ESA. In 1999, the
Expert Committee with Dr. Pronab Sen of the Planning
Commission as its Chairman was constituted to frame
parameters for designation of areas as ESAs.
The Pronab Sen Committee Report was submitted
to the MoEF in September 2000. The report mentions
that recommendations of the earlier reports (Report
of the MoEF on Parameters for Determining Ecological Fragility, 1990 and the Planning Commission Report
on Conserving Ecologically Fragile Ecosystems, 1996)
that developed parameters had not been effectively
implemented. It stated its objective as being another
attempt towards correcting that.
a) Report of the Committee to Identify Parameters
for Designation of Ecologically Sensitive/ Fragile
areas 2000 (Pronab Sen Committee)
The report defines ‘ecological sensitivity / fragility’ as the
imminent possibility of permanent and irreparable loss
of extant life-forms from the world, and of significant
damage to the natural processes of evolution and speciation. While describing biodiversity loss, it accounts
for the loss of potential bio- resources as well that need

Table 2: Status of ESA proposals considered by the MoEF since 2000
S.No.

ESA proposal

Proposed by

Status

1.

Pachmarhi, Madhya Pradesh

Ministry of Environment & Forests
(MoEF)

Draft notification lapsed and
being re-considered

2.

Sahyadri, Karnataka, Maharashtra,
Goa

Paryavarni and National Committee
for Protection of Natural
Resources (NCPNR)

Being considered for the
designation of Biosphere
Reserve

3.

Mount Abu, Rajasthan

Supreme Court order

Draft notification issued in
October 2008

4.

Rishi Valley, Andhra Pradesh

Rishi Valley Education Centre and the
Andhra Pradesh Government

Rejected

5.

Kasauli, Himachal Pradesh

Society for Preservation of Kasauli and
its Environs (SPOKE)

Rejected

6.

Araku Valley, Andhra Pradesh

Environment Protection & Research
Institute (EPTRI)

Pending

7.

Kodachadri, Karnataka, Kerala

Kodachadri Environment Forum

Pending

8.

Hill Stations

Ministry of Environment & Forests
with the involvement of the Bombay
Environment Action Group (BEAG)

Pending

9.

Himalayas

Ministry of Environment & Forests
with the involvement of the Bombay
Environment Action Group (BEAG)

Pending

10.

Sultanpur, Haryana

Ministry of Environment and Forests

Draft notification issued in January
2009 for public comment
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to be preserved for future generations. Then it states
primary and auxiliary criteria for designating
ecological sensitivity. These criteria are divided further
into three categories: species-based, ecosystem-based
and geomorphological features-based. The speciesbased category includes criteria like endemism, rarity,
presence of endangered species and centres of evolution
of domesticated species as primary criteria and centres
of lesser-known food plants as auxiliary criteria. The
ecosystem-based category includes corridors for migratory species, specialised habitats, special breeding site/
area, areas with intrinsically low resilience, sacred groves
and frontier forests as primary criteria and wetlands
and grasslands as auxiliary criteria. Geomorphological
features-based category includes uninhabited islands,
steep slopes and origins of rivers as primary criteria
and upper catchment areas, not-so-steep slopes and
high-rainfall areas as auxiliary criteria. One of the most
significant recommendations of the Pronab Sen Committee Report states that though its criteria only deal
with ecological sensitivity, the protection provided by
the EPA should address broader environmental concerns as well.
While accepting the Pronab Sen Committee Report, the MoEF excluded three of the primary criteria,
namely uninhabited islands in the sea, steep slopes and
wildlife corridors, on the grounds that other parameters
can cover these areas and therefore these don’t need
separate mention.

Dr P. S. Ramakrishnan, an environmental scientist
from Jawaharlal Nehru University and Dr. K. P. S.
Chauhan, Ex-Additional Director, MoEF. The terms
of reference of the committee were:
•

To examine the proposals received in the MoEF up
till March 31, 2001 for declaring areas as ‘ecologically
sensitive’.

•

To re-evaluate areas that had been already declared
as ‘ecologically sensitive’ by the MoEF.

Some important discussions/decisions of this committee were:

b) Expert Committee to Examine the Proposals
for Designating Areas as Ecologically Sensitive
and to Review the Existing Areas (Mohan Ram
Committee)
The MoEF had been receiving several proposals to
declare areas as ‘ecologically sensitive’. However, it was
felt that most of the proposals did not contain the
detailed information required for the consideration
of the proposal. The MoEF felt the need for a
committee that could deliberate on a format on
which the pending proposals could be reformulated
by their proponents and which could also be used to
re-examine the already declared ESAs. On January 1,
2001, the MoEF issued an order constituting an Expert
Committee to review the existing and new proposals
received by the MoEF for declaring areas as ecologically
sensitive. The Committee was chaired by Dr. H. Y.
Mohan Ram, (Retired) Professor of Botany, University
of Delhi. Other members included representatives
from the Botanical Survey of India, the Zoological
Survey of India, the Institute of Ocean Management,
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•

On January 12, 2001, the Ministry presented a
background note on the Dahanu ESA Notification
to the Mohan Ram Committee and asked it to reconsider it in its first meeting. The MoEF stated
that there were divergent views on the Dahanu ESA
in the Ministry. Therefore, it requested that this
proposal be examined first. Other pending proposals like Matheran in Maharashtra, Rishi Valley in
Andhra Pradesh and the Sahyadri Hills in South
Maharashtra, Goa and North Karnataka were also to
be examined by the Committee. The MoEF stated
that appropriate action had been taken in issuing
the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani and Pachmarhi ESA
notifications and therefore those needed no examination. The MoEF also provided a list of already
declared ESAs other than Dahanu to the committee
which it could re-examine. This included notifications for Doon Valley, Murud Janjira, the Aravalli
Ranges and Numaligarh.

•

For new ESA proposals it was decided by the
MoEF that all the proposals must come through
the state governments. The proposals suggested by
NGOs or other organisations would be considered
only after state’s approval. Any proposal that came
to the MoEF and which was supported by the
concerned state governments was to be examined
by the Mohan Ram Committee. A site visit was to
be undertaken after which the Committee would
submit its report. On the basis of this report, the
Ministry would decide whether to accept or reject
the proposal.

•

On May 9, 2002, in response to an application made
by Amicus Curiae (W.P. No. 202 of 1995), the Supreme Court directed that the matter of notifying
Mount Abu as an ESA be examined by the Mohan
Ram Committee. The committee asked the Government of Rajasthan to submit an ESA proposal for
the same. A visit was also subsequently made by
the committee to Mount Abu.

•

On May 29, 2002, in its second meeting, the Mohan Ram Committee discussed the Rishi Valley
ESA proposal submitted by the Rishi Valley Education Centre, Chittoor. It suggested that the valley
be instead declared as a heritage site as the wellknown school imparting the teachings of philosopher J. Krishnamoorthy is located here. At the same
meeting, the Kasauli (Himachal Pradesh) ESA proposal was also examined. The committee felt that
the proposal did not fit the criteria prescribed and
therefore could not be declared as an ESA. It requested the proponent, Society for Preservation of
Kasauli and its Environs (SPOKE) to continue its
work of conserving the area.

•

In its third meeting on September 5, 2002, the
committee examined the draft Matheran ESA Notification. Besides recommending a few changes in
the notification, the committee recommended that
the notification be finalised.

•

The Mohan Ram Committee examined the Dahanu
ESA Notification and suggested in its last meeting
on June 29, 2004 that it be reviewed against the
criteria mentioned in the Pronab Sen Committee
Report. The committee suggested the possibility
of drafting a notification similar to that of Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani. Dahanu has been the only
declared ESA to be reviewed by the Mohan Ram
Committee.

•

Though the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB)
shared the details of a study to draft an Environment
Management Plan for the Aravalli region to restore
its environmental quality in one of the meetings of
the committee, no review of this study took place.
Aravalli notification was not discussed in any other
meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee.

•

A proposal for declaring Araku Valley in Andhra
Pradesh was sent to the MoEF by the Environment
Protection Research & Training Institute (EPTRI),
Hyderabad. The committee examined this on June
29, 2004, and suggested that more information be
made available to the committee for the purpose of
considering it as an ESA and it decided to make a
field visit to the area.

•

Reserve by the Karnataka Government. The committee felt that the entire Sahyadri region could not
be notified as an ESA and instead specific areas
which were facing severe environmental threats
should be demarcated in each State and linked.
The committee felt that the respective state governments could be asked to take this up further.
Through a Government Order, the MoEF re-constituted the Mohan Ram Committee on August 6, 2003,
replacing two of the earlier members; Prof. P. S. Ramakrishnan and Dr. K. P. S Chauhan with the Director,
G. B. Pant University, Dr. R. R. Khan, Adviser MoEF, Mr.
Aseem Shrivastava, Deputy Inspector General (Wildlife) and Dr. Lakshmi Raghupathy, Additional Director,
MoEF. The term of the committee was extended upto
July 2006 and its terms of reference also included making site visits to the proposed ESAs. The Mohan Ram
Committee has not been functioning since its term
expired in July 2006.
c) Hill Stations Committee
The draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification was viewed
by many as a model notification which could be
applied to other hill stations. It not only set the ground
for the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification, but
also gave rise to the idea of declaring hill stations
as a whole as ‘ecologically sensitive’. On a suggestion
by Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG, to constitute a Working Group to grant protection to hill stations under
the EPA 1986, the Special Secretary, MoEF - Mr. K.
Roy Paul agreed to constitute a special committee
for the purpose in December 2001. On March 21, 2002
the Expert Committee to Identify the Parameters for
Determining Environmental / Ecological Sensitivity of
Hill Stations, was constituted. It had its first meeting
on May 24, 2002.
Meetings of the Hill Stations Committee also took
place in the year 2002 and 2003. On March 31, 2003
the Hill Stations Committee submitted its report to
the MoEF.

5. Ecologically Sensitive Areas in other laws
and legislations
a) ESAs and the National Wildlife Action Plan and
Wildlife Conservation Strategy

On the same day, the committee discussed the
Sahyadri ESA proposal which had been submitted
by Paryavarni, Belgaum, Karnataka. It got support
of more organizations and groups later on which
formed a coalition together for the declaration
of Sahyadri ESA. A smaller portion of the region
was being considered for declaration as a Biosphere

After the constitution of the Pronab Sen Committee,
the Mohan Ram Committee and the Hill Stations
Committee, considerations of ecological and environmental sensitivity acquired the requisite grounds in
other conservation efforts as well. The National Wild
Life Action Plan 2002-2016 and the Environment
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Impact Assessment 2006 incorporated provisions for
ecologically sensitive areas. The National Wildlife
Action Plan (NWAP) 2002-2016 states under its
policy imperatives that the Plan cannot be executed in
isolation and wildlife conservation cannot be restricted
to National Parks and Sanctuaries. It states therefore
“Areas outside the protected area network are often
vital ecological corridor links and must be protected
to prevent isolation of fragments of biodiversity which
will not survive in the long run. Land and water use
policies will need to accept the imperative of strictly
protecting ecologically fragile habitats and regulating
use elsewhere.”
In section III (5.2) 1, the NWAP states “All identified
areas around Protected Areas and wildlife corridors to
be declared as ecologically fragile under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.” As per section XI (5.2) of
the Plan this task was to be completed by the MoEF
by the year 2004. The NWAP further states “Extend
‘Ecologically Fragile’ status under EPA 1986 to adjoining areas of PAs, ‘crucial wildlife corridors’ and to all
Biosphere Reserves, World Heritage Sites, Ramsar Sites
and other areas notified under international conventions
and treaties”
Section 9 of the Wildlife Conservation Strategy 2002
states “Lands falling within 10 km. of the boundaries of
National Parks and Sanctuaries should be notified as
eco-fragile zones under section 3(2)(v) of the Environment (Protection) Act and Rule 5 Sub-rule 5(viii) & (x)
of the Environment (Protection) Rules”

of Wild Life for its approval. But recently Haryana, Sikkim, Chattisgarh, Assam, Karnataka and Gujarat have
also sent in their proposals to the MoEF. After all these
plans are submitted by the state governments, they are
sent to the Supreme Court for final approval. This matter
is still pending with the Supreme Court.
c) EIA, 1994/2006 and ESAs
The Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification was amended a few times to increase protection to
ESAs by enhancing clearance requirements for projects
proposed within them. Amendments were also made
to maintain existing levels of protection to them while
diluting clearance requirements for projects proposed
outside them.

b) The Supreme Court and ESAs
In response to a Writ Petition (No. 460) (Goa Foundation v/s Union of India) filed in 2004, the Supreme
Court in its order dated December 4, 2006 gave specific
directions on declaration of an area of 10 km around
Protected Areas as ESAs. Most state governments had
not responded to the earlier orders/directions of the
Court. The order clearly stated the need to notify the
areas within 10 km of the boundaries of wildlife sanctuaries and national parks as Ecologically Sensitive Areas
with a view to conserving forests, wildlife and the environment, and to give due regard to the Precautionary
Principle. Presently, state governments are in the process of submitting their responses to the Supreme Court.
Only Goa had sent its proposal to the National Board

•

It was amended on May 7, 2003 to state that the
environmental clearance from the central government was not required for projects involving the
widening and strengthening of existing canals and
roads with marginal land acquisition, provided such
canals or roads did not pass through ecologically
sensitive areas.

•

In September 2003, the MoEF amended the EIA
Notification again to state that no public hearing
was required for offshore exploration activities in
areas beyond 10 km of the ecologically sensitive
areas.

•

Before this on February 28, 2003, the MoEF prohibited certain processes and operations in specified areas of the Aravalli range through an amendment.

•

On August 4, 2003 another amendment stated that
any project located in a critically polluted area, within a radius of 15 km of the boundary of reserved
forests, ecologically sensitive areas, which include
national parks, sanctuaries, biosphere reserves; and
any state boundary had to obtain environmental
clearance from the central government.

The Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification 1994 had used the word ‘ecologically sensitive
areas’ in a generic manner to include all the areas
like national parks, sanctuaries, tiger reserves, reserve
forests, coral reefs, mangroves, marine parks, corals,
breeding and spawning ground of fish and other marine animals.
•

2

As per Schedule I of EIA Notification 2006, Category ‘A’
projects require clearance from the central government
and category ‘B’ projects are reviewed by the State Expert
Appraisal Committees and require clearance from the state
government.
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In 2006, the new EIA Notification stated under its
General Conditions, “Any project or activity specified in Category ‘B’ ¬2 will be treated as Category
A, if located in whole or in part within 10 km from
the boundary of: (i) Protected Areas notified under

the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972, (ii) Critically
Polluted Areas as notified by the Central Pollution
Control Board from time to time, (iii) Notified
Eco-Sensitive Areas, (iv) inter-state boundaries and
international boundaries.

ESAs and assess their capacity and capability in mapping and delineating ESAs in Indian coasts, developing
criteria for identification and delineation of ESAs, prepare terms of reference for mapping and significance
evaluation of ESAs. CED has prepared a questionnaire
that it has been sending to various organizations
since July, 22, 2008 asking them to return it after
filling by August 5, 2008 to identify and profile various institutions engaged in studies related to ESAs of
coastal areas.

d) ESAs in coastal areas
In July 2004, the MoEF constituted an expert committee
under the chairmanship of Prof. M. S. Swaminathan to
carry out a comprehensive review of the Coastal Regulation Zone Notification 1991. The Swaminathan Committee submitted its report in February 2005, recommending a number of reforms to facilitate conservation of
ecosystems in the coastal zone, and at the same
time promoting economic development and poverty
reduction in the coastal areas. For the purposes of
management and regulation, the committee suggested
four Coastal Management Zones (CMZ) of which
CMZ-I areas consist of areas designated as Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESA). ESAs in the coasts have
been defined as the areas of coastal zones that play an
important role in maintaining the functional integrity
of the coast, including acting as natural barriers to
coastal hazards and, or harbouring a diverse biodiversity
that provides valuable resources to local communities.
An indicative checklist of ESAs has also been provided
in the committee report which includes mangroves,
coral reefs, sandy beaches, sand dunes, mudflats, Marine Protected Areas under the Wild Life (Protection)
Act 1972, coastal freshwater bodies such as creeks and
lakes, salt marshes, turtle nesting grounds, horseshoe
crab habitats, seagrass beds, seaweeds beds and nesting
grounds of birds.
To implement the recommendations of the Swaminathan Committee, the MoEF has started a Coastal Zone
Management Project (CZMP) with financial assistance
of World Bank. The aim of the project is to support the
Government of India in developing and implementing
an improved integrated management approach for
coastal zones to preserve their long term productivity. MoEF has entrusted Centre for Environment and
Development with the identification of scientific
institutions engaged in coastal system research and

e) The Draft National Environment Tribunal Bill
and ESAs
In 2007, the MoEF considered introducing a Draft National Environment Tribunal Bill for the approval of the
Parliament. The Bill sought to dissolve authorities set up
under Section 3(3) of the Environment (Protection) Act,
1986, which includes all ESA authorities/committees
and also the committee set up for evaluating their
proposals.
The MoEF proposed to set up a national-level and
four regional-level tribunals to implement the recommendations of the 186th Report of the Law Commission.
The Law Commission Report discusses setting up these
tribunals and suggested that the National Environment
Appellate Authority and National Environment Tribunal
be dissolved. The MoEF went a step further by proposing
to dissolve 16 such authorities including all the committees set up for the ESAs and the Central Ground
Water Authority.
The Bill envisaged handing over the powers of
the existing authorities/committees to the State-Level
Environment Impact Assessment Authorities (SEIAAs),
the agencies responsible for granting or rejecting
environment clearances under the Environment
Impact Notification, 2006. In response to this, on July
23, 2007, a Coalition for Ecologically Sensitive Areas
(with local groups from Dahanu, Mahabaleshwar,
Matheran and the Western Ghats) demanded that
the MoEF re-constitute the Matheran and Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA committees and reconsider
its decision to transfer the tasks of ESA committees
to SEIAAs.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Murud-Janjira
1. Basic details

The ESA is a belt measuring one kilometre from
the high tide mark of the Revdanda Creek (lat 19o 35’)
upto Devgarh Point (near Shrivardhan) (lat 18o 0’) and
comprises another one-kilometre belt along the banks
of the Rajpuri Creek upto Mhasla.

1.1 Location
Murud is a village in Raigad District, south of Alibag in
Maharashtra. It is 45 km from Alibag town. The place
has abundant coconut and betel nut trees and has an
ecologically fragile and vibrant coastal stretch. The
Janjira Fort is about 4 km from Murud.

1.3 Population and demographic information
specific to the ESA
Murud has 2600 households’ with 12552 persons as per
the 2001 census.

1.2 Geographical spread, area & its importance
Murud lies on the seashore in the Konkan area of the
state. There are many livelihoods dependent on the sea
including fisheries and tourism-related activities. The
area is ecologically important particularly because of
its mangroves.
The area is famous for the beautiful palace of the
Nawab of Murud, the Janjira caves and the fort of Janjira
built by the Siddis. Constructed in the sea, the massive
fort with high walls measuring 40 feet is of immense
historical importance. Repeated attempts to capture it
by the Marathas, the Peshwas, and later by the British
had failed.

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
Many proposals towards the industrial development
of the Murud area were received by the Government
of Maharashtra (GoM) in the 1980s for the industrial
development of the Murud area. At that time there was
no separate Ministry for Environment and Forests. The
Mazgaon Docks Limited commenced work to establish
a ship repair industry in Dighi-Murud-Janjira without
prior clearance from the Department of Environment

Table 3: Chronology of events around the Murud-Janjira Notification
1980s

Mazgaon Docks Limited started work on a ship repair yard

1984

Ship repair yard work was suspended by UDD, GoM & DoEn, GoI

1984

Environment Appraisal Committee did not approve of the area as an industrial site

1986

Committee to preserve the environment of Maharashtra did not clear any industrial projects proposed
for the area

March 1987

DoEn, GoI decided ‘No industrial activity’ will be permitted in Murud

Mid 1987

Committee to preserve the environment of Maharashtra reconsidered the industrialisation of the area
on the request of the Ministry of Defence Production

December 1987

BEAG approached Mr. T.N. Seshan and Mr. Rajiv Gandhi requesting the stoppage of industrialisation
of Murud

September 1988

Preliminary Murud-Janjira Notification was gazetted by the MoEF

January 1989

Final Murud-Janjira Notification was gazetted by the MoEF
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(DoEn), Government of India (GoI). The company was
forced to suspend its activities abruptly by the Urban
Development Department, GoM and by the DoEn,
GoI in 1984. The Environment Appraisal Committee
constituted by the GoI under the chairmanship of Dr.
A. K. Ganguli, (Retd. Head, Health Physics Division,
BARC-Bhabha Atomic Research Centre), visited the area
in 1984 and submitted in its report that Murud-Janjira
was not suitable for industries. The Mazgaon project
for a ship-repair industry site was within 500 m of the
high tide line and therefore was required to be cleared
by the DoEn, as per the environmental guidelines on
siting of industry DoEn, GoI, MoEF, 1985.
A committee was also constituted by the Government of Maharashtra under the chairmanship of the
Additional Chief Secretary to monitor the preservation
of the environment in Maharashtra. In the meeting of
this committee on May 26, 1986 the decisions were taken
on the following project proposals:

southern side of Rajpuri creek in Murud. Therefore,
the Industries Department which proposed this
activity in this region was asked to suggest
alternative sites.
In this meeting of the appraisal committee, it was
decided that a committee would be constituted for the
Konkan region for the following purposes:

(a) M/s Mazgon Dock Limited: The Environmental
Appraisal Committee visited Murud in 1984 and
did not approve of Murud-Janjira as the site for
M/s Mazgaon Docks Limited (MDL)’s ship yard. It
suggested that the alternate sites like Mankule village in Raigad District which was not as ecologically
sensitive as Dighi-Murud-Janjira and where environmental damage was already done, could be used
for ship-breaking industry. Though the Ministry
of Defence was pressing for its clearance, Mazgaon
Docks Ltd (MDL) was asked to obtain clearance
from the DoEn first.

•

Identify areas of scenic beauty and ecological
sensitivity where no industrial activity would be
permitted;

•

Identify areas where such industries can be permitted;

•

Determine what type of industries can be permitted
and where;

•

Taking into account local ecological resources,
skills, crafts, occupations and cultures with a view
to seeing how best they could be integrated into
any industry proposed in these areas.

However, the Government of Maharashtra considered the request of Mazgaon Docks Limited to set up
an industrial project at Dighi-Murud-Janjira in 1987 and
the issue was reopened by the committee following a
letter from the Ministry of Defence Production.
2.2 Preliminary notification and final notification
The preliminary Murud-Janjira ESA Notification was
published in the gazette on September 7, 1988 inviting
objections and the final notification was gazetted by
the MoEF on January 6, 1989.

(b) Oil & Natural Gas Commission (ONGC): The Environment Appraisal Committee did not approve
of the area as an ONGC base either. Therefore the
state government asked ONGC to obtain clearance
from the DoEn of the central government first.

2.3 Format of notification, regulations and
prohibitions
The notification of Murud-Janjira was passed using
Section 3(2)(v) of the Environment (Protection) Act,
19861, however, it did not mention the words ‘ecologically sensitive or fragile area’ as was the case in subsequent ESA notifications. The notification prohibits the
location of all industries, the carrying on of operations
or processes except those industries, operations or processes which are in connection with the promotion and
development of tourism and those which are permitted
by the central government after examining the environment impacts.

(c) Coast Guard: The Coast Guard base was permitted
having regard to the defence considerations but under the supervision of a special standing committee
to ensure environmental safeguards.
(d) Ship Breaking: As per the notification for this region,
ship-breaking was not allowed at the northern &
1

Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act 1986 (EPA) gives power
to the central government i.e. the Union Ministry of Environment
and Forests to take all measures that it feels are necessary to protect
and improve quality of the environment and to prevent and control
environmental pollution. The Central Government can restrict areas
in which any industries, operations or processes or class of industries,
operations or processes shall not be carried out or shall be carried
out subject to certain safeguards

2.4 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring
Nothing was stated in the notification regarding either
implementation or monitoring mechanisms, with no
details about agencies responsible for the same.
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2.5 Process of notification

3. Present status and future course

2.5.1 Individuals involved in advocacy

Though the notification prohibiting industries in the
region was finally introduced, a critical area was not
mentioned in the notification. This comprised the area
of 500 m around the built heritage site and mangroves
where BEAG and others had opposed the siting of industries. This shortcoming only came to BEAG’s notice
later. This provided scope for industries to be set up in
the area after all. As of date industries are being set up
in the area, indicating poor compliance with the provisions of the notification and even poorer motivation for
its implementation.

The Government of Maharashtra wanted to grant
permission for the ship-repair industry proposed by
the Mazgaon Docks Limited in the Dighi-MurudJanjira area of Raigad Distict. The Bombay Environment
Action Group (BEAG), Indian Heritage Society, INTACH, Environmental Study and Action Group and
Save Bombay Committee protested against it and
therefore the DoEn, GoI decided in its order dated
March 18, 1987 that ‘no industrial activities should
be located in this area’. The state government appointed a committee to monitor the preservation
of the environment in Maharashtra (mentioned in
earlier section) which examined the matter again
and stated there would be no problem with the
industrialisation of the area. The members of BEAG
then sent a note of dissent to Mr. T. N. Seshan, Secretary, Department of Environment, Government of
India, dated December 3, 1987 and also met with
him. At the same time Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG
met with Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and shared
with him photographs of the region. These pictures
brought out the scenic beauty of Murud. A request
was made to the Prime Minister to intervene in
the protection of the area and curb the setting up
of industries in the area. A presentation was made
before the Prime Minister, following which matters
progressed towards the drafting of a notification
to save the mangroves and pristine environment of
Murud-Janjira.

4. Sources of information
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
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CHAPTER FIVE

Doon Valley
boarding schools like Doon School, Welhams Girls’
school among others. The Indian Military Academy
(IMA) is also based in Dehradun; because of these
reasons the city is quite cosmopolitan in nature. Many
educational institutions like the Wildlife Institute of
India, the Forest Research Institute and the Indian
Remote Sensing Institute are located here. The headquarters of many national institutes and organisations
like Oil & natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) Limited,
Survey of India, Forest Research Institute, Indian Institute of Petroleum etc. are located in the city. The tourist
and education facilities have been two major sources
of revenue generation. Apart from this, basmati rice,
tea and litchi cultivation also contribute to the revenue
generation in the valley.

1. Basic details
1.1 Location, geography and physical importance
The Doon Valley is located in the state of Uttarakhand
and is bounded in the north by the Mussoorie Ridge;
in the north-east by the Lesser Himalayan Ranges,
in the south-west by the Shivalik Ranges, the Ganga
in the south-east and the Yamuna in the north-west.
The catchment area of the Yamuna is spread over the
Mussoorie hills. The Rajaji National Park is the largest
Shivalik ecosystem. It includes the Rajaji Sanctuary, the
Motichur Sanctuary and the Chilla Sanctuary. Rajaji is
thickly foliated primarily by Sal forest. The park is home
to the tiger, leopard, Himalayan bear and the Asian elephant. The Doon Valley is famous for its perennial
streams and greenery.

2. Legal and procedural details

1.2 Economic and social importance

2.1 Background

The Doon Valley comprises of Dehradun on the foot
hills, Rajaji National Park and Mussoorie up in the
hills. Dehradun and Mussoorie are famous for their

Limestone mining became widespread in the Doon
Valley during the decade between 1955 and 1965.
Limestone found in the Doon Valley is of high quality

Table 4: Chronology of events around the Doon Valley Notification
1962

Mining leases were granted in the Doon valley

1983

Working Group was constituted by the Union Government to ascertain the impact of mines

1983

Several PILs were filed by the citizens of Dehradun (including RLEK & FoD) in the Supreme Court
against the limestone mining

August 1983

Supreme Court appointed the Bhargava Committee for the inspection of mines which categorised
the mines into A, B & C Categories

March 1985

Supreme Court ordered the immediate & permanent closure of C category mines

August 1988

Supreme Court ordered to completely stop mining in Doon valley permitting only those mines
whose lease period was not over

September 1988

Constitution of SCMC to oversee the working of mines whose lease period has not yet expired

October 1988

Preliminary Doon Valley ESA Notification got issued by the MoEF

December 1988

Supreme Court directed closure of all the mines

February 1989

Final Doon Valley ESA Notification was gazetted
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and has low silica content and is required to produce
high quality steel. Other than the limestone deposits
in Lambidhar and Barkot in Dehradun District, L.D.
grade limestone, which is low in silica content (ideal
for Steel industry), is found in Gotan and Jaisalmer in
Rajasthan, Solan in Himachal Pradesh and Khorram in
Meghalaya. But these deposits had not been explored
in the 1960s.
In the decade after 1965, the depredations of mining began to be felt. Many of these leases expired in
1982. Applications for renewal of leases were made
and in many cases the request for renewal was rejected by the state government. On the plea that the
government had no right to reject the request for
first renewal, the aggrieved lessees pleaded their case
before different High Courts and obtained decrees or
interim orders.
An Expert Committee known as the Working Group
was set up by the Union Government in 1983. This Working Group was to inspect the mines operating in the
Dehradun-Mussoorie area and to see how mining was
being done and whether such activity should even be
carried out in such area. The Working Group was headed
by Mr. D. N. Bhargava, Controller General, Indian Bureau of Mines, Pune and had five other members. The
group’s findings classified the mines into two categories
- I & II. Category I comprised of those mines that were
suitable to continue operation. The mines considered
unsuitable to continue were put under Category II.
However, the committee’s recommendations were not
implemented.
On July 2, 1983 Rural Litigation and Entitlement
Kendra (RLEK), an NGO working in the area, wrote a
letter to the Supreme Court which was directed to be
registered as a Writ Petition (8209 and 8821 of 1983)
against the State of Uttar Pradesh and Collector of Dehradun. The letter was against unauthorised and illegal
mining in the Mussoorie-Dehradun belt which adversely
affected the ecology of the area. Later, another application was filed by the ‘Friends of Doon’ another NGO
operating in the Doon Valley with similar allegations.
This application was directed to be tagged with the one
by RLEK. The Court in its judgement on August 30, 1988
stated that mining be completely stopped in the Doon
Valley, though not immediately and suddenly. It allowed
certain mines to operate till their lease period got over
and directed that they be monitored by a high-powered
Monitoring Committee to be constituted by the MoEF.
The Doon Valley ESA Notification which partly owes
its genesis to the interest of the central government in
the area is considered to be the direct fallout of the
Supreme Court order.

2.2. Preliminary and final notification
A preliminary Doon Valley Ecologically Sensitive Areas
(ESA) Notification was published in the official gazette
on October 6, 1988 by the central government, inviting
objections. The final Doon Valley ESA Notification was
introduced on February 1, 1989.
2.3 Format of the notification
Doon Valley was the second ecologically sensitive/
fragile area to be notified by the MoEF. In a way, the
Doon Valley ESA Notification was the first of its kind.
It lays down a numbers of restrictions to be imposed
in the valley. These are:
•

Location / siting of industries as per the guidelines
issued by the MoEF on the categorisation of industries;

•

Approval of the MoEF required for any mining
activity;

•

Tourism to take place as per a Tourism Development
Plan to be prepared by the state government after
MoEF’s approval;

•

Grazing to take place as per the plan approved by
the state government and duly approved by the
MoEF;

•

Land use to follow the Master Plan of Development
and Land Use Plan prepared by the state government and approved by the MoEF.

Categorisation of industries
The Doon Valley ESA Notification was the first one
to classify industries into three categories: Green,
Orange and Red. The Green Category included all the
industries that could be set up in the Doon Valley
without the prior approval of the MoEF. Non-hazardous, non-obnoxious, non-polluting industries that
do not use fuel in their manufacturing process and
don’t employ more than 100 persons were placed
under this category. The Orange Category industries
could be permitted in the Doon Valley with proper
environmental control arrangement and require a ‘No
Objection Certificate’ (NoC) from the State Pollution
Control Board and Union Ministry of Environment
and Forests (MoEF). This category comprised all the
industries that discharge liquid effluents that can be
controlled with suitably proven technology, that consume not more than 24 mt of fuel per day and which
employ not more than 500 persons. The Red Category
industries were those that would not be permitted in
the Doon Valley. All the polluting industries that employ
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more than 500 people and whose fuel consumption was
more than 24 mt/ day fell under the Red Category.

using the interest incurred on this amount. It usually
deals with any matter that is brought to its notice by
the concerned citizens, committee members or various
departments.
The current composition of the committee is mentioned below:

2.4 Regulations/prohibitions
Through the notification the siting of industries, mining operations and associated industries, change in
land use, grazing and other developmental activities
have been regulated in the region.

1.

Ms. Vibha Puri Das, IAS, Government of Uttarakhand (Chairperson)

2.

Shri Jagdish Kishwan, IFS, Director General, Indian
Council of Forestry Research and Education

The notification was to be implemented by the Uttar
Pradesh state government with the help of concerned
departments like the Tourism Department and the
Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board. Although no
specific committee was constituted by the state government to monitor the implementation of the Doon
Valley ESA Notification, a High-Powered Monitoring
Committee was directed to be constituted by the Supreme Court through an order dated August 30, 1988.
In pursuance of this order, the MoEF set up the
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee (SCMC) on
September 14, 1988. Its terms of reference included
monitoring re-afforestation and ensuring that ongoing mining activities (whose lease had not expired till
August 1988) are carried out with appropriate environmental safeguards.

3.

Ms. Florence R. Pandhi

4.

AVM (Retd.) H.L. Kapur

5.

Mr. Hugh Gantzer

6.

Mr. Manmohan Singh Malla, President, Municipal
Board

7.

Shri M.C. Ghildial, Secretary, Supreme Court Monitoring Committee

8.

Shri D. Bandopadhyay, IAS (Retired)

2.6 Committees and departments involved

3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy

The constitution of the Supreme Court Monitoring
Committee (SCMC) was decided by the Court. It includes the following persons:

Lime stone mining started in the Doon valley in 1955.
Many leases were granted by the state government in
1962. The lime stone extracted from these mines was
used in the steel factory, sugar and cement industries.
Blasting used to take place to mine lime stone from
the quarries.
Mr. G. C. Jayal, Principal, Marshall School wrote
articles in the Indian Express between 1981-82 against
the mining in the valley and in the Mussoorie hills. Most
of the mining was happening with the permission of
state and central government but a few were illegal as
well. A big portion of the hills was even painted green
to cover the denudation caused due to the quarrying.
At that point a new legal instrument of Public Interest
Litigation (PIL) had just been introduced to the Indian
judicial system by Justice Ranganath Misra where any lay
person could write to a judicial court on a plain piece
of paper against any thing that was causing trouble to
the general public, and that matter could be taken up
suo moto by the courts.
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Prime Minister at that
time was also a frequent visitor of Doon Valley and

2.5 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring

1.

Mr. K. P. Geethakrishnan, Secretary, MoEF (Chairman, SCMC)

2.

Mr. D. Bandhopadhyay, Secretary, Revenue Department, Union Government

3.

Head of the Indian Defence Academy

4.

Head of Indian Forest Institute

5.

Head of the establishment of ONGC

6.

Secretary, Forest Department, Uttar Pradesh

7.

Chairman, Mussoorie & Dehradun municipalities

8.

A spirited citizen from Dehradun

Most of the individuals are ex-officio members or
are members of the committee as per the positions they
hold in different departments in the state and central
government barring Ms. Florence Pandhi from Dehradun and Mr. Hugh Gantzer from Mussoorie.

3. Process of notification

9. A spirited citizen from Mussoorie
The office of the committee is in the Forest Research Institute, Dehradun at present. The Supreme
Court directed the state government to deposit a sum
of Rs. 5 lakhs for creating an initial fund for the monitoring committee. The committee manages its expenses
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Mussoorie. Once Maharani Geeta Devi, of Kapurthala
who had very close association with Dehradun had come
to visit Mrs. Gandhi there. At that time a truck loaded
with lime stone was passing by and the Maharani and
Mrs. Gandhi noticed the noise it created. On exploring
further, the scale and extent of mining was discovered
and the Prime Minster asked officials to take the matter
to the Supreme Court. Opinions were sought from the
Law Ministry as well and cases were filed. At the same
time, civil society organisations and individuals also
made use of the new process of PIL. On July 14, 1983,
a letter was received by the Supreme Court from RLEK
dated July 2, 1983, against the unauthorised and illegal
mining in Doon Valley. A large number of post cards
and registered letters were sent to the Supreme Court.
More than 80 PILs regarding mining in the Doon Valley were entertained by the Supreme Court in 1984-85.
All the PILs were consolidated into one writ case. Ms.
Florence Pandhi of Friends of Dehradun (FoD) and Mr.
G. C. Jayal, Principal, Marshall School were two of the
other petitioners. The Supreme Court appointed a committee (the Bhargava Committee) on August 11, 1983 for
the inspection of the mines under the purview of the
Mines Act, 1952 and the Rules made there under. The
committee came up with recommendations which were
very similar to the suggestions of the earlier Working
Group (set up by the Union Government in the same
year). It classified the mines into 3 categories: Group A
mines could be continued along with proper safeguards
in place; Group B mines needed more probation to decide their future course and Group C mines were to be
shut down immediately. Thus, on March 12, 1985 the
Supreme Court directed the immediate and permanent
closure of Group C mines and also some of the Group
B mines located in Sahastradhara block. The Court
directed A category mines located within Mussoorie
municipal limits and the remaining B category mines to
submit schemes for mining of their limestone quarries
to a high powered Committee (under the chairmanship
of Mr. D. Bandopadhyay, Secretary, Ministry for Rural
Development) for examination. Bandopadhyay Committee after examining the schemes did not clear any
of the mining operations. It was directed in the aforesaid
order of March 12, 1985 that until the Bandopadhyay
Committee cleared the particular mines for operation,
mining activity in regard to all mines covered within the
purview of examination by that committee would stop.
The Court however allowed A category mines located
outside the city limits to operate. While a decision on
these writ petitions was pending, the Environment
(Protection) Act came into force in November 1986

and since it dealt with such matters in detail, the
Court stated that it should not deal with the matter
any further and concerned authorities should look at
it. The MoEF therefore constituted a working group on
December 30, 1986 which was also chaired by Mr. D.
N. Bhargava to examine the workings of the existing
mining operations (i.e. A & B group mines) in Doon
Valley. The group visited six mines and suggested that
though mining activity as a whole should be stopped
in Doon Valley the three of the mining lessees whose
leases had not expired at that time should be allowed to
operate. In its order dated October 19, 1987, the Court
came to the clear conclusion that stone quarrying in
Doon Valley area should generally be stopped. Some
of the lessees of the mines intervened that this order
could not be passed by the court as the order of March
1985 was final in regard to the A category mines outside
the city limits of Mussoorie.
On August 30, 1988, the Supreme Court superseded
its order of March 1985 by arguing that these writ petitions were of public interest and were more serious as
compared to the inter- parties disputes and therefore the
decisions could be reconsidered. The court directed that
mining in Doon Valley should be completely stopped
but the mining leases which had not expired by then
were directed to operate till the stipulated time. The
Court also directed the central government to constitute
a monitoring committee to oversee the running of the
three mines and re-afforestation work carried out by
them. In December 1988, the Supreme Court ordered
the closure of these mines as well. Due to the keen
interest and association of Mrs. Indira Gandhi with the
Doon Valley the area was declared as an Ecologically
Sensitive Area in February 1989.
3.2 Response from local, state and central
governments
The Union Government twice constituted committees
to check the effect of limestone mining on the ecology of the Doon Valley - in 1983 and 1986. Before the
Supreme Court’s intervention, the central government
always took a position that the Doon Valley was a
fragile ecosystem and if limestone operations were to
continue, they should be on a limited scale and completely regulated.
The state government granted the mining leases
initially in 1962 but when the lease period was over,
the lessees were not granted any extension on those
in 1982. The lessees had to go to judicial courts to
get their mining lease terms extended. While the state
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government appealed to the courts that the steel industry and other vital industries like sugar and cement
were dependent on this lime stone extraction, making
a case for continuing mining, the central government
took a different stand.
In the affidavit dated February 24, 1988 Mr. T. N.
Seshan, Secretary, MoEF stated that since high grade low
silica limestone was available in the extensive deposits of
Rajasthan, these could be exploited to meet the needs
of the steel industry as well as for defence requirements
of the country. He argued that there was therefore a
justification for discontinuing mining operations in the
Doon Valley. The Union Government however had filed
an affidavit about three months before Mr. Seshan’s observations, which suggested that controlled and limited
amount of mining could be allowed in the area. The state
government criticised this change of stance on the central government’s part and it called upon the Supreme
Court to reject Mr. Seshan’s affidavit. Incidentally, the
Uttar Pradesh State Mineral Development Corporation
Limited (UPSMDC), a state undertaking was also holding a mining lease of 97 hectares valid upto March 1996.
It was the largest of the working mines and it claimed to
be operating most scientifically with due consideration
for environment. But the report of the Working Group
chaired by Mr. Bhargava in 1986 (mentioned above) did
not concur with its claim. The Supreme Court did not
see any justification in this stand of the state and went
ahead as per Mr. Seshan’s affidavit.
The notification as mentioned earlier had the full
support of the central government and according to
Mr. Sunil Ghosh, a member of Friends of Doon, Mr.
N.D. Tiwari, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh had
wanted the state and the district governments to follow
the notification as well.

Valley ESA Notification was in many ways a first of its
kind. People did not envision any such notification
for the Doon Valley; it materialised as an outcome of
the newly established Ministry of Environment and
Forests’ interest in the area and its effort towards
implementing the Supreme Court’s orders. Therefore,
it is not clear how much awareness and acceptance
there was from local people for the Doon Valley ESA
Notification.

4. Issues of implementation
At first in pursuance to the notification and the
Supreme Court directives, a Supreme Court Monitoring Committee (SCMC) used to monitor the working
of the three mining operations that were allowed for
a stipulated time period. The committee found out
that one mine was continuing to operate even after its
lease term was over. It intimated this information to
the Supreme Court which ordered the immediate
closure of the mines and the submission of a sum of
Rs. 3 lakhs to the SCMC by the mine owners, in its
order dated April 30, 1991.
4.1 Master Plan
One of the issues common among all ESAs is the
preparation of a Master Plan. The first Master Plan for
Dehradun came in 1990. FoD and Mr. Avdesh Kaushal,
RLEK were involved in drafting this master plan. With
the involvement of the MoEF, many changes were
made in the draft Master Plan. The revised Master
Plan was to be finalised in 2001. The Government of
Uttarakhand states that the previous plan is being
followed in the absence of the finalised plan, although
no plan is adhered to in reality. As per the minutes
of the SCMC, the MoEF has repeatedly sent the copy
of the ESA Notification to the state government, reminding it to forward it the draft Master Plan for Dehradun.
However, the Special Area Development Authority
(SADA) opines that as per the ESA Notification, a ‘No
Objection’ from the central government for changes
in land use for building construction and township
projects is not required in case of Development Authorities/ SADA regulated areas. But the Secretary, SCMC
states that the central government had asked for the
copies of the two plans from the state government.
This shows that MoEF has been taking interest in the
Master Plan for the area. The plan by Special Area
Development Authority (SADA) has been forwarded
to the MoEF. The Secretary, SCMC says that the new
Master Plan, incorporating some of the recommendations received from individuals and civil society groups,

3.3 Response from local people, groups,
institutions
The socially and economically affluent class of the
residents of the Doon Valley were not happy with the
mining activities taking place in the area. Many PILs
were sent by them to the Supreme Court seeking the
closure of these mines. Groups like RLEK and Friends
of Doon (FoD) condemned it openly, though the two
organisations’ concerns were different. RLEK was worried about the rural people’s problems like scarcity of
water whereas FoD was concerned about the decreasing forest cover in the Doon Valley. Even though the
ideas behind these two organisations’ grievances
against mining operations were different, they filed
a joint litigation in the Supreme Court. The Doon
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was lying with the state government for its approval.
As suggested by the SCMC, a copy of the draft Master
Plan was sent to the MoEF as well. As of May 2009 the
2005-2025 final Master Plan has been put up on the
Mussoorie-Dehradun Development Authority Website
for the public information.

It works with the Forest Department and the Wildlife
Institute of India in this task.
4.6 Amendment in Byelaws of MDDA to raise the
permissible height of buildings in Dehradun:
The Government of Uttarakhand had appointed a committee to consider the construction of buildings up to
the height of 11 m in Mussoorie and 21 m in Dehradun.
The recommendations of the committee have been accepted to put adequate safeguards in place and now the
bye laws are being revised accordingly.

4.2 Land encroachments
The Supreme Court Monitoring Committee has dealt
with the problem of encroachments which has been an
area of major intervention for it. It monitors the eviction of the ‘encroachers’ from public lands and forest
land. In the 63rd meeting of the SCMC on January 11,
2008 it decided to demarcate forest and non-forest land.
Since February 2008 (upto April 2008) eviction at eight
encroachment sites had taken place.

4.7 Establishment of polluting industries in
residential areas of Dehradun
In the 63rd meeting of the SCMC, the Member Secretary,
State Pollution Control Board intimated the committee
that 9 lime kilns were granted consent for operation
in 2007-08. The kilns would have scrubbers so that
harmful smoke is not emitted. The SCMC was of the
opinion that the Pollution Control Board should ensure
that scrubbers are functional by carrying out frequent
inspections.
Various petitions filed by concerned citizens or the
committee members for smaller constructions, rainwater harvesting measures, roof-water harvesting have also
been examined periodically.

4.3 Waste management and sewage disposal
Waste management and disposal in Dehradun has held
the SCMC’s attention for a long time. It monitors the
progress of bio-medical and solid waste management.
To manage bio-medical wastes, ‘Show Cause Notices’
have been issued to 96 defaulting hospitals and nursing
homes out of which 16 have submitted replies, 57 have
applied for authorisation and 23 have not responded.
Action against these was to be taken in a phased manner. The Government of Uttarakhand has approached
the Asian Development Bank for funding solid waste
management and disposal although Mussoorie is not
covered by this. It is therefore also exploring other
funding options.

5. Present status
5.1 Local people, local bodies, groups and
institutions, SCMC and the notification:
The Doon Valley ESA Notification came as early as
1989. But many people don’t know about the existence
of any such notification. Barring a few groups like RLEK,
People’s Science Institute (PSI) and FoD, the general
public is unaware of any such notification. According
to Mr. G. C. Jayal, Principal of Marshall School, illegal
structures are regularly coming up and a big portion
of land is illegally being used for constructing private
education institutions like schools, hostels and colleges.
Local bodies like Mussoorie-Dehradun Development
Authority (MDDA) and the Pollution Control Board
work in close association with the SCMC on paper
but in reality the SCMC is just a monitoring body and
does not have any authority and therefore can only
suggest to them what should be done. Mr. Avdesh
Kaushal of RLEK had filed a petition in the Supreme
Court asking for the dissolution the SCMC on the
grounds that in the absence of limestone mines SCMC
does not hold any purpose anymore but the Supreme
Court did not concur.

4.4 Control of noise and air pollution
The SCMC works in close relation with the District Magistrate and the Municipal Board to check noise and air
pollution in Dehradun. The use of LPG for the ‘Vikrams’
(small tempos plying in the city as a public transport
option), a ban on new permits for diesel-driven ‘Vikrams’ and establishment of pollution control centres
for certification is being carried out. The proposal of
making the Mall Road in Mussoorie ‘vehicle-free’ by
providing alternative routes during the peak season is
also being considered.
4.5 Issues of the Rajaji National Park
Shifting of land from the cantonment area for the elephant corridor; relocation of villages within the Rajaji
National park; rehabilitation of the Gujjar community
and soil conservation are few of the tasks taken up by
the SCMC, with respect to the Rajaji National Park.
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At the same time, the Forest Department is giving
away forest land for constructing a landfill in the area.
The Pollution Control Board earlier had 3 structures
to check air quality but only one of them is functional
at present. This reflects the degree of seriousness with
which the environmental concerns are being addressed.
As far as the working of the SCMC goes, Mr. M. C.
Ghildial, Secretary, SCMC says, “Instead of reporting
each and every matter to the Supreme Court we try to
solve it with the concerned departments in the committee meetings themselves. But, if they don’t listen,
then we take it to the Supreme Court. Generally departments listen to the committee. For example, in the
case of illegal constructions in Mussoorie, the SCMC
brought this to the notice of Supreme Court, it earlier
had asked MDDA to take this matter seriously but
when they did not listen we reported it to the Supreme
Court in 1995.”
Ravi Chopra of PSI, says “Lantana is growing
wildly in Rajaji National Park; illegal constructions
in Mussoorie and the bad air quality in Dehradun are
evidence enough that the SCMC has not been very
effective as these three areas come under its area of
working.”

When the Supreme Court asked the State Government for its opinion, the state government supported
the SCMC and the Court therefore did not dissolve
the SCMC.
Mr. M. C. Ghildial revealed in his interview that
now that Dehradun is a state capital, the population
and other pressures have increased in the valley and
this justifies the existence of the committee even further.
Now that state government officials sit in Dehradun,
they have become more accessible unlike earlier when
the correspondence used to take place with them in
Lucknow.
One very interesting finding through the analysis
of this ESA is that the SCMC itself is not interested
in seeking more powers. According to the Secretary,
SCMC if each and every development project required
a clearance from the committee, the committee would
be monitoring a project that it has already cleared. Then
the committee would be a party to what it is supposed
to monitor. Therefore, it does not expect powers as too
many people having powers can lead to interference to
development. Similar views are reflected in the minutes
of the meeting of SCMC as well, where the Secretary,
SCMC states that instead of approaching the Supreme
Court directly to submit reports it is better to have an
advocate approach the court with their concerns. To
this, Mr. Hugh Gantzer, a member of the SCMC commented that when the court has given them a right
to approach it directly, if it is not a legal matter they
should exercise this right. He feels that the committee
should not exercise a self-imposed curtailment of its
free access to the Court.

5.2 Central government, state government, SCMC
and the Doon Valley ESA Notification
The central government was concerned about the
environmental status of the Doon Valley in the beginning and the Doon Valley ESA Notification emerged
out of this concern. However, after Dehradun became
the capital of the newly formed state of Uttarakhand, implementation of the notification has taken
a backseat. In the garb of building infrastructure for
handling administrative responsibilities of the new
state capital, new structures are coming up everyday. The state government as seen earlier has made
amendments in the building bye laws to permit taller
buildings even though the Doon Valley is a seismic
zone. The SCMC appears weak and ineffective in
light of these developments, considering that its
powers are limited.
The Doon Valley ESA Notification is hardly paid
heed to by the state government. It considers it an
impediment to development. Local groups and institutions also appear to have lost interest in the notification except FoD which once asked the Uttar Pradesh
Government about the areas wherever the provisions
of the notification have been used to check any illegal
activity. Its letter saw no reply. Mr. Avdesh Kaushal
had filed a petition seeking to scrap off the SCMC.

5.3 Future course
The Doon Valley ESA could have been seen as the most
progressive of ESA notifications, if it was implemented
with the same interest and fervour that the central government and local people initially exhibited. Today,
many of the local people and the Government officials
at the State and District level are not even aware of
the term ‘ESA’. The Expert Committee to re-examine
already declared ESAs (Mohan Ram Committee) and
proposals for newer ones, never discussed Dehradun in
its meetings. This suggests that the Doon Valley ESA
Notification’s existence is not being felt at all, either in
a positive manner or in any negative way. The notification that paved the way for the declaration of other
Ecologically Sensitive / Fragile Areas in the beginning
has today moved into oblivion.
Although now a state capital, Dehradun’s perennial
canals and greenery are bearing the brunt of its new
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status. The Supreme Court Monitoring Committee (SCMC) is reduced to being a reluctant monitor
without substantial powers to act on its findings. The
committee appears unwilling to exercise whatever
limited authority/power it has. Dehradun is emerging
as a new trade centre with more and more people
migrating to the valley everyday with the hope of
employment. With the district and state government
failing to adequately acknowledge the Doon Valley
ESA Notification, fewer local people are aware of its
eco-fragile status. The suffering of Doon Valley is
attributed partly to poor awareness and partly to a
lost sense of belonging that residents of this city
earlier experienced. Hope for Doon Valley can
exist only in the event of active involvement and
combined effort from the central, state and district governments, the local people and civil society
organisations.

6. Sources of information
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•

Doon Valley ESA Notification, MoEF, February 1989.

•

Interviews with Mr. Ravi Chopra, People’s Science
Institute (PSI); Mr. Sunil Ghosh, Friends of Doon
(FoD), Mr. Avdesh Kaushal, RLEK; Mr. G. C. Jayal,
Principal, Marshall School; Mr. N. D. Jayal, Ex-Joint
Secretary, Department of Environment and Mr. M.C.
Ghildial, Secretary, SCMC. June 18, 19, 20, 2008.

•

Minutes of the two recent meetings of the SCMC:
63rd meeting (January 11, 2008), 64th meeting (April
25, 2008).

•

RLEK 1996. Saving a valley: The Supreme Court
Judgements on Mussoorie Limestone Quarrying
Case. RLEK. November 1996.

•
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CHAPTER SIX

Dahanu
land comprises protected and reserved forests. These
harbour a rich variety of wildlife including endangered
species such as leopards, spotted deer, barking deer, and
mouse deer. The coastal creeks and inlets at Dahanu are
the feeding grounds for various species of fish. Dahanu,
with its 35 km coastline acts like an oasis on the western
coast of Maharashtra, sandwiched between Bombay and
its sprawling suburbs to the south and the industrial
cities of Vapi and Surat to its north.

1. Basic Details
1.1. Location
Dahanu is a coastal city and a municipal council in
Thane District on the western coast of Maharashtra
State. It is located 120 km north of Mumbai.
1.2 Area and geographical spread and importance
Dahanu Taluka comprises 2,45,000 acres (99,000) hectares of land.

Social significance

Physical importance

Dahanu’s population consists predominantly of the indigenous community of Warlis. The Warlis in Dahanu
own 45,000 acres of land (18% of the total acreage of
Dahanu Taluka and 33% of the agricultural land). The
Warlis remain distinct from the other communities;
they maintain their own culture, customs, religion and
festivals. The region also has a large fishing, farming,
and traditional artisan community. A large part of the
indigenous community resides in the junglepatti, in
remote and almost inaccessible villages.

Topographically, Dahanu Taluka can be divided into a
10-12 km wide bandarpatti i.e a coastal belt of lowlands
and flats extending from the coast to foot of the Sahyadari Range. The entire coastal belt with its rich natural
resources, wetlands, mangroves and river deltas, forms a
lucrative fishing area. The junglepatti or the forest belt,
to the east of the foothills consists of tropical deciduous
forests. The forest cover in Dahanu is still fairly high
at 45%. Dahanu Taluka is one of the last green areas
remaining in western Maharashtra and Gujarat. 32% of
the total land of Dahanu Taluka is used for agriculture
and horticulture, 24% is used for grazing cattle, 2.5% of
the lands are wetlands and mangroves and 38% of the

Economic significance
Dahanu is an important contributor to the agriculture
economy and supplies fodder, grass, rice, cereals, milk,

Table 5: Chronology of events around the Dahanu Notification

1988-89

Declara�on of Green Zone, BSES proposed its thermal power plant

1989

Nergis Irani & Kitayun Rustom, ac�vists from Dahanu Taluka, filed WP in Bombay High Court
against the Thermal Power Plant but the plea was declined

1989-1990

Nergis Irani & Kitayun Rustom met with Ms. Maneka Gandhi, the Minister E&F at the �me

February 1991

Preliminary Dahanu ESA No�fica�on

June 1991

Final Dahanu ESA No�fica�on

1994

Bi�u Sehgal, editor of ‘Sanctuary-Asia’ filed WP in Supreme Court seeking implementa�on of
the Dahanu ESA No�fica�on

October 1996

Supreme Court directed MoEF to cons�tute the DTEPA
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poultry and fish to the people living in the region. It is
regarded as the ‘food bowl’ of the region. With a yearly
production of over 50,000 tons of chickoos, (a nutrient
rich tropical fruit), 70,000 tons of fish, 2000 tons of
guavas, 5,000,000 coconuts, a monthly production of
8,500 railway wagons of vegetables, 2,500 wagons of
fodder, 500 truckloads of spider lilies, 2,500 truckloads
of salt and a 100% employment rate, Dahanu is known
as the fruit and flower basket of the states of Gujarat
and Maharashtra, The fish catch in the area comprises
of more than 3.7 lakh tonnes of crabs, pomfret and
other fishes and 17,000 tonnes of prawns. Chinchani is
famous for its dye makers and Dahanu town itself for
its balloon factories.

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
Before the Dahanu ESA Notification was issued, in 1987,
the Government of Maharashtra had set up a State Appraisal Committee for Thermal Power Stations, which
examined its environmental parameters and recommended that Dahanu be converted into a ‘Green Zone’.
It also recommended that no further private industrial
estates be allowed here, that efforts be made to maintain
its cultural heritage and its horticulture status, and that
no hazardous or polluting industries be allowed in this
area. Based on these recommendations, on September
14, 1988, the Maharashtra Government issued directions
to the District Collector, Thane and the Director, Directorate of Industries and Urban Development Department and declared Dahanu as a ‘Green Zone’.
However, the idea of an ESA cover for the area began
when in 1989, the Bombay Suburban Electric Supply
Limited (BSES) proposed a 500 MW thermal power
plant in Dahanu. The Ministry of Environment and

1.3 Demographic information

Photo credit: Kanchi Kohli

The Dahanu Municipal Council has 9,356 households
and a population of 44,401. Demographically, while only
7% of India’s population are tribals, 65% of Dahanu’s
inhabitants belong to the Warli tribe, which is indigenous to the area.
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Forests appointed two committees of experts headed by
Dr. S. K. Roy, a senior scientist and Dr. Maudgal, Senior
Scientific Advisor, MoEF to investigate the proposed site
of the thermal power plant. Both the committees advised against the siting of BSES’s thermal power plant
in Dahanu in view of its rich agricultural, natural and
cultural heritage. However, the state government still
went ahead with it assuring the local population that
there would be no secondary growth of industries due
to the thermal power plant. This was in stark contrast
to the earlier directions of the state government creating
much ambiguity over the status of the region.

2.4 Regulations and prohibitions
An annexure to the notification provides guidelines for
permitting/ restricting industries or industrial units in
the Dahanu Taluka. The industries have been classified into three categories: Green, Orange and Red. The
Government of Maharashtra can approve Green Category industries in approved industrial areas without
prior approval of MoEF. These industries include all
non-hazardous and non-obnoxious industries that do
not discharge polluting effluents. The Orange Category
industries are permitted in Dahanu Taluka only with
proper environmental assessment and adequate pollution control measures in sites that are approved by the
MoEF. The industries falling under this category with
an outlay exceeding Rs. 3 crores will be referred to the
MoEF’s prior approval. If they are under Rs.3 crores then
the environment clearance will be granted by the state
government Environment Department and the MPCB.
The Red Category industries cannot be permitted in
Dahanu Taluka. The industries that are not mentioned
in the notification can be put under any of the three
categories by the State Government. The industrial
projects already approved or in existence in the taluka
before the date of issue of the notification remain
unaffected but they have to conform to the statutory
environmental standards.

2.2 Preliminary and final notification
The preliminary notification of the Dahanu ESA was
published on February 8, 1991 and certain objections
were received from the environmental groups of Dahanu
and Bombay, individuals of Dahanu, the Maharashtra
Government, the Dahanu Industries Association and
the Dahanu Taluka Krushak Samaj. The Ministry of
Environment and Forests (MoEF) notified Dahanu
Taluka as an ESA on June 20, 1991.
2.3 Format of the notification
‘Ecologically Fragile/Sensitive Area’ was a comparatively
new conservation concept at the time when options were
being explored to declare Dahanu as one, using the provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act 1986. This
was the third ESA to be notified, after the Doon Valley
and Murud-Janjira Notifications. Since the Murud-Janjira Notification contained just one paragraph prohibiting industries in the area, it was decided at the outset
that the Dahanu Notification would be drafted along
the lines of the Doon Valley ESA Notification.
The salient features of the Dahanu Notification are:

2.5 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring

•

The state government was to prepare a Regional
Plan for Dahanu Taluka within a year of the ESA
Notification’s date;

•

No change in land use of areas which are green and
environmentally sensitive was permitted;

Though the notification directed the Maharashtra
Government to constitute a Monitoring Committee to
ensure compliance with the notification, this never happened. In 1994, Mr. Bittu Sehgal, an environmentalist
and editor of the wildlife magazine, Sanctuary-Asia,
filed a Writ Petition in the Supreme Court, demanding the implementation of the notification in Dahanu
Taluka. The Supreme Court subsequently directed
the central government to constitute an Authority to
monitor the ESA Notification. The Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority now ensures that the
notification is implemented by concerned state and
district level departments.

•

Restrictions were imposed on the setting up of industries categorised as ‘Red’ which included largescale polluting or hazardous industries;

2.6 Committee members and departments involved
(As of May 2008)

•

Future industrialisation would be limited to 500
acres in the taluka;

•

The state government was to set up a Monitoring
Committee to ensure compliance of the notification
and this committee was to include local representatives in it.

Shri Chandrashekhar Shankar Dharmadhikari, a retired
judge of the Mumbai High Court, was made the chairman of the Authority. Many of the members of the Authority are experts in various fields and are members by
virtue of their designation such as the Director of the
National Institute of Hydrology, Director of the National
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Institute of Oceanography, Head of the Botany Department, Mumbai University, Head of the Department of
Environmental Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai, a nominee from the Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology and the Director of
the National Institute of Design. The Collector of Thane
District, the Secretary, Maharashtra Pollution Control
Board and the Deputy Secretary, Urban Development
Department, Government of Maharashtra are also on
the Authority. There is representation from an NGO as
well, to be nominated by the central government.

for Environment and Forests, to discuss the thermal
power plant. Ms. Gandhi suggested that the thermal
power plant should be allowed to come in Dahanu and
to settle it she would pass a notification similar to the
Doon Valley Notification for Dahanu. Consequently,
Dahanu was notified as an ESA in 1991.
3.2 Response to the notification
Responses from Government
The state government’s reluctance in supporting the
notification is gauged by the fact that when central
government asked all the states to list out Ecologically
Sensitive Areas falling in their respective zones, the
Maharashtra Government did not name any. The state
government and Mr. Sharad Pawar, the Chief Minister
of Maharashtra at the time, visualised the BSES thermal
power plant in Dahanu, as a solution to the electricity
scarcity in Bombay. The Chief Minister lobbied with
the late Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi for the same.
When local farmers and the DTEWA began resisting
the power plant, the central government’s Environment
Ministry wrote a letter to the Collector, Thane asking
him not to permit anymore industries in Dahanu after
the BSES plant. To this, the state government reacted
by verbally telling BSES not to set any more plants or
industries in the area. Neither the central government
nor the state government made any effort to pass any
orders prohibiting further industrialisation in Dahanu
till the Dahanu Notification. This, coupled with the
ignoring of the recently granted ‘Green Zone’ status
to Dahanu reveals the seriousness that the subject of
ecological sensitivity commanded.

3. Process of notification
3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy
To meet Bombay’s ever increasing demand for electricity, in 1988, BSES decided to set up its thermal power
plant in Dahanu. Local farmers, Ms. Nergis Irani and
Ms. Kitayun Rustom (two Iranian farmers and environmentalists of the area) who were working to better their
local environment were alarmed by the BSES plans. They
feared that the sulphur di-oxide emissions of the plant
would damage the chikoo plantations of the region.
They wished to conserve this sole green zone between
the highly polluted cities of Wapi and Ankaleshwar
from the impacts of the power plant. Therefore, they
founded the Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection
Group which was later renamed Dahanu Taluka Environment Welfare Association (DTEWA), to fight this
project. Along with Mr. Debi Goenka of the Bombay
Environment Action Group, they filed a Writ Petition
challenging the location of the plant, in the Bombay
High Court in 1989. The High Court and subsequently
the Supreme Court, where the matter progressed, did
not concur with their argument.
Soon after, the DTEWA came to know that the
MoEF had asked all the state governments to list Ecologically Fragile Areas (EFA) in their respective states.
For this purpose, the Ministry had drafted a document
mentioning the criteria for an area to be notified as an
EFA. Among other things, this included areas with long
coastlines, tribal populations, and some percentage of
green cover or forests. The Maharashtra Government
replied to the central government stating that no such
areas existed in Maharashtra. The DTEWA traced the
document drafted by the MoEF and to its surprise realised that Dahanu Taluka fit a majority of the criteria
needed for an area to be declared as ‘ecologically fragile’.
DTEWA got the local people and many groups to sign
a detailed note asking the State Government to notify
Dahanu as an Eco-Fragile Area. A few of the members
of DTEWA met Ms. Menaka Gandhi, the then Minister

Response from local people, civil society groups and
institutions
Local farmers did not want the thermal power plant to
come up in Dahanu, but nonetheless, it did. However,
they did not expect that their area would eventually be
declared an ESA by notification either. Many of them
did not know what lay in store through this notification,
and were pleasantly surprised to know that it would
deal with the pollution created by BSES’s thermal plant
and that their farms could be protected to some extent
from the impacts of the power plant.

4. Issues of implementation
4.1 The Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection
Authority (DTEPA)
All projects to be located in Dahanu have to be
cleared by the DTEPA before obtaining a No Objection
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Certification from MPCB & other State departments to
operate in Dahanu. Usually the Authority asks the Project proponents to undertake compensatory afforestation
or provide basic amenities for the people of Dahanu for
example a Trauma Centre. The Authority oversees the
compensatory afforestation while the Forest Department implements it. While the project proponents
provide the financial compensation, different government departments (such as the Forest Department,
Revenue Department, Urban Development Department
and Maharashtra Pollution Control Board) assist with
implementing the compensatory tasks.
As prescribed by the notification, whenever a person
is aggrieved by a violation of environmental laws in the
region, he/she is required to petition the Authority by
means of a letter/petition which is then communicated
to the accused party. All concerned parties then file their
written reply in the matter. Then, in the Authority’s
meetings, the issues are heard in the presence of all
concerned parties. All the proposals for development
and industrial projects are also discussed in these
meetings. From December 1996 till May 2008, in all,

37 DTEPA meetings have been held. The DTEPA has
its office in Zoroastrian Association Building, Horniman
Circle, Fort, Mumbai - 23. Presented below are accounts
of the issues handled by the Authority.
4.1.1. Vadhavan Port

Photo credit: Kanchi Kohli

In February 1997, the Government of Maharashtra
awarded the multi-national company, Peninsular and
Oriental Private Limited (P&O) a contract to build an
international port on Vadhavan. They announced their
decision in the press that they would be seeking funding
from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for a megaindustrial, 29-berth port that they proposed to build
in Vadhavan in Dahanu Taluka with the state government holding 14% equity. The port, in many ways would
violate the Supreme Court directives because Vadhavan
was marked as a ‘Green / No Development Zone’ in
the map submitted to the Supreme Court by the state
government. The state government intended to alter the
Regional Plan and thereby change land use in Dahanu
which was against the Court’s orders. It would violate the
CRZ Notification, 1991 as well. Therefore environmental
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organisations, fishermen and tribals of Dahanu got together as the People’s Alliance for the Implementation of
the Law (PAIL) to protest it. Meanwhile, Dahanu Taluka
Environment Welfare Association (DTEWA) conducted
a study on the effects of the proposed port on the terrestrial biodiversity, marine ecology and socio-economics of the area. The matter was finally taken to DTEPA
which rejected the proposal on September 19, 1998 and
P&O withdrew from the project on November 12 1998.
However, the Maharashtra Maritime Board appealed the
DTEPA’s decision in the Bombay High Court in June
2002 requesting that the Vadhavan Port be permitted.
The case was pending with the court till June 2006

conducted for the environmental groups as well. Based
on the two reports, the central government in March
1993 decided to defer the installation of the FGD plant
for one year. It conveyed to BSES that a final decision
in this regard would be taken after commissioning of
the power plant, based on pre and post-project monitoring. On September 24, 1996 in, the Supreme Court had
directed NEERI to examine the effects of the thermal
power plant and give its recommendations for controlling the pollution it was likely to cause in Dahanu
Taluka. Amongst other recommendations that NEERI
provided, was the recommendation to install an FGD
system in the thermal power plant.
In October 1996, Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority (DTEPA) was constituted. Continuous
monitoring of the thermal plant’s discharges was done
by the Authority and sulphur di-oxide concentration
was computed for stable atmospheric conditions (unlike BSES and MPCB which computed it for unstable
and neutral atmospheric conditions), as insisted by
Dr. Mishra of National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee,
a member of the DTEPA. The results showed that pollutants were well above the permissible limits for an
environmentally fragile area.
After considering all aspects of the matter, on May
12, 1999, the Authority passed an order, directing BSES to
install an FGD plant within a period of six months. BSES
then filed an appeal against this order in the Bombay
High Court in 2000 where it was rejected. The BSES’s
appeal to the Supreme Court was also later dismissed.
A couple of orders were passed by the DTEPA from 2001
to 2004 directing BSES to start the work on the FGD
plant immediately. Meanwhile, the MoEF constituted a
committee chaired by Dr. V. Rajagopalan, Joint Secretary, MoEF to evaluate the necessity of the FGD Plant
for thermal power stations. The DTEPA however, did
not rely on this report and stayed firm on its decision
which had been confirmed by the Bombay High Court
and Supreme Court. In 2004, the thermal power plant
was taken over by Reliance Energy Limited (REL). The
DTEPA asked REL to file an affidavit stating that the
outcome of the Rajagopalan Committee would have no
bearing on the company’s action and that it would not
approach any court of law in this regard. The Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB), Mumbai granted
consent to REL to operate Dahanu Thermal Power Station up to March 31, 2009 vide Consent Order dated
March 23, 2004. The Authority issued a ‘Show Cause
Notice’ on March 24, 2004 questioning the MPCB’s renewal of REL’s license to operate beyond March 31, 2004,
in lieu of the company’s continued non-compliance of

4.1.2 Installation of Flue Gas De-sulphurisation
(FGD) Plant at Dahanu Thermal Power Station
On June 13, 1990, the Maharashtra Pollution Control
Board (MPCB) granted clearance to BSES to set up its
thermal power plant in Dahanu under certain terms and
conditions. One condition was that BSES would install
a Flue Gas De-sulphurisation (FGD) plant with 90%
efficiency to check the sulphur-dioxide emissions.
BSES had applied to the state government for the
waiver of the conditions relating to the installation of
the FGD plant. In 1991, after consulting with Dr. Shivankar, Director, Nuclear Power Corporation, Bombay, the
MPCB replied that the FGD installation might not be
compulsory if the total emission remained within the
prescribed limits. Environmental groups had filed a Writ
Petition in the Bombay High Court against the setting
up of the thermal plant, and they took this development about the FGD to the Supreme Court. Before the
Court, they expressed their apprehension that the state
government was reluctant to enforce the clearance conditions under which the plant was permitted. The Court
directed the central government, which was yet to give
its clearance on the matter, not to grant any relaxation
to BSES on the FGD plant installation without a full
consideration of consequences. If there is any proposal
to relax this or any other condition subject to which the
plan has been cleared, neither of the two Governments
should permit such relaxation without giving notice of
the proposed changes to the petitioners.
In April 1991, BSES requested Union of India to
review the condition of installation of the FGD plant.
In June 1991 the Dahanu ESA Notification was issued by
the central government. The Government of India then
ordered an independent review for the requirement of
the FGD Plant for the power station through the Ranganathan Committee. This matter was also referred to the
MoEF’s Expert Appraisal Committee and a hearing was
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the Authority’s orders. After discussions, this Authority
granted time to REL till April 16, 2004 to file an affidavit,
stating the steps taken to complete installation of the
FGD plant as per the Authority’s directions. Accordingly, on March 16, 2004, REL filed an affidavit along
with a schedule of the installation of FGD plant. The
Authority issued an order dated April 23, 2004 granting
permission to REL to operate the power plant till April
30, 2005 and directed it to submit a monthly progress
report. The Authority asked REL to revise the schedule
of the installation of the FGD plant as it reckoned they
were allotted more time than what was required for
installation. In their letter dated February 12, 2005, REL
informed the Authority that they had finalised certain
technical and commercial negotiations and had issued
a Letter of Intent (LOI) on February 12, 2005 to M/s.
Ducon Technologies Inc. (Ducon) intimating their
terms and conditions regarding FGD installation. REL
also requested the Authority to restore and extend the
MPCB’s consent for the Dahanu Thermal Power Station
(DTPS), dated March 23, 2004, for five years. The Authority passed an order dated March 19, 2005, directing
REL to deposit a bank guarantee of Rs. 300 crores in
favour of the Ministry of Environment & Forests, New
Delhi, within a period of one month i.e. on or before
April 19, 2005. The guarantee would be reverted after
ensuring the effective functioning of the Thermal Power
Plant by October 2007 (as promised by REL)
Thereafter, REL requested to review the said order
of the DTEPA directing it to deposit a guarantee of Rs.
300 Crores. In reply, the Authority communicated to
them that it had no power to review its own order. In
turn, REL approached the Bombay High Court and filed
a writ petition. After hearing the matter, the Bombay
High Court stated that REL shall furnish a bank guarantee of Rs. 100 Crores to secure due completion of the
work of setting up of FGD Plant by October, 2007 as
per the work schedule and shall file quarterly reports
commencing from August 1, 2005. The Authority asked
REL to file a letter from Ducon that it would abide by
the schedule given to DTEPA and complete the work
of installing the FGD plant by the end of September
2007. After discussions, it was decided to extend the
consent granted to operate the Dahanu Thermal Power
Station beyond April 30, 2005 up to August 31, 2005.
REL asked for a final inspection into the functioning
of the FGD plant to prevent itself from losing Rs. 100
Crores. After a final inspection Dr. Asolekar, member
of the DTEPA did not give a clean chit to the plant in
his report to the Authority on the FGD’s performance.
Then REL approached the MPCB for clearance which

was given. The DTEPA asked MPCB not to give the bank
guarantee back to REL until a final word came from
the Authority. DTEWA and the Authority wanted that
the latter should have some way to monitor the FGD
plant. According to REL’s report discussed in the 37th
Meeting of DTEPA on May 6, 2008 the performance
of the FGD system was found to meet more than 90%
of all the stipulated norms. After discussion in detail,
it was decided that a committee would visit the FGD
plant on June 9 and 10, 2008 and submit a report to the
Authority. The Authority asked the MPCB to monitor
the FGD system.
4.1.3 Pre-afforestation scheme
Both in the case of rehabilitation of project-affected
people and afforestation in lieu of forest loss by development projects, endless delays are a common experience. Many times, the concerned authorities pay
no attention to these once a project is over. Taking
into consideration this common experience, and with
a view to ending such practices in the Dahanu Taluka,
the Chairman of DTEPA insisted that there should
be ‘pre-afforestation’ and ‘pre-habilitation’ schemes
instead of reforestation and rehabilitation respectively.
These ideas were introduced as official schemes in the
clearance of several projects.
It was first used in the discussions on the construction project of National Highway No. 8. The
DTEPA directed the Forest Department to shoulder
the responsibility of implementation of the plantation
programmes in the ratio of 1:10 (i.e. in lieu of every
tree cut, 10 new trees should be planted). It directed
that the concerned project proponents make available
the required funds for the programme. The withdrawal of money deposited with the Forest Department
for these purposes requires the prior permission of
the DTEPA, and Utilisation Certificates are submitted
to it by the Deputy Conservator of Forests, Dahanu
periodically.
As of May 2008, the following Projects have been
cleared employing this scheme:
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•

Widening of National Highway No. 8 (Manor To Kajali) in the Dahanu Region: The National Highway
Authority of India has paid Rs. 1,37,14,025/- to the
Deputy Conservator of Forests for a pre-afforestation scheme for over 163.50 ha of degraded forest
land in Dahanu and Talasari.

•

Environmental clearance for laying a natural gas
pipeline from Hajira to Uran - proposal from GAIL
(India) Limited: GAIL deposited Rs.9, 88,000/- with

the Deputy Conservator of Forests, Dahanu, for the
preparation and implementation of pre-afforestation scheme.
•

Grant of permission for installation of 220 & 400
KV transmission line – proposal from M/s. Power
Grid Corporation of India Ltd: Rs. 9,00,02,620/- has
been deposited with the Forest Department for
pre-afforestation; 20540 trees will be planted at
Nava Sakhara.

•

Environmental clearance for laying pipeline for
transportation of natural gas from Hyderabad to
Ahmedabad – proposal from M/s. Gas Transportation & Infrastructure Company Ltd: Rs.35,13,529/was deposited with the Deputy Conservator of
Forests, Dahanu towards pre-afforestation.

Environmental Engineering Institute (NEERI) to have
the said Master Plan examined by a team of experts for
its conformity with the ESA and CRZ Notification and
give their suggestions. It asked the NEERI team to examine the effect of the thermal plant as well and give its
recommendations for controlling the pollution caused
by it. Finally the Court directed the state government
to execute the Master Plan as approved by the MoEF
while taking into consideration and implementing the
recommendations of NEERI.
The state government expressed its inability in
implementing some of NEERI’s recommendations. The
state government decided to approach the Bombay High
Court in this regard and filed a civil application seeking some clarification. The petition is pending before
the High Court in Writ Petition No. 981 of 1997. The
Deputy Director of Town Planning prepared a draft
interim report with plans, in which all of NEERI’s recommendations were not included; authenticated CRZ
boundaries were not taken into consideration and the
whole exercise was done without satellite imagery.
Therefore, this issue was discussed with the Principal
Secretary, Urban Development Department and it was
decided by DTEPA (constituted by then by the MoEF
on orders from the Supreme Court) that the plan approved by the MoEF should be amended as per satellite
imagery and NEERI’s recommendations.
The progress made in the preparation of the Regional Plan was addressed in the DTEPA’s meetings
from time to time. The 36th meeting of DTEPA was
held on August 22, 2007 when the officer appointed
informed DTEPA that this issue was discussed with the
representatives of DTEWA and their suggestions had
been incorporated in the Regional Plan. As stated by
Shri Ravi Rao, Town Planner in the 37th meeting of the
DTEPA, the Regional Plan has been forwarded ahead
by the Assistant Director of Town Planning, Regional
Plan, Dahanu (name not given), on April 13, 2008. A
final meeting to discuss this issue was proposed to be
held on May 15, 2008. After the meeting, the Regional
Plan for Dahanu Taluka was to be submitted within a
month’s period to the Director of Town Planning, Maharashtra State, Pune for scrutiny.

4.1.4 Regional Plan
As per the Dahanu ESA Notification, a Master Plan and
a Regional Plan were to be prepared within one year
of the notification and a Monitoring Committee was
to be constituted by the Maharashtra Government for
Dahanu Taluka. Since neither of these materialised till
1994, and clearances were still being given to industrial
activities in Dahanu, it became apparent that the state
government was not taking any interest in implementing the notification. Therefore in response to the writ
petition demanding implementation of the notification
(mentioned in earlier sections) the Supreme Court intervened.
Through various orders from January 1995 to
October 1996, the Supreme Court directed the state
government to indicate the number of industries that
have been set up with the latter’s permission along with
information on safety and pollution control measures
they employed from the date of the notification in Dahanu Taluka. It also directed the state government not
to grant further permission or consent for setting up or
the operation of any industry in the Dahanu area. Even
industries that were given consent but hadn’t started
operating were asked not to operate till further orders. It
asked the Central Pollution Control Board to inspect the
315 industries operating in Dahanu (including rubber
balloon units and stone crushers) and submit a report
within four weeks. As the Coastal Regulation Zone Notification also applies to Dahanu, no construction of any
kind was permitted within 500 meters of the high tide
line by the Court.
On enquiring about the Master Plan, the Court was
told that the state government had sent it for MoEF’s
approval which had approved it with certain conditions. The Court requested Dr. P. Khanna, National

4.1.5 Development Plan
The 33rd meeting of DTEPA was held on October 14, 2005
during which it was suggested that the Regional Plan for
Dahanu Taluka and the Development Plan for Dahanu
Municipal Council be synchronised and a model plan
be prepared on the basis of NEERI’s recommendations
and the two notifications (CRZ & ESA). DTEWA had
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given a number of suggestions on the Development
Plan and it was made clear that these should be submitted to the Director of Town Planning, Maharashtra
State, Pune. During the 35th meeting of DTEPA held
on October 5, 2006, the Director of Town Planning,
Maharashtra State, Pune clarified that he had received
the Development Plan of Dahanu. The Development
Plan was already published. The 36th meeting of the
DTEPA was held on August 22, 2007 when the Director
of Town Planning, Maharashtra State, Pune informed
the Authority that the Development Plan of Dahanu
was submitted to the Urban Development Department
of the Maharashtra Government in March, 2007 and
was being further processed. In the 37th meeting of the
DTEPA, Mr. Sudhakar Nangnure, Deputy Secretary, Urban Development Department informed the Authority
that the suggestions received from the DTEWA had been
incorporated in the Development Plan. The report from
the Director of Town Planning was expected soon after.
The DTEWA made two additional suggestions. Taking
these into consideration, the Development Plan was to
be submitted to the Chief Minister.
4.1.6 Other issues
To protect the coast from erosion due to ingress of the
sea, retention structures called ‘bandharas’ are set up
along the coast in Dahanu. The DTEPA has been monitoring the setting up of these structures. Other issues
where it has been active include the Fly Ash Utilisation scheme for the thermal power plant, the repair of
Irani Road, grant of permission for various development
projects like the laying of underground gas pipelines,
the notification of forests as mangroves by the Forest
Department and the expansion of the existing Universal
Capsules factory among others.

in January 2001, to examine the Dahanu Notification
and its validity (on the pretext that there were divergent
views in the MoEF regarding the same). The committee asked the Ministry to gather sufficient details of
microbial biota, flora, and fauna including the marine
components, geo- morphological features, specialised
habitats and other ecological aspects of Dahanu Taluka.
Therefore, the MoEF assigned Tata Energy Research Institute to do a study on the flora and fauna of the region
which was accepted (after revisions were undertaken)
by the committee in March 2003. On hearing about
the MoEF’s intentions to disband DTEPA, Ms. Nergis
Irani from DTEWA filed an affidavit in the Supreme
Court against it.
After going through the TERI report, the Chairman
of the Expert Committee emphasised the need to review
the Dahanu Notification issued in June, 1991, in light of
the criteria laid down by Pronab Sen Committee. The
Expert Committee felt that the Dahanu Notification
could be drafted along the lines of the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani and Matheran Notifications. A smaller
area could be defined as ‘ecologically sensitive’ rather
than the entire taluka. It was therefore decided by the
MoEF that the Expert Committee would visit Dahanu
Taluka in order to review the status of implementation
of the Dahanu Notification.

6. Present status
6.1 The Central Government, the ESA and the
DTEPA
The discussions with DTEPA members and NGO representatives indicate that the MoEF has not been sympathetic to the workings of the Authority. The details
mentioned below reflect the attitude of MoEF towards
DTEPA and in effect to the ESA notification:
6.1.1 Review of notification
As soon as the MoEF constituted an Expert Committee
in the year 2000 (Mohan Ram Committee) to review
the existing and new proposals for declaring areas as
ESAs, it asked the committee, in its very first meeting
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The visit of Dr. H. Y. Mohan Ram, Chairman, Expert
Committee to declare areas as ESAs, was arranged on
August 22 and 23, 2003. The representatives of local bodies, people representatives, NGOs and others expressed
their views on the problems faced by them due to the
lack of developmental activities in Dahanu Taluka. The
intimation of the committee’s visit did not reach DTEPA
and DTEWA whereas local representatives knew about
it. DTEPA and DTEWA were just given 48 hours notice
to attend the meeting with the Expert Committee, local
authorities and people. The representative of Kashtakari
Sanghathan, Mr. Vijay Mahtre representing the farmers
from Gholvad & Bordi area and Ms. Michelle Chawla
were not allowed to complete their submissions. The
major issues, put forth included - the restrictions on setting up of industries; growing unemployment; restriction on fishing; the neglect of adivasis; change in land
use pattern and the decline in chickoo production. The
local elected representatives and their supporters were
of the strong opinion that because of the Dahanu ESA
Notification, the taluka was not able to develop. They
wanted the notification to be withdrawn or reviewed to
facilitate developmental activities. The DTEPA was not
allowed to be present at the public hearing to refute
these allegations.
Date of Notification

Extension in tenure of the DTEPA

19-12-1996

1 year

05-11-1997

1 year

18-12-1998

2 months

17-02-1999

3 months

18-05-1999

6 months

09-11-1999

6 months

16-05-2000

2 months

02-08-2000

5 months

18-12-2001

6 months

18-06-2001

6 months

18-12-2001

3 months

14-03-2001

3 months

02-05-2002

3 months

18-09-2002

2 months

18-11-2002

Till further orders

to DTEWA members, the Expert Committee was not
given a holistic picture including reports of the gross
violations and defiance of court orders committed by
the BSES power plant. The committee did not visit the
six ‘Upavans’ i.e. forests which were established under
the pre-afforestation scheme by the Authority.
In its report, the committee said:
The Notification has by and large served the purpose
for which it was issued. The area has indeed been protected from unplanned industrial expansion. However,
the decision to notify the Dahanu Taluka as an EcoFragile Area was not based on a comprehensive scientific
study of the region. Therefore, a comprehensive scientific
study of Dahanu Taluka area should be undertaken involving a multi- disciplinary team of experts to arrange
the information on Dahanu in the format decided by
this committee. (This should also be done) to evaluate
whether or not the area qualifies as an ESA as per the
basic criteria set by the Pronab Sen Committee.
The committee concluded that the resentment expressed by the local people on the lack of development
was essentially due to the absence of a Master / Regional
plan for Dahanu which was required to be prepared
by Government of Maharashtra (GoM) within one year
of the notification. The committee recommended that
the Master / Regional plan be finalised by the GoM by
December 31, 2003.
It recommended that ‘Green Category’ industries
should be permitted in the area.
It also suggested that an integrated effort towards
developmental programmes should be undertaken for
the conservation of biological diversity; the growing of
non-wood forest products and rural and tribal community development in order to provide ecological security
and economic development of the region. It is worthy
to note here that the DTEPA is a statutory and quasijudicial Authority constituted by the Government of
India as directed by the Supreme Court. Therefore this
Authority cannot be subject to supervision by any committee or Authority. However, the MoEF still asked the
Mohan Ram Committee to re-evaluate and reconsider
the Dahanu Notification which can be interpreted as
the MoEF superseding the Supreme Court’s order.
6.1.2 Financial Issues
Though the MoEF had been providing financial assistance to the DTEPA, funds had been erratic and insufficient for the proper functioning of the Authority.
From 1997 to 2007 the MoEF had been given a meagre
amount of 124.3 lakhs to DTEPA. Because of a dearth
of funds, the Authority has been unable to hold its
meetings and support its staff. Staff members have been

The other major issue brought before the Expert
Committee was the multiplicity of Authorities granting
permission for various developmental and civic activities. A meeting with the DTEPA was also held where
the mandate of the Authority and issues pending before
it were discussed. However, the main activities of the
Authority were not paid much attention to. According
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engaged by the Authority only on a temporary basis and
on deputation from other government departments. The
Chairman and the members of the Authority have not
received any honorarium and are only reimbursed for
their travel expenses.

Many industries, especially stone crushing units
(which is a ‘Red Category’ unit) were being granted
clearances by the Maharashtra Government in direct violation of the notification until the Court intervened.
The first office of the Authority was in the MLA
hostel called ‘Manora” at Nariman Point in Mumbai. The
location was suitable and convenient for the members
and staff of DTEPA. But the state government said it
caused problems in accommodating visiting MLAs and
it made the Authority shift to its current location. The
current office premises of the Authority is under legal
dispute which creates insecurity and inconvenience
impeding the functioning of the Authority.
The state government even failed to initiate work
on the Regional Plan and Development Plan within one
year as stipulated in the notification. It is reportedly in
the last stages of finalisation. Ms. Priyanka Kesarkar,
the Chief Officer, Dahanu Municipal Council was of
the view that in the absence of a Development Plan,
the Dahanu Municipal Council cannot participate in
many schemes like town planning undertaken by the
government. She felt that the Authority was holding
back the Development Plan in the name of CRZ &
ESA violations.
The Maharashtra Government had filed a civil application in the Bombay High Court seeking clarifications
in respect of ‘ambiguities’ in the NEERI recommendations for controlling pollution which was likely to be
caused by the thermal power plant. Strangely, it did not
make any such application to the Authority. .
However, Mr. Sudhakar Nangnure, the Secretary of
Urban Development Department, Maharashtra Government who is also on the Authority is appreciative of the
DTEPA’s role. He also had a strong sense of ownership
of the DTEPA decisions and processes, as was reflected
during an interview with him.
The Dahanu Municipal Council, Maharashtra Maritime Board, Revenue Department and Forest Department abide by the Authority’s instructions although
they sometimes require constant intervention by the
Authority. The representatives try to be present in the
Authority’s meetings and send their submissions on the
work done as and when possible but the District Collector, Thane does not attend the DTEPA meetings.
As per the notification, 25 kms around Dahanu Taluka has been notified as a buffer zone and no industries
are allowed to be set up there. Since Dahanu is on the
border of Maharashtra and Gujarat, certain regions in
Gujarat also get covered under the buffer zone and the
Authority does not permit any industrial projects to
come up there. Thereby, the Authority has invited the
disapproval of the Government of Gujarat as well.

6.1.3 Modifying/reconstituting the Authority
The Central Government had filed a petition before the
Supreme Court in I.A. Nos. 2 & 3 in Writ Petition No.
231 of 1994 for modification of the notification constituting the Authority. This petition is pending and the
Supreme Court had issued an Interim Order directing
that the Authority shall continue till further orders from
the Court. The Ministry had been granting extensions to
the Authority only for a few months which affected its
smooth functioning. A detail on the manner in which
the tenure of the Authority has been extended for short
periods is given below:
There are a few vacancies in the current list of
members of the Authority which have not been filled
by the MoEF even after repeated requests by the
Authority.
As per judicial discipline, a quasi-judicial Authority
is not expected to appear and plead its own case before
any court. Therefore, it cannot even inform the Supreme
Court about the circumstances under which it has been
operating in even though it is a party to the petition
filed by the MoEF in Writ Petition 231 of 1994.
6.1.4 Local bodies, the state government, the ESA
Notification & DTEPA
From the outset, the Government of Maharashtra was
not pleased with the notification and the working of
the Authority especially in the manner that it affected
the BSES thermal power plant and the Vadhavan Port.
It, in fact, even appealed in the Bombay High Court to
permit the port.
In 1992, the Dahanu Industries Association filed
Writ Petition No. 1555 of 1992 in the Bombay High Court
against the notification. The Maharashtra Environment
Department appointed a Monitoring Committee to
implement the notification and ironically nominated a
member of the Dahanu Industries Association as one of
its members. No environmental NGO, farmers’ association or fishermen’s society had any representation in the
Monitoring Committee. The District Collector, Thane,
who was the Chairman of the committee, insisted that
examining violations of the notification was not within
the committee’s terms of reference, indirectly making it
clear that this committee would work towards diluting
the notification.
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One of the most striking aspects of the working of
the Authority in Dahanu is the association between the
Forest Department and the DTEPA. Any project that
comes to DTEPA involving deforestation is granted permission only in lieu of compensatory pre-afforestation.
The responsibility for the plantations lies with the Forest
Department. The Range Forest Officer of the Dahanu
Division Mr. Jukker and two Forest Guards, Mr. Tandel
and Mr. Chauvan in the Nava Sakhre region in Dahanu
were enthusiastic in describing the ‘Upvans’ that they
were maintaining. They spoke with pride and enthusiasm about these efforts.

are interested in selling their lands to industrial units
and tribal are losing their jobs and want employment.
Although political parties don’t oppose the notification
overtly, they are known to misguide farmers and tribals
alike to build disfavour regarding the notification. The
local people and tribals don’t have complete knowledge
of the notification and its provisions that allow green
industries in the area. They are misled into believing
that the notification should be opposed as it does not
allow any industries to operate in Dahanu.
Dr. Shyam Asolekar, a member of the Authority
and Mr. S. H. Gaonkar, Section Officer, DTEPA seemed
proud of the work that Authority has been doing. They
highlighted the pre-afforestation and pre-habilitation
schemes as pioneering work credited to the Authority.
They and the Chairman feel that local people if not
deluded, support the notification entirely.

6.1.5 Local people, groups and institutions
The DTEWA has been very active since its inception in
supporting the notification and the Authority and trying not to let developmental activities mar the beauty
of Dahanu. The members of the group along with the
Bombay Environment Action Group are involved in the
issues tackled by the Authority and they try to attend
Authority meetings and provide inputs. The DTEPA
Chairman was appreciative of the work that NGOs
and civil society groups do but he observes that these
groups could work towards similar goals rather than
being divided by divergent concerns about Dahanu.
He solicited the active cooperation of NGOs and other
groups during our interviews with him.
The Shetkari Sanghatan, a tribal rights group has
been lending its support to the Authority whenever
needed. It has reported violations of the Dahanu ESA
Notification to the state government even before the
constitution of the Authority. It raises tribal issues wherever applicable, in the Authority’s meetings. It is also
consulted by the Authority to decide on the price of the
land that the tribals should get as a compensation for
the development and construction projects proposed to
the Authority. Moreover tribals have been made beneficiaries of the revenue generated from pre-afforestation
scheme. They are asked to suggest indigenous species of
plants to be planted under the pre- aforestation schemes
so that they are better served.
Mr. Mirajban Prabhakar Save who owns a 33 acre
farm and Mr. Noshir Irani (the taluka Vice President of
the Congress (I) Party) are local farmers, who state that
most farmers are indifferent towards the ESA Notification. They are however concerned about the thermal
plant and believe that it should not be expanded and
they are appreciative of the efforts of the Chairperson
of DTEPA for not letting this happen so far. The observed decline in chickoo production has been affecting
farmers and tribal populations simultaneously, farmers

7. Future course
Dahanu Taluka is the lung of the highly polluted and
urbanised cities of Maharashtra and Gujarat. It may not
meet the criteria laid by the Pronab Sen Committee but
the area is particularly important because of its location.
The rich resource base that it supports is an important
reason to protect it. The Warli tribe that resides here is
already pressurised by industries elsewhere. It has more
or less maintained its natural resource base that serves
as a sink for these cities. The area might not seem to
be ‘ecologically sensitive’ at the outset but it still qualifies for protection. The DTEPA has been instrumental
in implementing the Dahnau ESA Notification. This is
one of the only authorities/ committees constituted for
maintaining ESAs that have been essentially conserving
the ESA with/ without governmental support. This can
in fact serve as a model for the constitution of more
such area-specific Authorities. The constant appeals
and petitions against the Authority in the courts, the
state and central government’s hostile treatment, the
receding local support and financial constraints are
some of the stumbling blocks that the Authority has
had to overcome in its functioning. One of the biggest
threats to the ESA itself comes from efforts to disband
this Authority. REL wants to expand its thermal power
plant. It has been lobbying with the Centre towards
this goal. Undoubtedly this is considered another big
threat to Dahanu’s environment. The Government of
Maharashtra and the Ministry of Environment and
Forests do not appear pleased with the DTEPA. Now,
the Government of Gujarat has joined forces with those
opposing the Authority. Although the Authority cannot
be disbanded except by the Supreme Court, it is under
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constant danger of being dissolved. The future of the
Dahanu Ecologically Sensitive Area depends on the
future of the Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection
Authority and its Chairman.

local farmers; Ms. Kitayun Rustom, Ex- Trustee,
DTEWA; Mr. Debi Goenka, Conservation Action
Trust; Ms. Priyanka Kesarkar, Chief Officer, Dahanu Municipal Council; Mr. Sudhakar Nangnure,
Deputy Secretary, Urban Development Department
February 16, 17, 18, 2008; Mr. S. H. Gaonkar, Section
Officer, DTEPA; Justice Dharmadhikari, Chairman,
DTEPA; and Mr. Shyam Asolekar, Member, DTEPA
May 2, 3, 2008.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Aravallis
drainage divide between the east and west flowing
rivers in north-western India and represent a transition
zone climatically, edaphically and vegetatively. They are
the oldest existing mountains of the world. Although
the Aravalli is a vast barren land, as the region experiences high rainfall with the onset of the monsoons, the
Aravalli is rich with the numerous species of plants and
animals. The ranges and its biodiversity are extremely
important because they act as a barrier protecting the
northern regions of India by preventing the warm desert
winds of Thar from entering it.
As mentioned above, a major portion of the ESA
comes under the Punjab Land (Preservation) Act, 1900,
which is actually common land and therefore holds great
social importance. This land belongs to the community
and is not privately owned.

1. Basic details
1.1 Location
The Aravalli Range is a range of mountains in western
India running approximately 800 km from the northeast
to southwest across the state of Rajasthan. The northern
end of the range continues as isolated hills and rocky
ridges into the state of Haryana.
1.2 Area, geographical spread and importance of
the area
The Aravalli Ecologically Sensitive Area includes all
reserved forests, protected forests, any other un-cultivable forest areas, barren lands and grazing lands in
the Gurgaon District of Haryana and Alwar District of
Rajasthan. It also comprises all areas covered by sections 4 and 5 of the Punjab Land (Preservation) Act,
1900 applicable to Gurgaon and all areas of the Sariska
National Park and Sariska Wildlife Sanctuary notified
under the Wild Life Protection Act, 1972.
The Aravalli Ranges are the only mountain range
found in the northwest part of India. They act as a

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
In the early 1990s, several activities were taking place
in the Aravallis. This included the felling of trees,

Table 6: Chronology of events related to the Aravalli ESA
1989

Vikalp Samiti filed a PIL in Supreme Court against the Farm House construction in Aravalli

October 1991

Supreme Court stopped mining in Sariska Wildlife Sanctuary

Early 1992

Supreme Court stops farmhouse construction in Aravalli

May 1992

Aravalli ESA Notification got gazetted by the MoEF

November 1992

MoEF delegated the powers to grant environment clearance to mining projects to the state governments

October 2002

Supreme Court banned mining activities in Aravalli region

December 2002

Supreme Court lifted the ban on mining

March 2004

Supreme Court resumed the ban on mining in Aravalli

October 2008

Supreme Court issued notice to the Haryana Government on the petitions seeking the renewal of mining
licenses in the Aravalli Hills regions

May 2009

Supreme Court banned mining in 448 sq. kms of Faridabad and Gurgaon districts of Haryana
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construction of wide roads, fencing of areas, and
development of resorts (such as the Aravalli Retreats
by Ansals Housing and Construction Limited) among
others. All these activities were brazen violations of
the Punjab Land (Preservation) Act 1900. Although
part of the area was closed under sections 4 and 5 of
Punjab Land (Preservation) Act1, and although these
areas were in the possession of Forest Department,
constructions continued taking place, despite the
Forest Department registering a number of cases
against them.
A Public Interest Litigation (PIL) was filed by a
group called ‘Vikalp Samiti’ in the Supreme Court
against the illegal construction and activities, subsequent to which, the court granted a stay order on the
same. However, even this did not stop project developers
from constructing the resort - ‘Aravalli Retreats’. Alongside in the Alwar District, large-scale mining activities
were taking place.
As noted by the MoEF, the reason for these constructions could be that the profit margins involved in
construction activities in these areas were very high.
The punitive action in the form of fines levied under
the Punjab Land (Preservation) Act, 1900 was just not
enough of a deterrent. The Forest (Conservation) Act,
1980, was not applicable in the area as the land was
not recognised as a ‘forest’ in the government records,
even though possession of the area was with the Forest
Department. Therefore, the MoEF had to intervene by
issuing the Aravalli Notification in January 1992.

•

2.4 Regulations and prohibitions
The following activities are prohibited in the Aravalli
Ecologically Sensitive Area except with the prior permission of the MoEF:
i)

Location of any new industry including expansion
and modernisation of existing industries, all new
mining operations including renewal of mining
leases, the continuation of existing mining leases
in sanctuaries/national Park and areas covered under Project Tiger and mining being done without
permission of the competent authority;

ii) Cutting of trees;
iii) Construction of any clusters of dwelling units,
farms houses, sheds, community centres, information centres and any other activity connected with
such construction (including roads and a part of
any infrastructure relating thereto);
iv) Electrification (laying of new transmission lines).
2.5 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring
Initially, the executive powers to oversee the implementation of the notification were with the MoEF.
The MoEF constituted an Expert Committee in 1992
to grant environmental clearance for the mining
projects in the area. While examining the proposals
the MoEF observed that most of the mining activities
in the Aravalli region occur in clusters and the
majority of the operations were very small in nature.
Therefore in 1999, powers were delegated from the
MoEF to the state and it was envisioned that all the
mine owners would join together under the aegis of
the state government to work out an Environment
Management Plan. The governments of Haryana and
Rajasthan constituted an Expert and Monitoring Committee for this.

2.2 Preliminary and final notification
The Preliminary Aravalli ESA Notification was published in the official gazette on January 9, 1992 inviting
objections and the final notification was gazetted on
May 7, 1992.
2.3 Format of notification
The salient features of the Aravalli ESA Notification
are:
•

It specifies the process of applying for permission
to carry out the above mentioned activities and
contains an application form for the same in its
Annexes. An Environment Impact Statement and
Environment Management Plan should accompany
the application for permission.

It prohibits certain activities (mentioned in section
2.4 below) in the ESA of the Aravalli Range except
with the prior permission of the MoEF.

2.6 Details of committees and departments involved
As per the sections 4 and 5 of the Punjab Land (Preservation)
Act, 1900, for the conservation of sub-soil water and prevention of soil erosion, the Provincial Government may restrict
or prohibit the inhabitants of the towns and villages situated
within the limits or vicinity of the notified areas, to take any
tree, timber or forest produce for their own use, or to pasture
animals, or quarrying, or to cultivate or erect buildings.

The Secretary, MoEF was the chairperson of the Expert
and Monitoring Committee constituted by the states
of Haryana and Rajasthan to monitor the implementation of the Aravalli ESA Notification. Representatives
from the State Pollution Control Boards and other
state departments were members of the committee.

1
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Mr. Mahendra Vyas was the only member representing
the civil society groups on the committee.

However, mining continued in the Alwar District unabated. By then Ms. Maneka Gandhi had been replaced
from the Ministry and Mr. Shekhar Singh was on the
Planning Commission. Under the circumstances it was
the view in the MoEF that action should be taken under
the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. Thus the notification came in May 1992 regulating mining and other
developmental activities including constructions.

3. Process of notification
3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy
In 1989, the Ansals Housing and Construction Limited
had purchased land in Sona, Haryana to build up-market farm houses called the ‘Aravalli Retreats’. The land
was however the common property land under the Punjab Land (Preservation) Act, 1900. Evidently, the Ansals
Company had acquired the land illegally. When this
came to the notice of Kalpavriksh (an NGO working
on environmental issues) members, they formed a
group called ‘Vikalp Samiti’ along with Marg, an NGO
and others. The Samiti wrote a letter to Ms. Maneka
Gandhi, the Minister for Environment and Forests at
the time, bringing the above matter to her notice. Ms.
Gandhi and Mr. M.K. Jiwrajika, a forest official, showed a
great interest in the matter. However, due to external
pressures no action was taken. Then Vikalp Samiti decided to file a PIL in the Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court case went on for three years but had granted a
stay on the constructions in the interim. However,
this did not stop the builders from the construction
of the Aravalli Retreats. The MoEF tried to enquire
about this matter with the government of Haryana
which maintained a silence in response. In 1992, the
Supreme Court case was decided and the Ansals group
was asked to stop the construction of farm houses. As
per Mr. Shekhar Singh, member, Vikalp Samiti, the
highlight of the case was that it was probably for the
first time that the EPA was used to protect forest land.
Earlier it was viewed just as a legislation talking about
air, water, emission standards and pollution limits. But
when it was proven in the court that the constructions
were environmentally destructive, the Ministry had to
take actions to stop it.
While this case was still going on in the Supreme
Court, in October 1991, in another matter (W. P. 509,
Tarun Bhagat Singh, Alwar vs. UOI & others) the Supreme Court passed an order stating:
•

All mining activities be stopped in the Sariska
Wildlife sanctuary by December 15, 1991.

•

A committee constituted by Supreme Court should
demarcate the boundaries of the Sanctuary by December 31, 1991.

•

The mines functioning within the Sanctuary be
closed on the basis of the boundary demarcation
and the persons affected be provided alternate mining leases by the State Government.

3.2 Response to the notification
Even after the Aravalli ESA Notification, mining and
other destructive activities continued in the area clearly
indicating that the notification was not taken seriously.
The people who were initially involved in opposing the
farm house construction had expected a complete ban
on such activities. However, the notification contained
a provision of applying to the MoEF for permission
for such activities. As per Mr. Shekhar Singh, had the
Supreme Court case been resolved sooner, there would
have been lesser damage done to the area

4. Issues of implementation
While the onus of implementing the notification lay
with the Central Government, it constituted a Monitoring Committee to grant clearances to the mining
projects. The consideration of these proposals was put
on hold in the Ministry due to a Supreme Court stay
order (WP No. 509/1991). Subsequently, in its final order
dated July 29, 1997, the Supreme Court directed that no
mining activity should be permitted in the Sariska National Park and Sanctuary, and that no mining activity
should be permitted by the State Government without
the written permission of Central Government in the
areas that fall within the Sariska Tiger Reserve but
which are not covered within the core area (i.e. Sariska
National Park and Sanctuary) of these protected areas.
Thus, the Committee could now consider only those
proposals for environment clearance that did not fall
in these areas. It was reconstituted in October 1997 for
two years under the Chairmanship of Dr. S.K. Pandey,
Additional IGF, MoEF. Shortly, on November 29, 1999,
the central government passed on the responsibility
and the powers to grant environmental clearances to
mining projects to the state governments of Rajasthan
and Haryana. The illegal activities became even more
rampant after that.
4.1 Supreme Court’s involvement
The problem of environmental degradation in Aravallis
has held the attention of the Supreme Court for the last
20 years. The details of various cases are as follow:
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during the course of this hearing, the provisions of the
EIA Notification were applied to this region as well.

W.P. No. 4677 of 1985 (M. C. Mehta vs. Union of
India & Ors.)
The case is regarding the adverse impacts of mining
and other activities in and around the Faridabad area
in Haryana. The area was not covered under the Aravalli
ESA Notification and therefore mining units operating
there had to obtain and comply with the necessary
environmental clearance conditions under the Environment Impact Assessment Notification, 19942. On
May 10, 1996, the Supreme Court directed the mining
units located within a radius of 2-5 km from the Badhkal Lake and Surajkund in Faridabad, to obtain a No
Objection Certificate from the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and the Haryana Pollution Control
Board (HPCB) for mining operations. In May 2002 in
response to a petition filed by the Government of Delhi,
the Supreme Court ordered all mining activities to stop.
It also ordered that the pumping of ground water in
and from an area 5 km from the Delhi-Haryana border
in the Haryana side of the Ridge Forest and also in
the Aravalli hills be stopped. Further, in response to an
affidavit filed by the Government of Haryana, on July
25, 2002, the Supreme Court directed the Environment
Pollution (Prevention & Control) Authority [EP (PC) A]
for the NCT (National Capital Territory) of Delhi and
NCR (National Capital Region) (also known as the Bhure
Lal Authority) to submit a report on the environment
in the area. During their visit, the EP (PC) A found
prima facie evidence of violations of compliance orders
and environmental norms as well as violations of the
Supreme Court’s orders.
In its hearing dated October 31, 2002, the Supreme
Court took up the issue of mining in Faridabad District
in the matter of an Interlocutory Application I.A. No.
1785 (M.C. Mehta vs Union of India & ors) wherein the
two reports of the EP (PC) A and the Bhure Lal Authority
were examined. The Court directed the MoEF to deal
with the leaseholders or applicants who were operating in Faridabad District without any environmental
clearance. The EIA Notification was not applicable to
the region covered under the Aravalli Notification but

W.P. No. 202 of 1995 (T. N. Godavarman Thirumulpad vs. Union of India & others)
An Interlocutory Application I. A. No. 758 of 2002 dated
May 7, 2002 was filed in the Supreme Court concerning
the problem of large-scale mining being carried out in
Maneswar, Haryana. The area falls under the purview
of the Aravalli ESA Notification. As stated above, the
powers to oversee clearance for the mining operations
had been delegated to the Haryana Government with
respect to areas like Maneswar. The State Government
of Haryana had constituted an Expert Committee to
appraise all activities proposed in the ESA. It was
decided by the Expert Committee that for conservation and preservation of the environment and for the
purpose of achieving sustainable development, 20%
of the mined lease area should be reserved for plantations and every lessee must plant 500 plants per
hectare in the designated area for plantation. The
project proponents were also asked to take suitable
measures for prevention and control of pollution and
other detrimental effects. According to the State Government, 21 mines were permitted to operate in the
Gurgaon sub-division, 23 have not been permitted and
8 are sub-judice.
Later, in response to the prayer made in this case,
the MoEF constituted an Enquiry Committee to inspect
the alleged mining activities causing adverse impacts in
Maneswar, on June 24, 2002. The committee mentioned
in its report that some of the mines were operating
in unscientific and unplanned manner and could pose
threat to environment.
In 1991-91, 1998-99 with the financial grants from
European Union under the Aravalli Rehabilitation
Project Government of India had committed that
no mining will take place in the rehabilitated area
for 21 years. On October 28, 2002, in its second
monitoring report, the Central Empowered Committee (CEC), a monitoring body set up under the T.N.
Godavarman Thirumulpad case, stated that illegal mining operations were being carried out in this planted
area and also in and around Maneswar. Therefore, in
its order dated October 31, 2002 the Court took both
the cases together (W.P 202 and 4677) and ordered
that all mining activities in the Aravalli region be
stopped.
In an order dated December 16, 2002, the Supreme
Court allowed the resumption of mining activity in
Aravalli provided no such activities are carried out in a

2

Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification details
the procedural formalities required to be fulfilled by potential investors for undertaking any developmental activity
specified there under. It specifies under Schedule I that all
mining projects with a lease area more than 5 ha require
environmental clearance from the Central Government. The
projects involving mining of minor minerals are exempt from
obtaining environmental clearance. Schedule II of the notification provides the details that require to be submitted by an
entrepreneur for the appraisal of his project.
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protected area. In its interim report dated January 22,
2003 and its final (third) report dated February 7, 2003,
the CEC made following observations:
•

Almost all mines are operating in the region in
violation of the approved mining plans.

•

The assumption on the basis of which the powers
were delegated to the State Government under the
Aravalli Notification are found to be incorrect.

•

Mining leases have been granted in areas where
plantations have been undertaken with foreign
financial aid.

water table was falling in the region. As per the recommendations of CEC, Amicus Curiae Ranjeet Kumar
sought a complete ban on mining in the eco- fragile
Aravalli zone. However, on March 27, 2009, the Supreme
Court reserved its verdict whether a complete ban could
be imposed on mining activities in the Aravalli range
areas falling within Faridabad and Gurgaon. The Court
reserved the ban as it was not sure about the areas
that would get covered under the ban subsequently,
the area was decided upon and on 8th May 2009, the
Supreme Court issued a judgment putting a ban on
mining operations in approximately 448 sq.kms of
Faridabad and Gurgaon districts of Haryana. The ban
will stay till MoEF and CEC prepare a reclamation
plan which is then duly certified by the State Government of Haryana. The court is yet to take a final
decision on whether the state government will be
allowed to excavate minor minerals from 600 hectares
out of the 448 sq.kms. This is needed as construction material for houses, sport complexes and other
buildings.

4.2 Central and state government’s response to
the ESA
The CEC’s report dated January 22, 2003 shows that
all 59 mining leases were granted in Gurgaon after the
Aravalli ESA Notification was issued. None of them
had obtained environmental clearance till 1999 that is
until the powers for clearance were delegated to the
State Governments. These mines were operating without complying with the conditions of the approved
mining plans while some were operating even without
environmental clearances. The CEC suggested that the
powers delegated to the state government under the
Aravalli ESA Notification be reconsidered along with
stopping all mining activities in Aravalli.
On March 18, 2004 the Supreme Court upheld the
ban on mining in Aravalli and constituted a High-Level
Monitoring Committee.

5. Sources of Information
•

‘Aravalli Mining: SC reserves order’ Indian Express,
March 28, 2009, New Delhi

•

Aravalli Notification, MoEF, May 7, 1992.

•

Background Note on Environmental Degradation
in Aravalli, MoEF.

•

‘Crushing Aravalii Forest to Dust’. Times of India,
Feb 11, 2008. and ‘Patrolling to halt mining in Aravalli’. Times of India Feb 15, 2008.

•

Interview with Dr. Shekhar Singh, Planning Commission, November 27, 2007

•

Interview with Mr. M. K. Jiwarajika, Central Empowered Committee June 27, 2008

•

Note by Amicus Curiae, Writ Petition No. 4677 of
1985 (Haryana mining matter) in T.N. Godavarman
Thirumulpad v/s Union of India.

•

‘SC Notice to Haryana on mining in Aravallis, The
Tribune, October 21, 2008, New Delhi.

•

Third report of the Central Empowered Committee,
October 28, 2002.

•

www.wikipedia.com

4.3 Present status and future course
Currently, illegal mining activities are rampant in
the Gurgaon District of the Aravalli ESA. While the
people who first invited the judiciary’s attention to
the matter wanted a complete ban on all kinds of destructive activities, what materialised eventually was
only a partial solution to the problem.
On October 10, 2008, the Supreme Court issued
a notice to the Haryana Government on a number of
petitions seeking the renewal of mining licenses in
the Aravalli hill region. It had asked the state government and the Central Empowered Committee, which
has to clear projects in the forest areas, to clarify the
implications of continued mining in the region for the
ground water-level. There have been reports that the
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Numaligarh
1. Basic details

2.2 Preliminary and final notification

1.1 Location

The Numaligarh Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESA)
Notification was gazetted on July 5, 1996.

Numaligarh is a small town in Golaghat District of Assam. It is located about 270 km east of Guwahati.

2.3 Format of notification, regulations and
prohibitions

1.2 Area, geographical spread and importance of
the area

Similar to the Murud-Janjira site, the Numaligarh site
was not a formal ESA Notification; the notification declared a region of 15 km around the Numaligarh refinery
site, except the northwest area where the zone extends
till the eastern boundary of the Kaziranga National
Park, as a ‘No Development Zone’. The expansion of
the industrial area, townships, infrastructure facilities
and such other activities which could lead to pollution and congestion were not allowed within this ‘No
Development Zone’, except with the prior approval of
the central government. The exact area demarcation
according to latitudes and longitudes was specified in
the Appendix to the notification.

Numaligarh is at the east of the Kaziranga National
Park which is home to three-fourth of the total rhino
population in the world. It contains the largest single
concentration of endangered species like swamp deer,
wild buffalo, elephants, tigers and Gangetic dolphins
and is the only park of its kind with a viable lowland
grassland ecosystem in south Asia.

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
The Numaligarh Refineries Limited was set up at Numaligarh in 1993 in accordance with a commitment made
by the Government of India in the historic Assam Accord1, signed on August 15, 1985 and was conceived as a
vehicle for speedy economic development of the region.
The Numaligarh ESA Notification was closely related to
the setting up of the refinery in Numaligarh.

2.4 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring
No specific mechanisms have been mentioned in the
notification.

3. Process of notification
3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy

Table 7: Chronology of events around the Numaligarh
Notification
1985

Assam Accord was signed

1993

Petroleum Refinery at Numaligarh was set up

The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas proposed a
petroleum refinery at Numaligarh. Before this, a site visit
of the area had been carried out by the MoEF under
the guidance of N. K. Das of the Indian Oil Corporation Limited. The site of the petroleum refinery was in
close proximity to the Kaziranga National Park on its
eastern side in Assam. However, the site visit report to
the MoEF stated that the refinery was at a significant
distance from the Kaziranga National Park.
As per the provisions of section 5(2) of the Environment (Protection) Act 1986 and section 5(1)(viii) of

1

The Assam Accord (1985) was a Memorandum of Settlement (MoS)
signed between representatives of the Government of India and the
leaders of the Assam Agitation in New Delhi on August 15, 1985.
The accord brought an end to the Assam Agitation and paved the
way for leaders of the agitation to form a political party and form a
government in the state of Assam soon after.
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the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 the central
government can restrict or prohibit the location of industries in areas in close proximity to protected areas.
This provision was pointed out to the MoEF by
members of the Bombay Environmental Action Group
(BEAG). However, the matter had reached the level of
the Prime Minister by then. A note of dissent against
the setting up of the petroleum refinery was written
by BEAG to Maneka Gandhi, the then Union Minister
of Environment and Forests. She informally told BEAG
that the commitment has already been made by the
Prime Minister for setting up the Numaligarh Refinery; therefore nothing could be done to reverse that.
However, she agreed that the Refinery should not have
been set up close to the Park. Therefore acknowledging that the developmental activities for the petroleum
refinery would exert pressure on the region’s natural
resources and wildlife habitat, further industries in the
region were prohibited. The notification to declare the
Numaligarh area as a “No Development Zone” came
through in the format mentioned above.

of 9 km from the Kaziranga National Park which
was opposed by many environmental groups. When
the MoEF became aware of this, it wrote to the
state government stating that quarrying could
not take place here as 15 km around the Kaziranga
National Park had been declared a ‘No Development
Zone’.
In the same year, the director of the National
Park said that a proposal for declaring a 10 km
circumference area around Kaziranga as an ESA was
being formulated. It is possible that this is linked
to the requirements of the Section III (5.2) 1 of the
National Wildlife Action Plan (NWAP), wherein areas
around PAs are to be declared as ESAs (See Chapter 3
for more details)The current status of the proposal is
not known.

5. Sources of information
•

Numaligarh ESA Notification, MoEF, July 1996.

•

Protected Area Update, Vol XII. No. 2 April, 2006
(No. 60).

4. Current status

•

In 2006, the Forest Department of Assam had invited
tenders for quarrying in Mikir Chang at a distance

Interview with Mr. Debi Goenka, BEAG February
21, 2008.

•

www.wikipedia.org
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CHAPTER NINE

The Taj Trapezium
1. Basic details

2.3 Order by the MoEF to constitute Taj
Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority (TTZPA)

1.1 Location and its importance

The MoEF by its order dated May 13, 1998 constituted
an authority to be known as the Taj Trapezium Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority with the
following powers:

A 10,400 sq km area around the Taj Mahal, comprising Agra, Mathura, Hathras and Ferozabad districts and
also parts of Mainpuri and Bharatapur districts of Uttar
Pradesh, has been declared as the Taj Trapezium Zone
(TTZ). The TTZ comprises over 40 protected monuments including three World Heritage Sites - the Taj
Mahal, Agra Fort and Fatehpur Sikri.

(i) to monitor progress of the implementation of various schemes for protection of the Taj Mahal and
programmes for the protection and improvement
of the environment in the above said area;

2. Legal and procedural details

(ii) to exercise powers under section 5 of the EPA;

2.1 Background

(iii) to take all necessary steps to ensure compliance of
specified emission standards by motor vehicles and
ensuring compliance of fuel quality standards;

Brick kilns, Mathura Refinery, iron foundries, glass and
other chemical industries were posing serious threat for
the Taj Mahal. Noted environmental lawyer M. C. Mehta
filed a Writ Petition (No. 13381) in 1984 against these
sources of pollution. On May 12, 1996, the Supreme
Court directed the National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI) to send an inspection
team to find out extent of pollution generated by kilns.
Subsequently, it directed all brick kilns to install all
the pollution control devices suggested by NEERI. The
Pollution Control Board was directed to recommend
steps to be taken by kiln owners and on the failure of
the kiln owners to do so, it could direct them to close
down. The Court also ordered 292 coal-based industries
to switch to natural gas or else to relocate outside the
protected zone by April 30, 1997.

(iv) to deal with any environmental issue which may
be referred to it by the central government or the
state government of Uttar Pradesh relating to the
above said area.
The constitution of the TTZPA included:
(1) Commissioner, Agra Division (Chairman)
(2) Chairman, Utter Pradesh State Pollution Control
Board
(3) Deputy Inspector General of Police, Agra Range
(4) Member-Secretary, Central Pollution Control Board
(5) A representative of the Ministry of Petroleum and
Natural Gas

Table 8: Chronology of events around the notification
1984

M. C. Mehta filed a Writ Petition in Supreme Court against brick kilns operating in Taj Trapezium

1996

Supreme Court directed NEERI to find the extent of pollution due to kilns

1997

292 Coal based industries were asked to switch to natural gas by Supreme Court

May 1998

MoEF constituted Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority
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(6) A representative of the Ministry of Environment
and Forests

up by the Uttar Pradesh government. In April 2002, the
Supreme Court ordered the Agra Heritage Fund to set
up a solar power plant to meet the energy needs of the
Taj Mahal and the surrounding area. The industries still
located in the Taj Trapezium are taking the assistance
of international organisations like USAID to minimize
pollution under the Clean Air initiative since 1993. Taj
Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority is monitoring this
and other such schemes to control pollution in the Taj
Trapezium.

(7) A representative of the Archaeological Survey of
India
(8) Vice-Chairman, Agra
(Member-Convener)

Development

Authority

The authority did not have any representation from
civil society groups or citizens of Agra. The authority’s
term was over in 2000 and it was given an extension after
that. On April 30, 2003 the authority was reconstituted
for another two years. The two- year long extensions
are being given to authority since then. Right now the
Authority is operational and comes under the purview
of Central Pollution Control Board. Its term is going to
get over in December 2009.

4. Sources of information

3. Present status and future course
The state of Uttar Pradesh, where Agra and the Taj Mahal are located, experiences electricity blackouts almost
daily. This has had a negative effect on the functioning of
the sensitive pollution monitoring system of the Taj set
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•

http://www.american.edu/TED/taj.htm

•

http://www.cleanairnet.org/caiasia/1412/
article59051.html

•

Interview with Mr. Neeraj Khatri, Deputy Director,
April 29, 2009

•

Orders of the MoEF dated May 13, 1998 and April
30, 2003.

•

www.mcmef.org

CHAPTER TEN

Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
1. Basic details

A. Area of Mahableshwar-Panchgani Region = 237.28 sq km

1.1 Location

B. Of the above

Mahabaleshwar is a city and a municipal council in

Satara District in the Indian state of Maharashtra. It is
the highest hill station located in the Western Ghats.
With one of the few evergreen forests left, it served
as the summer capital of Bombay Province during the
British Raj. Tucked away in Satara District, just 19 km
east of Mahabaleshwar, Panchgani is also amongst the
most frequented hill resorts.

(1) Mahableshwar Municipal Area

= 19.55 sq km

(2) Panchgani Municipal Area

= 6.16 sq km

(3) Gaothans outside Municipal limits

= 0.95 sq km

C. Residential Zone outside Municipal limits = 1.66 sq km
D. Forest Zone

= 123.96 sqkm

E.

= 83.72 sq km

Green Zone

1.3 Importance of the area

1.2 Area, geographical spread

Physical importance

The Mahableshwar-Panchgani Ecologically Sensitive
Area (ESA) includes the entire area within the boundaries of the Mahableshwar Tehsil and the villages of
Bondarwadi, Bhuteghar, Danwalli, Taloshi, Umbri of
Jaoli Tehsil of the Satara District in the Maharashtra
State. The total area of the Ecologically Sensitive Zone is
237.28 sq km, the break up of which is given below:

Mahabaleshwar is a vast plateau measuring 150 sq km,
bound by valleys on all sides. It is at the catchment
area of five rivers. It reaches a height of 1438 m (4710
ft) at its highest peak above sea level, known as Wilson or Sunrise Point. Panchgani is a table-land close
to Mahabaleshwar.

Table 9: Chronology of events around the notification
May 1997

BEAG filed WP in Bombay High Court against illegal constructions in Mahabaleshwar- Panchgani

January 1998

High Court directed MPCB to take action

July 1998

Government of Maharashtra constituted Heritage Committee

November 1998

High Court set up High Court Monitoring Committee to ensure that laws related to constructions,
buildings, etc. are followed

December 1998

MoEF asked state government for its views on Mahabaleshwar- Panchgani to be declared as an ESA

July 2000

Draft Mahabaleshwar- Panchgani ESA Notification was issued

January 2001

Final Mahabaleshwar- Panchgani ESA Notification was issued

October 2001

MoEF constituted High Level Monitoring Committee to oversee the implementation of the notification

January 2005

The High Level Monitoring Committee got dissolved by MoEF

April 2008

MoEF reconstituted the High Level Monitoring Committee
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around the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Municipal area
and laid down the land use and building restrictions for
the area. It was clear from the existing land use given in
the Regional Plan that the areas allotted by government
to local people on lease, were densely green at that time.
It also stated rules and delineations of the land use.
The Government of Maharashtra sanctioned the
Regional Plan in 1985. However, it did not prove very
effective in checking the degradation of the plateau. The
illegal constructions and breach of building bye laws
went on unabated. Bombay Environment Action Group
(BEAG) filed a Writ Petition in the Bombay High Court
on May 15, 1997 contending that illegal constructions,
breach of the provisions of the Building Bye laws and
Development Control Rules and ongoing non-forest
activities in the forest areas were all taking place in the
region. On June 23, 1997, the state government was directed to form a committee to ascertain the situation and
suggest remedial measures. The committee identified approximately 1060 buildings and other violations in the
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region. Considering the recommendations of the committee by an order on January
14 1998, the Bombay High Court asked the Maharashtra
Pollution Control Board (MPCB), the District Collector,
Satara and the Chief Officer of the Mahabaleshwar Municipal Council to take immediate action.
This led to a series of steps. A Government Resolution was passed on July 21, 1998 to appoint a Heritage
Committee for the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region.
Subsequently on November 18, 1998, the High Court
appointed a Monitoring Committee to monitor the
developments within the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
region and directed all the concerned authorities to
take action to protect the environment of the area.
Around that time, the Ministry of Environment and
Forests (MoEF) had gazetted a preliminary notification
inviting public objections and suggestions for the declaration of Pachmarhi as an Ecologically Sensitive Area.
This was the first hill station to be considered for declaration as ‘ecologically fragile’. This created the ground
for pushing the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification
in the Ministry.

Social importance
There are no tribal communities residing in the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region. Most people are agriculturists or travel to the town for work from nearby
rural areas. The economy related to forests does not
have a subsistence base but was more geared towards
horticulture or agriculture. There is large dependence
on tourism
Economic importance
The area is known for its strawberries and mulberries.
85% of India’s total production of strawberries is from
Mahabaleshwar. Many processing units are operational
here that make jams, sorbet, jellies and so on. Agriculture, horticulture and tourism are the main sources
of income generation. Panchgani is known for its residential schools.
1.4 Population and demographic information
specific to the ESA
As per the census of 2001, Mahabaleshwar has a population of 12,736 with 2125 households. Males constitute
55% of the population and females 45%. Mahabaleshwar
has an average literacy rate of 78%, higher than the
national average of 59.5%, where male literacy is 84%,
and female literacy is 71%. In Mahabaleshwar, 11% of
the population is under 6 years of age. Panchgani has
2119 households with 13280 persons.

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
In 1982, the Department of Environment, Maharashtra
Government carried out a study on the environmental
status of the Mahabaleshwar plateau and stated in
its report ‘unless checked now, the entire plateau may
well be destroyed within a decade and rendered unfit
for human habitation’. The State Forest Department
Report of 1983 also recommended strict control on
construction activity in the area. Unrestricted construction was taking place as before the 1980s there was
no Regional Plan. Thus, this haphazard construction
was not illegal. In the early 1980s, a Regional Planning
Board was established. Environmentalists like Mr.
Shyam Chainani, (Bombay Environmental Action
Group), Mr. Sujit Patwardhan (Pune Citizen’s Forum)
and Mr. Prakash Gole (Ecologist and Executive Director, Ecological Society) were on the board among
others. Subsequently, the draft Regional Plan for the
area outside Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Municipal
limits was drawn up in 1984. It covered 52 villages

2.2 Preliminary and final notification
The preliminary notification for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani was issued on July 25, 2000 by the MoEF. BEAG
made efforts to spread the news about this so that
more and more responses on the draft could be
sent to the MoEF. According to representative of the
BEAG, over 180 letters of support were sent to the
MoEF as a result of an active grassroots campaign
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by Mr. Balu Panchal, a local resident of the area and
ally of BEAG. In response to the notification, an
evocative letter was sent from Mr. K.T. Satarawala to
Mr. Vishwanath Anand, the Secretary, MoEF. Over
350 suggestions in total came in including from
eminent people like Member of Parliament, Mr. N.K
Somani, Mr. H.N Sethna, Mr. Ram Preda (former Chief
Secretary of Maharashtra), Mr. Rushen Soonewala
(Padma Shri recipient) and others out of which less
than 15 opposed the notification.
The final notification for the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification ESA was issued on January 17, 2001.
There were differences in the draft and final notification, the reasons for which are discussed in subsequent
sections. Some of these were:

•

The state government was to prepare a Master Plan
within a period of two years indicating the areas
where industries may be permitted. The Master
Plan was to demarcate all the existing forests,
green areas, horticultural areas, tribal areas and
other environmentally sensitive areas and lay down
stipulations for regulating traffic as well.

•

Change of land use and increase in the existing
parameters of permissible floor area ratio, permissible height, permissible maximum number of
storeys and permissible ground coverage is not
permitted.

•

The state government was to prepare a Sub-Zonal
Master Plan under the Master Plan including building regulations for gaothan1 areas.

2.3 Format of the notification

•

The state government was to prepare a Tourism Plan
based on the carrying capacity study. All tourism
activities were to be permitted only within the parameters of the tourism plan.

•

The sites of natural heritage and man-made heritage
were to be identified and the state government was
to draw strict guidelines to conserve these.

•

Extraction of ground water was permitted only for
agricultural and domestic purposes.

•

Local authorities were to carry out segregation of
waste.

•

Constitution of a High level Monitoring Committee to ensure compliance with the provisions of the
notification by the MoEF.

Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification follows
the same pattern as used by the Pachmarhi draft
ESA Notification. The salient features of the notification are:
•

All activities in the forests are governed by the
provisions of the Indian Forests Act, 1927 and Forest (Conservation) Act 1980 and in sanctuaries and
national parks, by the provisions of the Wild Life
(Protection) Act, 1972.

1

As per chapter 1, sec�on 2 (10) of the Maharashtra Land Revenue Code
1966, a ‘gaothan’ or ‘village site’ means the land included within the site
of a village, town or city.

Draft Notification

Final Notification

No provision to regulate traffic.

Master Plan lays down stipulations for regulating traffic.

Location of the industries permitted only in designated zones.

The location of industries was permitted only in designated zones
and the industries that already had consent to operate and all
other statutory permissions were exempted from this clause.

The power to allow relaxation in the conditions for setting
up allied agricultural units was with the Commissioner, Pune
Division.

The power to allow relaxation in the conditions for setting up allied agricultural units was with the Monitoring Committee.

The Monitoring Committee was to give prior permission for
limited quarrying and mining for residential purposes provided
it was not done on hill slopes.

The Monitoring Committee could grant prior permission for limited
quarrying and mining for residential purposes. Such quarrying
could not be carried out on forest land.

No sale of ground water was permitted.

Sale of ground water was possible only with prior permission of
the Monitoring Committee.

No construction on hill slopes with a gradient of more than
15 degrees

The Monitoring Committee would indicate areas on hill slopes
where construction would not be allowed.

No discharge of effluents in water bodies and forest land.

No discharge of effluents in water bodies.

No provision on burning of solid waste.

No burning or incineration of solid waste would take place without prior permission.

There is nothing about the committee’s functions regarding
the regulation of noise pollution and traffic.
It does not state the committee’s composition.

The High Level Monitoring Committee was to be constituted
which would regulate noise pollution and traffic besides
ensuring compliance with the notification.
It talks about its composition as well.
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2.4 Regulations and prohibitions
The notification restricts the location of industries
and allows only non-polluting and non-hazardous,
agro-based and allied-agricultural industries. It does
not permit changes in the existing land use of green
areas for non-green purposes. All kinds of quarrying
and mining activities are also banned in the area. The
notification also prohibits the felling of trees in the
region. It recommends regulation of traffic and the
use of plastic in the eco-sensitive zone. The discharge
of any untreated effluents is prohibited and even the
treated effluents cannot be discharged into water bodies of the area.

The MoEF took some time to decide on the constitution
of the monitoring committee and it was constituted only
in October 2001 with a term of two years. Members of
the committee and activists interviewed mention that
after its term was over, the committee received piecemeal extensions till January 2005, following which, the
committee was dissolved by the MoEF. In October 2006
the High Court of Maharashtra asked the MoEF to reconstitute it by December 2006. On April 24, 2008, through
an Office Memorandum, the MoEF reconstituted the
High Level Monitoring Committee for MahabaleshwarPanchgani with a tenure of two years.

5.

Member Secretary, Central Pollution Control
Board

6.

Deputy Director, Town Planning, Pune Division

7.

Director, Municipal Admn., Government of Maharashtra

8.

Conservator of Forests, District Satara

1.

Mr. Jamsheed Kanga, Former Mumbai Municipal
Commissioner (Chairperson)

2.

Mr. Shyam Chainani, Bombay Environment Action
Group

3.

Maj. Gen. Bharucha, Former Mahabaleshwar Club
Secretary

4.

Mr. R. Anantakumar, MoEF Director

5.

Conservator of Forests, Mahabaleshwar

6.

District Collector, Satara

7.

Deputy Director of Town Planning Department,
Pune Division

8.

Senior Manager, Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation

9. Representative of Maharashtra Pollution Control
Board
Barring three persons all the other individuals are
members by the designations or positions that they
hold in various government departments. There is no
representation from local people to raise their concerns
before the committee.
Other than this, the Bombay bench of the High
Court constituted a Monitoring Committee on June 23,
1997 to identify illegal constructions and purchase or
use of land in violation of the Land Revenue Code or
Regional Town Plan. Its functions were:

Members of the High Level Monitoring Committee

Dr. R. P. Jagadale, Director, S&T Park, Pune University

Dr. Vijay Paranjpye, Pune

The committee is filled with the representatives
of various government departments. The civil society
members that were earlier on the committee (see
below), have not been included in the reconstituted
2001 committee Local people still don’t have any representation.
The composition of the 2001 committee was:

2.6 Details of committees and departments involved

2.

4.

10. District Collector, Satara

The state government is supposed to implement the
notification with the help of concerned departments.
A High Level Monitoring Committee was set up by the
MoEF in October 2001 to ensure implementation of the
notification. Its terms of reference included regulation
and control of noise pollution, growth in traffic and
keeping a check on the use of plastic. The committee
would also consider proposals and take decisions for
providing relaxation with regard to raising larger dairies, poultry, mushroom rearing and other units in the
nature of allied agricultural activities and structures
connected therewith in the non-municipal areas in
excess to one-eighth built up area. The committee had
also been authorised to file complaints under section
19 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.

B. N. Bahadur, Ex-President, Central Administrative
Tribunal, Chairman

Secretary, Environment, Government of Maharashtra

9. Representative of MoEF

2.5 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring

1.

3.

•
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to identify violations of building bye-laws and Development Control Rules;

•

to take measures for preventing deforestation and
to protect forests from encroachment;

•

to prevent the construction of ostensible farm
houses in uncultivated agricultural lands;

•

to suggest remedial actions to be taken.

3. Process behind the notification
3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy
Mr. Balu Panchal, a local activist along with few other
local people had been actively protesting the ongoing
environmental degradation of Mahabaleshwar since
1996. He received support from the Bombay Environment Action Group that filed a Writ Petition against
the illegal constructions and breach of various laws
in the Bombay High Court on May 15, 1997. The case
went on till the next year. As mentioned earlier, around
the same time the Pachmarhi Draft ESA Notification
was being issued. This was just before the High Court
Order (November 18, 1998) to protect the environment of hill stations like Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani.
The High Court had also instructed that till the master plan was prepared and approved there should be
no increase in the existing parameters of the building
height, number of storeys, etc. Therefore whenever the
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification was suggested,
an apprehension was expressed questioning the need
for the notification when a court order already existed
in this regard.
Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG had explained at various
instances that the court could make regulations and can
ensure the adherence to some extent but these regulations themselves could be altered by the state government under pressure from local builders. Mr. Suresh
Prabhu, the Union Minister for Environment and
Forests at that time, was contacted regarding this matter and he directed that ‘immediate necessary action’
be taken for the hill station. Later on, Mr. Chainani
made several representations to the Ministry explaining the reasons for declaring it as an ESA. According to
Mr. Chainani, it is due to Mr. Suresh Prabhu’s instructions and interest that in December 1998, the MoEF
asked the Government of Maharashtra for their views
on the declaration of Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani as an
ESA. Alongside, Mr. Shyam Chainani began working on
the preliminary draft notification for MahabaleshwarPanchgani using the formats of the Pachmarhi Draft
Notification and the Dahanu Notification. Measures
like regulating traffic, noise pollution, restricting Floor
Space Index (FSI) limits and building height were included, additionally. Regulation of traffic was crucial,
as vehicles used to cross this area to reach the Konkan
area in Maharashtra. Dr. Farrokh Wadia of the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Environmental Group, Dr. Erach
Bharucha and Dr. Vijay Paranjape played a primary
role in identifying and suggesting the boundaries of
the eco-sensitive zone.

The composition of this committee was as follows:
1.

Mr. Arun Bhatia, Commissioner, Pune, Revenue
Division

2.

Mrs. Vandana Khullar, Collector, Satara District

3.

Mr. G. S. Pantbalekundri, Officer on Special Duty,
BMRDA

4.

Mr. J. G. Kesarkar (retired director of Town Planning)

5.

Mrs. Asha Javdekar, Deputy Director of Town Planning, Pune District

6.

Col. S. Mohite (retired)

The committee submitted its report on November
17, 1997 and provided a few recommendations as well
asking the MPCB and the Municipality to take immediate actions.
On July 21, 1998 the state government passed a
resolution appointing a Heritage Committee for the
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region for the conservation
of such areas. BEAG had filed an affidavit suggesting the
appointment of such a committee. Its terms of reference includes: finalising the list of heritage structures
and sites (both natural and man-made) and formulate
and finalise the draft Heritage Regulations for the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region.
In September 1998, the High Court appointed a
committee to monitor the developments within the
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region. It was to either suomoto or on receipt of complaint from any person, bring
to the attention of the concerned statutory authorities,
any irregularity or illegality affecting the preservation
of the environment, ecology and heritage of the region.
The constitution of the committee was:
1.

Deputy Conservator of Satara

2.

Sub-Divisional Officer, Satara

3.

Dr. Farrokh Wadia, member, Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Environmental Group,

4.

Col. Mohite (Retired)

5.

Dr. Sujit Patvardhan, Pune Citizen’s Forum

6.

Mr. V. D. Kulkarni, Retired Deputy Director of
Town Planning (added on November 19, 2005 as a
member)
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3.2 Response from local, state and central
governments

eco-sensitive notification. No objections were received
by the Mahabaleshwar Municipal Council

Despite Mr. Suresh Prabhu’s keen interest, the MoEF
took good two years to come up with the final notification declaring Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani as an ESA.
Meanwhile a number of discussions and negotiations
took place between the MoEF and Mr. Shyam Chainani
to settle for the final notification. The Government of
Maharashtra was particularly uninterested in the matter. The draft for declaring Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
an ESA was given to the Ministry in the beginning of
1999 and a revised version was submitted in May 1999
by Mr. Shyam Chainani. However, the Ministry came
out with the draft notification in July 2000. The state
government’s reluctance in notifying the area as an
ESA was a major cause of this delay. While prodding
the Ministry to hasten the process, Mr. Shyam Chainani
found out that despite repeated reminders, the Maharashtra government had not conveyed their approval
on the ESA proposal till June 1999 (the MoEF had
asked for their opinion in December 1998). Eventually,
the MoEF decided to send them a final reminder and
wait for a month after which it would issue the preliminary notification with or without their response.
The Government of Maharashtra’s contempt towards
the notification was reflected later in August 2000,
when it issued a notification purporting to change
the Development Control Rules in Panchgani which
would have resulted in an increase in the permissible number of storeys and building height. This was
completely contradictory to what the preliminary ESA
notification for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani had suggested. It was because of the Bombay High Court’s
intervention that the notification issued by the Government of Maharashtra was put on hold on the premises
of the Draft Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification. Later, it turned out that the Maharashtra Government was also in favour of the notification when
in May 2000 the state was again asked for its
comments, although this time on the draft notification.
The state government conveyed its consent on June 13,
2000 vide a letter by Mr. Arun Bongirwar, Chief Secretary, Government of Maharashtra. In fact when the
notification was finally issued in the official gazette to
invite public objections, no objections were raised by
the Maharashtra Government.
However, the Panchgani Municipal Council did
raise objections to the draft notification. It said in its
letter to the MoEF, that Mahabaleshwar and Panchgani
exhibit markedly different geographical characteristics
and therefore Panchgani need not be included in the

3.3 Response from local people, groups, institutions
Under the pressure of local builders, the local authorities were allowing illegal constructions and breach of
building bye-laws. The introduction of the ESA notification was not viewed positively by either of these people.
The main business of the people of Mahableshwar has
been tourism. Therefore, restrictions on the height of
buildings, number of storeys, etc did not go very well
with many of the hotel owners. Collection of firewood
and sale of groundwater for commercial purposes was
also banned through the notification. People viewed
this as a jolt to their livelihoods. While the notification was made public and suggestions were awaited on
it, many locals wrote letters to the MoEF asking not
to notify the area as an ESA. There were no particular
local environmental groups active in Mahabaleshwar
but Mr. Balu Panchal had been concerned about the
environmental health of the area and welcomed the
notification whole heartedly.

4. Issues of implementation
The three committees operating in the area have been
looking at the similar issues, and each one of these has
seen a different trajectory as far as the ESA notification
is concerned.
4.1 Regional Plan & Master Plan
The Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification stated
that there should be a Master Plan for the eco- sensitive
zone including plans for the municipal areas which are
usually not covered in the Regional Plan. The time that
the High Level Monitoring Committee (set up under
the ESA notification) was formed was also the period
when the Regional Plan was to be revised. The New
Regional Planning Board was constituted in July 2001 by
the state government under the Maharashtra Regional
Planning Act and in October 2001 the committee was
set up. As indicated by Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG during
an interview on February 19, 2008, the state government
sent a letter to the Regional Planning Board that the
new regional plan would also be the Master Plan under
the ESA notification. Mr. Samir Mehta of BEAG met
with Mr. Jamsheed Kanga, the Chairperson, High Level
Monitoring Committee (HLMC) and Mr. Kanga contacted the Regional Planning Board and suggested that
they plan things together instead of the HLMC looking
at it later. The Regional Planning Board agreed to this
and in January 2002, a meeting between the Regional
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The Land Use Committee finally agreed on the
new zoning. Mr. Samir Mehta drafted and presented a
set of regulations, most of which got accepted by the
committee. Under it, a complete ban was put on new
tourism in the hill station. Five ‘High Growth Villages’
were identified and the local MPs and MLAs agreed
with this. There was another clause in the regulation
wherein the growth of the villages (gaothan) was accounted for and stated that since in future, these
villages would grow they are likely to enter the green
zone. While this was understandable from a long
term point of view, it meant that the area in question
became very large. This was mentioned in the Land
Use Committee’s report.
According to Mr. Samir Mehta, while the regulations were being finalised, the Chairman of the Regional
Planning Board got changed and the new official had
a bias towards developing the area. Therefore, in
the Draft Regional Plan the village expansion area
increased 100 fold; tourism was doubled and the number of roads increased by three times. Following this,
the District Collector also changed. He was informed
by Mr. Samir Mehta about this village expansion and
the possibility of some land scam behind it. He called
a meeting and villages were approached to discuss

Photo credit: Meenakshi Kapoor

Planning Board and the HLMC was held. They constituted four sub-committees:- on tourism, environment,
land use and a technical committee. The Tourism Committee was asked to form the Tourism Master Plan. It
said it lacked the capacity to do so and therefore
the Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation
(MTDC) was requested to do this. The Tourism Committee had members from Pune and Mumbai and it
provided certain recommendations to the report. Mr.
Samir Mehta, BEAG was on the Land Use Committee
and the Environment Committee as a member. The
former was to look into the development regulation
and land use zoning.
The Environment Committee had NGO members
from Bombay, Pune, Satara and Kolhapur. Seven to eight
meetings of the Environment Committee were held in
Pune and the members were to arrange for their own
travel expenses. The District Collector of Satara chaired
these meetings. In these meetings, there were several
suggestions from BEAG, one of them being that there
should be two more zones in the Regional Plan – a hill
slope zone and a conservation zone. These suggestions
were taken on board. The role of the Environment Committee was also to inform the Land Use Committee on
what needed to be regulated.
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this. The conclusions pointed out that for next 20
years the growth could be managed in the existing
area itself. However, before any action could be taken
in this regard, this Collector was also transferred in
early 2007.
The Chairman of the Regional Planning Board was
also transferred with a new person taking over. He directed the Deputy Director of Town Planning about the
changes to be made in the Regional Plan and suggested
that he talk to the Tourism Department about these
changes as well.
According to Mr. Samir Mehta, residential areas
that had been earmarked in the existing Regional Plan
were not developed and not required to and could
therefore revert to the status of Green Zone. A few
of the projects like the road from the Deccan Plateau
to the Konkan region were allowed by the state government but without cutting across the Ecologically
Sensitive Zone. The Regional Plan was presented to
the state government, following which Mr. Rajan Cop,
Director of Town Planning wrote to Mr. Samir Mehta,
BEAG discussing it. Soon after, he also got transferred
and the new person had not been approached as of
February 2008.
As per Maharashtra Town Planning Act 1966, the
Draft Regional Plan has the force of law whereas the
Master Plan does not, unless sanctioned. Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani currently does not have a Regional or
Master Plan till date. According to Mr. Vikas Deshmukh,
District Collector, Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani, the Regional plan is lying with the state government as on
April 2008.

constructions were going on in the region in violation
of local building bye-laws. Then BEAG filed another
petition with the High Court in September 2004 requesting the following: to direct the demolition of
such constructions; directing that building bye-laws
be followed strictly; implementation of the Monitoring Committee’s suggestions; requesting more
powers for this committee and orders not to delete
the heritage buildings from the heritage list as
suggested by the ‘Shri Surve Committee’ (an earlier
Heritage Committee)2. The High Court passed an order asking the local authorities to follow the decisions
taken by these committees. In October 2006, the High
Court asked the High Court Monitoring Committee
(HCMC) to continue till December 2007 with liberty
to the petitioners to apply for extension.
The 2002 High Court order drew a lot from the
findings of the monitoring committee. There were
lots of construction related issues, but the High
Court took cognizance mainly of the pollution
related issues. The court did not have a stand on
construction issues and did not take it up despite a
sound technical report.
4.3 Ropeway Project
In 2003-04, representatives of the construction sector approached the MoEF to seek clearance for the
Summer Queen Ropeway project above the Venna
Lake. The state government was agreeable to granting
clearance, however, Mr. O. P Gupta, the District Collector at that time, referred the issue to the High Level
Monitoring Committee (HLMC). The HLMC didn’t
approve the project and asked for an environment
impact assessment (EIA) study to be conducted before
considering clearance. The ropeway had no real purpose
or usage for the local people. The idea behind it was
to join the two ends of the lake to serve as a joy ride
for tourists. The project proponent, Summer Queen
Ropeway Company however, argued that since this was
a small project, an EIA was not required. Thereafter
the committee’s term was up and no further meetings
took place.

4.2 Illegal constructions & violation of the
building bye-laws
There was rampant construction activity taking place
in Mahabaleshwar in the 1990s even in the presence
of a Regional Plan for the area. BEAG took notice of
it and had filed a writ petition in 1997 highlighting
how construction and other development activities
were ruining the environment of the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region. The High Court had passed
an order in response to this, constituting a committee to submit a report in this regard. Later on, a
Monitoring Committee was set up to monitor the
development activities in the region. Still, unauthorised

4.4. Illegal constructions on the hill slopes
The High Level ESA monitoring committee invited
the High Court Monitoring Committee to have joint
meetings to decide on the illegal constructions on hill
slopes. Together they came up on the decision that all
the hill slopes be surveyed and given survey numbers
so that a check on the illegal constructions on the hills
could be maintained.

The Surve Commi�ee was the earlier Heritage Conserva�on Commi�ee
which was appointed as the Statutory Heritage Commi�ee by the MoEF’s
order dated January 20, 2003 �ll such �me as a heritage list and heritage
regula�ons were sanc�oned by the government.
2
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On April 24, 2008 through an Office Memorandum
the MoEF reconstituted the High Level Monitoring
Committee for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani with a two
year tenure. The memorandum states that the terms
of reference of the committee shall be modified after
necessary amendments in the ESA notification with
respect to the regulatory powers. The draft amendment to the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification
has also been framed by the MoEF. It intends to limit
the powers of HLMC to just monitor the compliance of
the notification and give suggestions to the concerned
departments, and actually transfer all regulatory powers
to the State Environment Impact Assessment Authority (SEIAA) under the Environment Impact Assessment
Notification, 2006.
On May 17, 2008, Mr. Chainani requested the MoEF
not to dilute the committee’s powers and instead include
Dr. Farrokh Wadia in the reconstituted committee. However, the central government has not taken any decision
on either of the matters.

4.5 Forum for citizen’s complaints and other
decisions
The ESA notification and the HLMC have provided a
forum to air citizen’s complaints. Dr. Raddi a prominent citizen of Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani complained
about the extensive changes proposed by the Municipal
Council in the Makharia Gardens, the largest park there.
The contention included the fact that it was a waste of
money (Rs. 50-55 lakhs) and that it would change the
nature of the park. HLMC conducted a site visit and
suggested critical changes, which were accepted by the
Municipal Council.
Other decisions of the committee include the bringing in of the following regulations:
•

No new construction without rainwater harvesting;

•

Groundwater to be drawn only for drinking purposes and not to be sold in tankers without the
committee’s permission;

•

Green areas not to be converted for other uses;

•

Forest Guards to charge fee and let people into the
forests to collect firewood and other substances for
their livelihood. The suggestion here was by Mr.
Jamsheed Kanga, to cut those trees in the forests
which needed to be cut for rejuvenation and that
the wood be sold in firewood depots. The Governor
at that time had agreed with it. The Forest Guards
were to be given transport facility to patrol so that
the illegal firewood cutting could be checked. However, nothing transpired of this intention.

•

5.2 State government, local authorities and the
Mahabaleshwar ESA Notification
Since the HLMC has mostly government officials on it
(other than three individuals), the state government
and local bodies are part of the implementation of
the ESA notification. So they don’t necessarily stand
against it. There have been instances such as the
Summer Queen Ropeway project where the state government and HLMC have come in conflict, and where
the state managed to have its say. The local bodies do
not appreciate the interference caused by HLMC and
the High Court Monitoring Committee in their daily
workings.
In the absence of any committee, the local bodies
allow unauthorised construction in the area. According
to Col. Mohite, the entire Mahabaleshwar area operates
on hotels perched on top of hills. Therefore, the common sewage systems don’t work. In earlier times private
bungalows were built on hill tops for scenic views, and
these are now being converted to hotels. There is a government Railway Holiday Home which was built 20-30
years ago without any aesthetics. It has blocked the view
and is also disposing its waste in the lake openly. Though
the notification has been in place for almost seven years,
it is only very recently that the MPCB came to check the
sewage system of the area. The Municipal Council has
been particularly lax in ensuring that a treatment plant
is set up for the effluents from the various hotels.
Few of the Municipal Committee members are also
hotel owners.

A Lok Ayukt was also involved to handle parking
and other issues.

5. Present status
5.1 Central government and the Mahabaleshwar
ESA Notification
The HLMC under the ESA notification was constituted
in October 2001 with a term of two years. It received
piece-meal extension till January 2005 after its initial
term was over. After that, the MoEF dissolved the
committee. In October 2006, the High court asked the
MoEF to reconstitute it by December 2006. Dilution
of the committee’s powers was being talked about in
the MoEF. In the meantime, Mr. Shyam Chainani had
been corresponding regularly with the MoEF. On April
11, 2008, he asked for the immediate attention of the
MoEF on table-land development, an amusement park
in Panchgani, a sewage treatment plan and other illegal
constructions.
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The traffic situation in Mahabaleshwar is particularly bad. The High Court Monitoring Committee wanted
to have the parking areas outside the town limits, but
that did not happen. Arthur’s Seat is a local scenic
spot recommended for short treks as it is the only area
of forest where wild animals like sambhar and deer
can still be spotted. However, there has been poor
support for this walking route, and instead there is
local pressure on the state government to propose
road constructions to enable tourists to drive up to
the vantage point.
Mr. C. A. Nikumbh, the Range Forest officer, Mahableshwar-Panchgani said during an interview on
May 3, 2008, that the existing forest laws and the
Maharashtra Tree Felling Act is enough to protect
the forest. He felt that there was no need for any
additional notification. He feels that the HLMC’s
role was to create awareness and motivate local
bodies and people to conserve the environment of
Mahabaleshwar and since it has done that, it is now
redundant.
Mr. Rambhan Mane, Tehsildar, Mahabaleshwar
does not relate his work to the regulations in the
notification. He says that he receives orders from the
Collector and works accordingly.
According to Col. Mohite, the DFO and District
Collector of Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani are based in
Satara which is one hour away and not in some far off
place like Pune or Bombay where most of the committee members reside. He believes that if these officials
really wanted to do good work it was not at all difficult
for them. Therefore he suggests that the success of the
notification really depended on the discretion of the
local bodies and officials.

He feels that if local people are on the committee, only
then can it do good work. He doesn’t feel that people
sitting in Bombay or Pune can do much for the area
as they don’t know the local problems. He feels that
the High Court Monitoring Committee has been most
effective in saving the environment of Mahabaleshwar
and should come back. He was also not happy with the
Heritage Committee’s workings either as both HLMC
and Heritage Committee had members who were not
really clued into the problems of local people of Mahabalehswar.
On condition of anonymity, another hotel owner
stated that the committee was doing good work by
checking illegal constructions. However, local people
did not support the committee and were not very
happy with its working. He used to help BEAG and
HLMC by reporting unauthorised constructions. He
says that presently, the constructions are happening
haphazardly and even the firewood collection has
started again.
Mr. Balu Panchal, a local activist says that local
people do not want HLMC to be reinstated. The Municipality and other local bodies used to be instructed
by the committee and were held responsible if they
would not follow. Therefore they too don’t want it to
function and keep a check on them. Mr. Balu Panchal
expressed that the HLMC should be in force and that
the local people who were genuinely interested in the
area could be a part of the same.
About the interaction among the three committees he says that the Heritage Committee committed
many mistakes. For instance, Pratap Garh Fort built
by Shivaji Maharaj was not on the list and many of
the temples in old Mahabaleshwar are also not
included in it. He says that in the High Court Monitoring Committee and the High Level Monitoring Committee meetings, there were similar opinions on these
matters and therefore, they did good work together.
The Heritage Committee had no concern and relation
with the working of the other two committees (HLMC
and MCMC).
Active local forces under political influence have
been against the notification and the HLMC, and this
made even genuinely concerned local people shy of supporting the notification. He says that the current Forest
Range Officer (quoted above) and the Collector seem to
be genuinely interested in the cause of the environment
of Mahabaleshwar.
Dr. Farrokh Wadia, a member of the High Court
Monitoring Committee and Mr. Avinash Patil, a member
of the Land Use Committee for planning the second
Regional Plan sense that the demarcation of the ESA

5.3 Local people, groups, institutions &
Committee members and the ESA Notification
A majority of the local people feel that the notification
has been a deterrent to their progress. They rely on tourism for their livelihood and are apprehensive that the
HLMC will snatch their livelihoods from them. Hotel
owners do not want the HLMC to be reconstituted, so
that they can continue with unchecked constructions
in their area. Earlier the firewood collection was allowed without any check but after the notification the
HLMC made strict provisions to put a ban on this.
This made even the working population averse to the
notification
Mr. Shiraz Satarawala, a local hotel owner has been
helping BEAG in its activities to save the area and contends that the HLMC is good only when the constitution
is good; otherwise it is good only for vested interests.
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is not as scientific as needed. The carving out should
have been from the bottom level, but the MoEF was not
agreeable to it. He further adds that though the ESA
HLMC invited the High Court Monitoring Committee
for meetings, it did not work as much. The HLMC took
some time to get off the ground.
The High Court did not agree to allow its monitoring committee to deal with individual cases. It was
stated by the High Court that such cases should be
allowed to come up in the lower courts. If this did not
work then the HCMC could inform the court about it.
Therefore the HCMC takes issues to HLMC and also
deals with them in its own committee meetings. Regarding the impact of the notification, Dr. Wadia feels
that it had not progressed far enough. The process was
just picking up.
Mr. Avinash Patil also states that the Regional
Plan had to come up in any case but because of the
ESA notification a few ecological parameters have been
included in the plan.
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6. Future course
Mahabaleshwar ESA Notification is the first of its
kind for a hill station. It took a lot of effort on BEAG’s
part to get the notification through with the MoEF.
To implement the notification, a High Level Monitoring Committee was established by the MoEF. Though
the HLMC had not been very effective in preserving
Mahabaleshwar’s fragile ecology and even required the
High courts’ intervention, it has made a good start.
As mentioned by Dr. Farrokh Wadia, the process of
implementation and monitoring had just started picking up. Therefore, it should be given ample opportunity
to implement the notification.
It is evident from the current scenario in Mahabaleshwar that the violations of environmental laws
and the Regional Plan provisions had increased in the
absence of any committee. However, in April 2008 the
MoEF reconstituted the High Level monitoring committee and the hope to protect Mahabaleshwar has
risen again.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Matheran
The only vehicle road is up to the Dasturi naka, the
outer limit of the Municipal Corporation. Vehicles are
not allowed in the Matheran Municipal limits.

1. Basic details
1.1 Location
At an elevation of around 800 m (2,625 ft) above sea
level, Matheran is a hill station located about 100 km
from Mumbai in the western state of Maharashtra.

Social and economic importance
A majority of the population in Matheran is involved
in activities around tourism-oriented transport, trade,
commerce and communication activities. Many of them
constitute the migrant population of Matheran. There
is no tribal population in Matheran as such.

1.2 Area and geographical spread and importance
of the area
The Eco-Sensitive Area covers an area of 214.73 sq km
and a 200 m buffer zone and consists of the area of the
Matheran Municipal Council and its environs.

Population/demographic information specific to ESA
Matheran Municipal council has 1008 households with
5139 households. (Source: Census 2001)

Physical importance
Matheran, the smallest hill station in the northern Western Ghats of Maharashtra is about 7.2 sq km in area.
The word ‘Matheran’ means ‘forest’ (ran) on the ‘head’
(mathe). Bio-geographically, the region is important on
account of being an outlier of the main Western Ghats
mountain chain and in effect sheltering a pocket of evergreen forest isolated in geological past. What makes
Matheran different from other hill stations is that it
does not have multiple points of entry, which limits its
accessibility to a certain extent unlike other hill stations.

2. Legal/Procedural details
2.1 Background
The importance and need to conserve Matheran had
been raised repeatedly. One of the earliest suggestions
in this regard came from Mr. N. D. Jayal, who was the
Joint Secretary in the Department of Environment in
the Union Ministry. He highlighted in his report titled
‘Status of India’s Environment 1982-83’ that Matheran

Table 10: Chronology of events around the notification
1998

Draft Development Plan for Matheran stated that it should be protected under EPA

1998

Draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification was issued

1999-2000

BEAG was lobbying with the MoEF and UDD & MMRDA

July 2000

Draft Mahabaleshwar Panchgani ESA Notification was issued

January 2001

Final Mahabaleshwar Panchgani ESA Notification was issued

April 2001

Amicus Curiae filed IA in the Supreme Court seeking the declaration of Matheran as an ESA

July 2001

Supreme Court gave its consent to the notification of Matheran as ‘eco-sensitive’

February 2002

Preliminary Matheran ESZ Notification with an area of 498 sq km was issued

February 2003

Final Matheran ESZ Notification with an area approx. 214 sq km was issued

January 2004

Matheran Monitoring Committee was constituted
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was an area that needed protection. Mr. K. K. Baksi,
Additional Secretary, Ministry of Environment & Forests
(MoEF) wrote to the Chief Secretary, Government of
Maharashtra (GoM) on the conservation of Matheran
in a letter dated March 1, 1995. On May 23, 1995 Mr.
Baksi wrote to Mr. D. T. Joseph, Secretary, Urban Development Department (UDD), GoM, to prepare a draft
notification to bring Matheran under the Environment
(Protection) Act, 1986 (EPA).
In 1998, the draft Development Plan of Matheran
was published by the Matheran Hill Station Municipal
Council. Paragraph 12.12 of the Plan stated that Matheran should be brought under the EPA. While the
Plan was later challenged in the Mumbai High Court
in 2001, the fact that the Municipal Council itself recommended that Matheran be brought under the EPA,
was significant.
On September 19, 1998 the MoEF issued a draft
notification declaring Pachmarhi as an ESA. This paved
the way for pursuing a similar notification for Matheran.
In the years 1999 and 2000, a heritage study was initiated by INTACH, Greater Mumbai Chapter, on behalf
of the Heritage Conservation Society set up by the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority

(MMRDA). The terms of reference of the heritage study
were wide enough to recommend planning strategies.
The very first recommendation of the study, submitted
in September 2000, was the declaration of the MatheranMalangad region as ‘eco-sensitive’.
In April 2001, at the request of Mahabaleshwar
Bachao Samiti, Harish Salve Amicus Curiae (‘Friend
of Court’) in the Supreme Court’s ongoing T.N. Godavarman Thirumulpad v/s Union of India ‘Forest’ case,
took charge of the Interlocutory Application (I.A) (No.
659 of 2001 & 669 of 2001) and requested that Matheran
be declared as an ESA. Besides passing orders prohibiting the felling of trees and restricting the plying of
vehicles in Matheran, it directed the Government of
Maharashtra on September 7, 2001 to declare Matheran
as an ESA.
2.2 Preliminary and final notification
The preliminary notification for Matheran was published in the gazette on February 6, 2002. It saw opposition from locally elected representatives. The final
notification came on February 4, 2003. The major
changes that were made in the final notification are
shown in the table:
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Table 11: Changes in the draft and final Matheran ESA Notification
Sl.No.

Draft Matheran ESA Notification

Final Matheran ESA Notification

1.

An area of 498 sq km to be declared as
‘eco-sensitive’.

An area of 214.73 sq km to be declared as ‘eco- sensitive’.

2.

The Master Plan was to be prepared by the
state government.

The Zonal Master Plan was to be prepared by the state government.

3.

The Sub-Zonal Plan was to have building
regulations for gaothan and gaothan expansion areas.

The Sub-Zonal Plan was to have development regulations for the
gaothan and gaothan expansion areas.

4.

Any new construction in other areas of the
eco-sensitive zone would require prior approval of the monitoring committee.

All development activities including additions, alterations, demolitions, repairs, renovations and restorations of buildings required
the prior approval of the Monitoring Committee and were subject
to heritage clearance if necessary.
The Monitoring Committee was to prescribe additional measures,
if necessary, in furtherance of its objectives and for giving effect
to the provisions of the notification.

5.

No quarrying was permitted on steep hill
slopes.

No quarrying was permitted on steep hill slopes. A “steep hill
slope” was defined as one with a gradient of 20 degrees or more.

6.

No provision for granting the approval for the
usage of existing heritage buildings.

Pending the approval of the Tourism Master Plan by the Ministry
of Environment and Forests, the use of existing heritage buildings
for heritage hotels within the Matheran Municipal Council area
may be permitted by the Monitoring Committee only after it is
approved by the Heritage Conservation Committee.

7.

Extraction of groundwater for industrial and
commercial purposes was permitted only after
the permission of State Ground Water Board.

Extraction of groundwater for industrial and commercial purposes
was permitted only after the written permission of State Ground
Water Board stating the exact amount of water to be extracted.

8.

Use of plastic was to be regulated by the
Monitoring Committee.

No person was permitted to use plastic bags in the Matheran
Municipal Council. The use of plastic was regulated by the Monitoring Committee.

9.

No vehicular traffic was permitted within the
Matheran Municipal limits, except ambulances
and fire-engines.

No vehicular traffic was to be permitted within the Matheran
Municipal limits, except ambulances, fire-engines and the use of
tractors for transportation of solid waste.

10.

The monitoring committee had the powers to
regulate and control noise pollution within
the Eco Sensitive Zone. An outstanding or
eminent person with sufficient managerial or
administrative experience and understanding
of local problems was to chair the committee.
The Monitoring Committee was to include
representation from the MoEF and CPCB and
at least two representatives of non-government organisations working in the field of
environment (including heritage conservation)
and the Collector of Raigad District, in the
State of Maharashtra.

The Chairman of the Monitoring Committee was to be an eminent
person with proven managerial or administrative experience and
understanding of local problems.
The Monitoring Committee was to consist of a representative
each from the MoEF; Central Pollution Control Board; Department of Environment and Department of Urban Development,
Government of Maharashtra; a subject-expert knowledgeable
about the Eco-Sensitive Zone and at least two representatives of
non-government organisations working in the field of environment
(including heritage conservation) and the Collector of Raigad District, in the State of Maharashtra and any other person or persons
nominated by the central government.

2.3 Format of the notification

•

The Matheran ESA Notification came after Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification. Barring a few points,
the Matheran Notification follows the same pattern
adopted in the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification. The salient features of the notification are:

The central government to constitute a monitoring
committee to ensure compliance with the provisions
of the notification.

•

A Zonal Plan was to be prepared by the state government within a period of 2 years from the date of
the ESA notification. It was to provide for restora-
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tion of denuded areas, management of catchment
areas, watershed management, groundwater management, soil and moisture conservation, provision
for fuel wood, needs of local communities and other
aspects of ecology and the environment. It was to
also demarcate various existing land uses in the
zone, prohibiting any change in land use from green
to non-green and from tribal to non-tribal use.
•

•

•

•

•

wood plantation would take place to discourage the
felling of trees in the area. Instead of stating that
only ambulances, fire-engines and garbage tractors would be allowed to ply in the area, the MoEF
restricted the number of these vehicles by stating
that only one ambulance and one fire-engine in
addition to one of each in the standby would be permitted. The MoEF gave more powers to the Monitoring
Committee by adding in their terms of reference that
the committee would enquire into the alleged violations
of the EPA and issue directions under the section 5 of
the said Act.

No increase in the existing parameters of permissible Floor Area Ratio (FAR), permissible
height, maximum number of storeys and ground
coverage for buildings in Matheran Municipal limits
was permitted. No new constructions were to be
allowed.

2.4 Regulations and prohibitions
As evident from the above, the Matheran ESA Notification lays down several prohibitions in the area. Some
of these include:

For areas outside the Matheran Municipal limits,
all development activities including additions,
alterations, demolitions, repairs, renovations and
restorations of buildings required prior approval of
the Monitoring Committee and could be subject to
heritage clearance if necessary.

•

Prohibition of change of land use in the area from
green to non-green and tribal to non-tribal;

•

Ban on polluting and hazardous industries as well
as quarrying and mining;

•

No felling of trees;

•

No addition of new tourism facilities;

•

Regulated groundwater extraction (only permitted
for residential purposes);

Quarrying and mining activities were banned in
the Eco-Sensitive Zone and no fresh mining lease
was to be granted. However, limited quarrying was
permitted for residential purposes with prior approval of the Monitoring Committee.

•

Ban on the use of plastics bags;

•

Ban on construction on steep hill slopes;

•

Ban on discharge of any un-treated effluents and
ban on discharge of effluents, whether treated or
untreated, into water bodies;

Tourism activities were permitted as per the Tourism Master Plan to be prepared by the Tourism Department of the state government. No new tourism
facilities were to be permitted in the ESA.

•

Ban on burning solid wastes in the area;

•

Ban on development activities near natural springs
and natural heritage areas;

•

Prohibition on the plying of vehicles in the Matheran ESA.

Only non-polluting, non-hazardous small-scale
and service industries, agriculture, floriculture,
horticulture or agro-based industries producing
products from indigenous material available in
the Eco-Sensitive Zone and which do not cause any
adverse environmental impact, were permitted.

•

Natural and man-made heritage structures would
be identified and a plan would be incorporated in
the Zonal Master Plan for their protection.

•

The extraction of groundwater for industrial and
commercial usage was permitted only with prior
permission of the State Ground Water Board.

•

The catchment areas of all natural springs were to
be identified and conserved.

•

No vehicular traffic was permitted in the ESA except
ambulances, fire-engines and the use of tractors for
transportation of solid waste.

2.5 Mechanism for implementation and monitoring
The notification is to be implemented by the Maharashtra state government with assistance from relevant
local bodies and departments such as the Tourism
Department, Forest Department, Urban Development
Department, Matheran Municipal Council and the
District Collector.
A special Monitoring Committee was set up by the
MoEF to ensure the implementation of the notification.
It was formed on January 1, 2004 and its term was 2
years.

On January 16, 2004, through an amendment,
the MoEF added in the ESA notification that fuel
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11. Mr. S. P. Pendharkar, Chief Planner, Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA)

2.6 Details of committee members and departments
1.

Mr. U. K. Mukhopadhyay, Ex-Additional Chief
Secretary, (Home) Government of Maharashtra,
Mumbai

2.

Mr. Sudhir Mittal, Joint Secretary, MoEF, New Delhi

3.

Mr. Varade, Director, Department of Environment,
Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai

4.

Mr. Sudhakar Nangnure, Deputy Secretary, Department of Urban Development, Government of
Maharashtra, Mumbai

5.

Mr. Jeet Singh, Deputy Conservator of Forests,
Alibag

6.

Mr. Suresh Lad, M.L.A, Patil Ali, Dahivali, Taluka
Karjat, District Raigad

7.

Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG, Mumbai

8.

Mr. Murtaza Taher Matheranwala, Secretary, Friends
of Environment and Sons of Soil, Matheran

Most members of the committee are from government departments, barring three members: two
of which are NGO representatives and one is a local
Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA). Since December 2005, the term of the committee has not been
renewed.

3. Process of notification
3.1 Individuals involved in advocacy
Once the Pachmarhi Draft ESA Notification was declared, members of the Bombay Environmental Action
Group (BEAG), sought to expand the process to other
hill stations like Matheran as well. On December 12,
1998, Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG forwarded a draft of
the Matheran ESA Notification to the MoEF. This was
put together by Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG. The MoEF
expressed its willingness in notifying Matheran as an
ESA and requested the state government’s response in its
letter to the Government of Maharashtra on December
23, 1998. On May 5, 1999, Mr. R. Anandakumar, Director, MoEF wrote to Mr. Satish Tripathi, Secretary, DoE,

9. Dr. S. S. Bala, Zonal Officer, CPCB/ Zonal Office,
Baroda
Collector,

Photo credit: Samir Mehta

10. Mr. Subhash Dumbare, Additional
Raigad
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GoM, referring to an earlier letter of February 10, 1999
and requested for a response after personally looking
into the matter.
For almost a year after that, the members of BEAG
contacted many office bearers in the Urban Development Department (UDD) and in the Department of
Environment (DoE) of the Government of Maharashtra
in this regard. It was found that the notification reached
the MMRDA for its comments. On October 28, 1999 a
representative of BEAG met with Mr. S. P. Pendharkar,
Chief, Planning Division, MMRDA to discuss the proposed Matheran Notification and its boundary. Pendharkar felt that such a large area was not required to
be notified as the Regional Plan (RP) regulations were
sufficient to protect the region. BEAG’s opinion was that
the boundary was required to protect and preserve what
was existing, because under the state law, the zone and
its regulations could be changed. Further, most of the
regulations of the draft RP could be adopted for governing the development of the region.
BEAG members spent the first half of 2000 to lobby
with the officials in the UDD & MMRDA. Their efforts
bore fruit after a new Secretary, DoE, MR. U. K. Mukhopadhyay took charge on November 11, 2000. It was
then that the state government sent its consent to the
MoEF to have Matheran declared as ‘eco-sensitive’.
Prior to this, on July 25, 2000 the MoEF had issued the draft notification declaring the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region as an ESA. Mr. Samir Mehta
worked further on the Matheran notification to bring
it in line with the MoEF’s latest framework on ESAs.
By this time, the national-level parameters for designating ESAs (see the chapter on national picture of
ESAs) were also falling into place. BEAG sent revised
draft to Mr. R. Anandakumar, Director, MoEF and
Dr. K.P.S. Chauhan, Ex-Additional Director, MoEF. The
MoEF subsequently communicated to BEAG that the
notification could be considered only if it satisfied the
parameters laid down for declaring eco-sensitive areas
by the Pronab Sen Committee set up by the MoEF.
On November 29, 2000 a justification was prepared by
BEAG along the lines of this committee’s parameters
and sent to MoEF.
On January 17, 2001, the MoEF issued the final notification declaring Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region as
an ESA. This notification differed in many aspects from

the draft. BEAG further revised the draft Matheran notification and sent it to Mr R. Anandakumar on May
29, 2001.
On June 14, 2001 Mr. V. Rajgopalan, Joint Secretary,
MoEF wrote to Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG seeking information to place before the Mohan Ram Committee
for declaring Matheran as an ESA. Mr. Shyam Chainani
expressed BEAG’s inability in providing such information stating that NGOs did not have such records of
the kind requested, and that only the state government
could provide it.
Amongst all this, till 2002, late Ms. Piloo Richardson
was actively involved in efforts to conserve Matheran.
She had initiated an organisation called Matheran
Bachao Samiti (MBS) dedicated to the environmental
protection of the area. Mr. Samir Mehta also joined this
organisation in 1991. In December 2000, Mr. Feroze,
brother of Mr. Farhad Gimi, Trustee and founder
member of MBS and also a member of MBS’ Managing Committee, suggested that MBS should write to Mr.
Harish Salve, Amicus Curiae regarding the destruction
of forests in the region. On January 27, 2001 at the MBS
meeting this suggestion was approved. Mr. Samir Mehta
drafted a letter in his capacity as Honorary General Secretary, MBS, with inputs from Mr. Farhad Gimi and Ms.
Piloo Richardson, Trustee and President, MBS. The letter was sent to Mr. Harish Salve on February 12, 2001.
While pointing out various aspects of Matheran and the
threat to its forests and the environmental degradation
taking place, it was requested that Matheran be declared
as eco-sensitive; a tree census be ordered on all plots in
Matheran irrespective of ownership and the renewal of
leases of the plots in Matheran be suspended till the
tree census was carried out.
3.2 Supreme Court intervention
On April 24, 2001, an I.A (No. 659 of 2001) was filed
in the Supreme Court by Mr. Uday. U. Lalit as part of
the case of T.N.Godavarman Thirumulpad v/s Union
of India. Mr. Harish Salve, Amicus Curiae, took charge
of this I.A. (and the subsequent I.A. No. 669 of 2001).
The I.A. inter alia requested that Matheran be declared
as eco-sensitive; a tree census be ordered on all plots
in Matheran irrespective of ownership and the renewal
of leases in Matheran be suspended till the tree census
was carried out. No vehicles are permitted in Matheran
under the Rules framed by the Revenue Department
on September 8, 1959. However, on May 2, 2001, in
the meeting of the Matheran Task Force1, under the
chairmanship of the Divisional Commissioner, it was
decided to permit free access to the vehicles in Matheran and concretise the earthen roads of Matheran.

1

The Matheran Task Force began after Mr. Sharad Upasani, Chief
Secretary, GoM, held a meeting in Matheran on February 24, 1995
to discuss the various issues relating to Matheran. As a result Mr.
Rameshchandra Kanade, Divisional Commissioner, Konkan Division,
began taking regular follow-up meetings and it came to be called the
Task Force for Matheran.
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felled timber takes place, no vehicles other than an
ambulance and a fire-engine ply in Matheran. In the
next hearing on September 7, 2001 it asked the GoM
to take necessary action to declare Matheran as an ESA
and submit its boundary within two weeks.
On July 31, 2001 Ms. Vandana Chikersal, Director,
Department of Environment (DoE), GoM, issued a Circular constituting a Committee under the Chairmanship
of the Collector, Raigad District, to prepare the environmental status report of Matheran within 60 days. It was
understood that this included the Matheran ESA as the
circular mentioned that it was pursuant to the Supreme
Court order. It was also understood that this committee
would recommend the boundary of the Matheran ESA.
BEAG had started having discussions and negotiations
with the MMRDA, Mr. Shyam Shinde, District Collector,
Raigad District and Ms. Vandana Chikarsal regarding
the boundary of the ESA and promoting the larger area
suggested in BEAG’s draft proposal.
The District Collector was of the view that a larger
area did not need the protection through ESA as the
MMRDA rules were enough. However, the committee
members (BEAG, INTACH & MBS representatives) did
not concur. Therefore, the Collector sent a proposal of
an ESA with an area of 215 sq km to the DoE under
only his signature at the end of September, 2001. The
DoE questioned the absence of the other members’
signatures. The other committee members declined
to sign it and instead sent notes of dissent against
the proposed notification. On October 20, 2001 the
DoE submitted both the proposals to the MoEF
requesting them to decide the matter and stated that
the justification given by the NGOs had a scientific
backing.
On November 21, 2001 the MoEF held a meeting in
New Delhi and invited the District Collector, Mr. Shyam
Shinde, the DoE; Mr. Dev Mehta (Convenor, INTACH,
and Maharashtra) and BEAG to discuss the proposals.
In the next hearing in the Supreme Court on November 23, 2001 as part of the Godavarman case, it was
informed by Mr. Harish Salve that the state government
had submitted two proposals to the MoEF regarding the
boundary of the Matheran ESA; the petitioner and he
himself had recommended that the larger boundary be
accepted and that the MoEF was also of the same view.
However, it was revealed during the hearing that the
MoEF had sought further information from the state
government so that the notification could be issued by
the MoEF. The Court stated that the notification should
be issued before the next hearing and merely directed
that the matter be listed after 4 weeks. As stated by
the MoEF in court it was understood that the larger

Source: MoEF

Mr. Samir Mehta felt that the unrestricted movement
of vehicles would facilitate increased deforestation and
the concretisation of the roads was just another step
towards permitting vehicles inside Matheran. This was
discussed with the MBS Managing Committee and on
May 8, 2001 he once again wrote to Mr. Harish Salve
pointing out the decision taken at the Task Force meeting on May 2, 2001 and its likely impact.
On May 10, 2001, the Supreme Court passed an order
directing the state government to do the tree census on
forest and non-forest lands irrespective of the ownership
of the land and ensure that there was no further felling
of trees. It also directed the Government of Maharashtra
(GoM) not to make any change in the uses of the roads
in Matheran. The GoM filed an affidavit in the Supreme
Court asking for the permission to fell trees. It made it
clear in the hearing on July 12, 2001 that it had given
its consent for Matheran to be declared as an ESA but
it appeared that it did not provide the information
required to do the same. The Supreme Court found
it necessary to elaborate its earlier order and directed
the state government to ensure that no movement of
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boundary was being accepted by it and Mr. Shinde was
asked to forward the map and activities permitted / not
permitted as per the Regional Plan.
Ms. Vandana Chikersal held meetings on December 6, 2001 and December 11, 2001 to gather the information required by MoEF. Mr. Shinde reiterated his
stand. Subsequent meetings took place due to the
intervention of the Chief Minister of Maharashtra,
in response to the complaints and requests of local
elected representatives, that they too should also be
involved in deciding the boundary of the ESA. The
MMRDA, BEAG and elected representatives continued
to disagree on the boundary of the ESA with MMRDA
wanting only Matheran to be included; BEAG wanting to include green zones 1 and 2 and ‘Urbanisable’
zone 2, adding up to a total area of around 498 sq km;
while local representatives did not want village areas
to be a part of the ESA. No final decision was taken
on the boundary and the state’s recommendations
to the MoEF stated that only 117 sq km was to be declared as an ESA.

•

There were restrictions proposed needlessly on development and altering of existing norms through
this notification;

•

This notification had an impact on 182 villages
which did not see any direct benefit of conservation of Matheran’s ecology;

•

No basic studies were carried out by experts;

•

Inclusion of areas belonging to the Maharashtra
Industrial Development Corporation was posing
problems;

•

Certain land uses were no longer permitted by the
notification.

The suggestions made by them were:
•

Matheran Eco-Sensitive Zone to be only 118 sq km
with area, zoning and population figures;

•

Regional Plan provisions to prevail in areas outside
Matheran Municipal Council area;

•

Development Plan provisions to prevail within
Matheran Municipal Council area;

3.3 Notification and local opposition

•

Lift ban on new constructions;

From this point onward, Mr. Samir Mehta of BEAG was
in continuous discussion with MoEF officials and kept
sending information to Mr. Anandakumar of the MoEF
(including activities permitted in the regional plan, a
map prepared by INTACH as discussed in the meeting
with MoEF and a working draft of the Matheran ESA
Notification). Mr. Anandakumar sent the draft notification finalised by the MoEF for an area of 214.73 sq km
with Mr. V. Rajgopalan’s approval to the Law Ministry
in early January 2002. After answering the queries
raised by the Law Ministry and getting its approval,
the Draft Matheran ESA Notification was issued on
February 6, 2002.
After the draft notification was issued, it saw stiff
opposition from local elected representatives. They
considered the notification as a road block in the
development of Matheran and its people. Meetings
were held between April 2002 to February 2003 with
Dr. H.Y. Mohan Ram and Dr. Lakshmi Raghupati, Additional Director, MoEF discussing the content of the
notification, especially where objections were raised by
the MMRDA.
The objections and suggestions submitted by
MMRDA to the committee are as follows:

•

Ban on industries not to apply to the existing industries or those to which permission had already
been granted;

•

Permitting repairs of existing roads in Matheran;

•

Permit tractor movement and the ropeway;

•

Deletion of reference to Matheran Heritage Listing
Study;

•

Appeal to lie with the state government’s, Environment Department.

•

The threat to Matheran is from within and not from
outside;

•

Far away areas are included that do not satisfy
criteria of ‘eco- sensitivity’;

The Collector, Raigad District, and Additional Collector made their presentation and observed that in the
case of Dahanu the preparation of the Master Plan had
taken over 11 years and it was yet to be finalised. They
expressed an apprehension that such delays could cause
undue hardships to local communities and that local
people would have to keep approaching the Monitoring Committee to seek permissions, which may not be
practical.
The Mohan Ram Committee made a visit to Matheran which was substantially utilised by the elected
representatives to communicate their concerns and issues. The committee took the following decisions:
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•

The industrial zones of Tajola be removed from the
Eco-Sensitive Zone.

•

The boundary of the ESZ be redefined by removing
certain portions of the Green- I Zone on the west
and north-west.

•

Ban on the quarrying and brick kilns to stay because
they are ecologically damaging.

•

No ropeway to be permitted either coming from
outside to Matheran or within Matheran municipal
limits.

•

•

•

As in the case of the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
ESA Notification, it should be stipulated that the
Master Plan preparation should follow a procedure
similar to that under the Maharashtra Regional &
Town Planning Act, 1966.

Since other areas of ecological and environmental
sensitivity have also been included in the boundaries of the gazetted ESA, to give a more realistic
picture of the same and in the interest of clarity,
the committee recommended renaming of the ESA
as the Matheran Eco-Sensitive Zone. It was noted
that this was also a recommendation of a report
commissioned by MMRDA.

•

The state should take note of various aspects of
the notification and ensure that the Master Plan
is prepared with due involvement of all concerned
departments for integrating environmental considerations into the Master Plan.

•

A set of guidelines be framed to facilitate the
preparation of the Master Plan development by
the Government of Maharashtra.

During Master Plan preparation and implementation, denuded areas should be afforested with native species and on the recommendation of experts,
other species yielding non-wood forest products
(bamboo, grasses, sources of medicines, fodder,
gums, resins, tannins, wild fruits) could be planted.
All efforts should be made to protect the forests.

•

The committee recommended the final notification
for Matheran Eco-Sensitive Zone be issued.

•

The requirement that construction permission will
require prior sanction of the Monitoring Committee
be deleted.

•

Repairs and restoration of the buildings in Matheran Municipal Council limits to be explicitly
permitted.

•

Annexure-C to the notification relating to the
activities in areas outside the Matheran Municipal
Council limits shall be applicable only till the Master
Plan is prepared and approved by the MoEF.

•

Ban on new constructions in Matheran Municipal
Council limits will be applicable only till the Master
Plan is prepared and approved by the MoEF.

•

Since all industrial zones have been removed from
the purview of the proposed ESZ notification, the
provision for identifying new industrial areas within
the ESA should be deleted.

•

Till the Tourism Plan is prepared, heritage hotels in
existing heritage buildings in Matheran Municipal
Council limits may be permitted with the prior approval of the Monitoring Committee.

•

Monitoring Committee should be given powers
under section 5 and 10 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, as has been done in the case
of Coastal Zone Management Authorities and the
Central Ground Water Authority.

•

Provision for Forest Management Plan should be
incorporated.

In this scenario, the final notification was not
as strict and regulatory as was initially designed and
envisaged by BEAG. One critical gap was that the Hill
Zone came under the ‘urbanisable’ zone and therefore
got left out in the final notification. The quarry zone
was also excluded and eventually only half of the area
got notified as the ESA.
3.4 Response from local, state and central
governments
The central government (MoEF) had a continued and
keen interest in notifying the Matheran ESA. Through
the MoEF, it communicated several times to the Government of Maharashtra requesting their views on the issue
of protecting Matheran under the EPA. Subsequently,
in the year 2000 when the Pronab Sen Committee set
the parameters for declaring areas as ‘eco-sensitive’, the
MoEF made it clear that it would consider Matheran
only if it satisfied the criteria laid by the committee. It
even asked BEAG to provide it the necessary information to present the case of Matheran before the Mohan
Ram Committee (Committee to Notify Areas as ESAs).
BEAG had replied saying that such information could
be provided only by the state government. In fact,
throughout the process of the notification, it appeared
that the MoEF was in favour of the larger area being
notified as eco-sensitive but eventually only half of the
area came to be declared as an ESA.
Regarding the state government and the local bodies, the major area of conflict had been the boundary of
the ESA. The MoEF had asked for the state’s opinion on
this issue in December 1998 and the state governments’
approval came in November 2000. This matter took two
years partly because BEAG could not follow it up in
between due to its attention on the Mahableshwar-Pan-
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chgani ESA Notification and partly because the matter
kept oscillating between the UDD, DoE and MMRDA.
Details of this have been mentioned in the previous
section which describes the process. There were substantial delays on the part of the state government to
provide the necessary information to the MoEF for the
declaration of the ESA.
Even though, the notification does not permit the
movement of vehicles in Matheran ESA, various District Collectors have over time given various permissions
for the same. The purposes of these permissions
include bringing in construction material, kerosene
and LPG. There have been reports that LPG tempos
were coming in daily carrying only about half a dozen
cylinders.
In May 2001, the Supreme Court had directed the
state government not to permit any change in the use of
the roads in Matheran. However, Mr. Shyam Shinde, Collector, Raigad District, understood this order to mean
that while he was barred from giving permissions in the
future; and that the ban did not apply to permissions
already granted by him. Apart from this, vehicles were
being used when VIPs used to visit the area. This was
reported to the Supreme Court.
The GoM had filed an affidavit in the Court seeking
permission to fell trees in Matheran. However, the Court
clarified that no vehicles except a fire-engine and an
ambulance would ply in the area and no movement of
felled timber would take place. It also sought permission
for additional ambulances and tractors to carry horsedung out, which was rejected by the Supreme Court.
The Matheran Hill Station Municipal Council and the
Hotel Owners’ Association had filed I.A.s on this issue. So under repeated pressure from local builders and
hoteliers, the state government and local bodies have
been attempting different ways to allow more vehicles
in Matheran.
Ironically, the state government in one of its affidavits (I.A. 659 dated 07.08.2001) annexed a letter by
the Director, DoE, GoM to the MoEF asking for stricter
control in Matheran as compared to the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification. The letter also asked for
more powers for the Secretary (Environment), Director
(Environment) and Member Secretary, Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, District Collector, Sub-Divisional
Officer, DFO and Chief Officer of Municipal Council,
Matheran to implement the notification.
The state government could never reach a consensus on the boundary of the proposed ESA. There was
apprehension from MMRDA in accepting the boundary proposed by BEAG. It was of the opinion that their

regulations were sufficient to protect the area as desired.
Mr. Ajit Warty, Metropolitan Commissioner, MMRDA
later on suggested that only Matheran be declared as
an ESA. Mr. Shyam Shinde, Collector, Raigad District,
initially opined that all the hills should be protected,
irrespective of which zone they came under but later
on he sent a proposal to the DoE with an area measuring only 215 sq km. His argument was that the area of
the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA was around 250 sq
km, nearly ten times the area of the two municipalities whereas in the case of Matheran it was already 30
times the size at 215 sq km. He was comparing sizes
and not really utilising the criteria of eco-sensitivity in
his arguments.
The Additional Director, Town Planning Department did not want to include the ‘urbanisable’ zone
2, in the ESA. Mr. Sunil Limaye, Deputy Conservator
of Forests, Alibag Forest Division, (under whom
Matheran falls) supported the proposed boundary.
Eventually, the DoE sent both the proposals to the
MoEF for it to decide which one to notify. Later, the
MMRDA pressurised the MoEF to include only the
forest zone in the buffer area and stated that no other
buffer zones should be included. The state government eventually decided to recommend only an area of
117 sq km for the ESA.
Although Ms. Vandana Chikarsal, Director, DoE
initiated the work on the environment status report of
Matheran, this task was not completed. Therefore the
major conflict for this group was regarding the area to
be covered under the ESA. The rest of the notification
more or less remained the same as the draft, barring
one or two points that were later excluded from the
annexure.
3.5 Response from local people, groups,
institutions
The local hotel owners had always wanted a concrete
road to be constructed till Matheran and wanted more
number of vehicles to ply in the area to further their
businesses. The Matheran Hill Station Municipal Council and the Hotel Owners’ Association had filed I.As
before the Supreme Court regarding the same although
it appears that these cases have not been heard yet. The
main substance of these petitions was the requests for
permission for more ambulances, tractors to carry away
dung, vehicles to carry LPG and kerosene, and vehicles
to carry cash.
According to members of BEAG, the local people
initially were not made part of the process of the notification but locally elected representatives complained
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to the Chief Minister about it. Later on, when they were
called for the meetings to discuss the boundary of the
ESA, they opined that they did not want gaothans2 to be
a part of the notification. However, after the issuance of
the draft notification they were totally against Matheran
being declared as an ESA. Pamphlets were distributed
in Matheran seeking peoples’ support against Matheran
ESA. A note of dissent signed by a significant number
of people was also sent to the MoEF. Even when the
Mohan Ram Committee members visited Matheran in
2002, local representatives made a substantial presence
at the meeting. BEAG members believe that it was due
to such political opposition, that the MoEF felt that
the area as large as 493 sq km could not be notified.
Only 214 sq km and a buffer zone were notified. This
was despite the fact that groups and institutions like
INTACH, Matheran Bachao Samiti and BEAG wanted
the larger area to be notified as ESA.

to be in conformity with the order of the Supreme Court
regarding the movement of vehicles in Matheran. The
MoEF agreed to these points and therefore an amendment was made on January 16, 2004 in the notification
to limit the number of ambulances and fire-engines to
one and to disallow tractors to ply in the region.
2. Ropeway project
Matheran Ropeways Private Limited had sent a proposal
to the MoEF to build a ropeway in Matheran. The MoEF
had already granted forest clearance to the proposal. The
Ropeway project was discussed in all the four meetings
of the monitoring committee. There was strong support
for it. As per the minutes of the monitoring committee, it was in favour of this proposal because it was the
most non-polluting mode of transport. The MoEF had
already granted its approval in principle, therefore the
Committee was not sure whether the permission from
the Supreme Court was required in such a case. Finally
it was told by Mr. Sudhir Mittal, Chairman, Monitoring Committee, Joint Secretary, MoEF that the Court’s
permission was not required.
In the second meeting of the monitoring committee, the ropeway promoters stated that since Matheran
is on an elevation of less than 1000 meters, undertaking an Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) for the
proposal was not required. The committee suggested
to the ropeway developers that though they had got
the clearance from MoEF, and although an EIA was not
mandatory for this project, the proponents should still
do an EIA (as recommended by NEERI) as a matter of
abundant caution.
In the 3rd and the 4th meetings it was concluded that
since the ropeway fell in the Green-1 zone3 which was
not as strict as Green-2 zone, where the ropeway was
permitted, the project should be permitted in Green-1
zone as well and the work on it should be expedited. On
December 16, 2005 the MoEF amended the Matheran
Notification without asking for any suggestions from
the Supreme Court or the ESA monitoring committee,
and permitted this ropeway project. It also allowed for
a railway line within the ESA. The railway line was almost 100 years old and should have been included in
the notification initially.
However, there were concerns with the construction of the ropeway as it would entail the diversion of
forest land for non-forest use. Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG
moved the Supreme Court saying that the ropeway
was not permissible as any diversion of forest land
for non-forest purpose required the Courts’ approval.
The Supreme Court sent the matter to the CEC. The

4. Issues of implementation
In all, four meetings of the Matheran ESA High Level
Monitoring Committee were held: two in Bombay and
two in Matheran (details given below).
Matheran ESA Monitoring
Committee meeting

Date of the meeting

1st meeting

29.03.2004

2 meeting

30.06.2004

3rd meeting

10.01.2005

4 meeting

18.05.2005

nd

th

The major issues of implementation that were discussed in these meetings were:
1. Movement of tractors
In the Matheran ESA Notification, tractor movement
was allowed in the ESA for solid waste transportation
and there were no powers given to the monitoring committee in this regard. Mr. Samir Mehta had raised these
points before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court
sent the final notification to the Central Empowered
Committee (CEC) for its comment. The CEC report
was eventually converted into an I.A (No. 930) and
was discussed in the Supreme Court in March 2003. It
recommended that the notification be suitably modified
2

As per chapter 1, section 2 (10) of the Maharashtra Land Revenue
Code 1966, a ‘gaothan’ or ‘village site’ means the land included within
the site of a village, town or city.
3

Green-1 & Green-2 zones have been identified by the sanctioned
Regional Plan for the Mumbai Metropolitan Region 1996-2011 on the
basis of land use. For more details on permissible activities in these
zones see annexure-D of the Matheran ESA Notification.
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ropeway promoters were invited to a meeting held by
CEC. They listed the merits of the ropeway, to which
the CEC asked them to talk about its legality and not
its merits. The CEC sent its report to the Supreme Court
which has been pending as of April 2008.
In March 2007, the MPCB decided to have a public
hearing but the ropeway was not discussed then. The
2nd hearing of the MPCB took place in October 2007
and it submitted its report to the MoEF saying that
National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) had cleared the
ropeway project, and therefore it should be sanctioned.
The NBWL had made a visit to the site before this and
its report was tabled in a meeting and the matter of
the ropeway was dealt with so much haste that it was
granted approval in that very meeting.

the second meeting, since the Reliance representative
argued that it was not feasible, the committee allowed
the erection of a tower on a plot where the plinth of a
community centre already existed. Reliance started work
at other sites as well and therefore it was stopped in
between by the Superintendent, Matheran.
Other than this, the repair of a road from Neral
to Dasturi and the quarrying required for this was
approved by the monitoring committee. A ‘gobar-gas’
plant and land acquisition for land and submergence
area for a canal were granted permission, whereas the
constructions as per their respective plans approved
before the ESA Notification and renovation of a resort
were deferred till the next meeting of the committee
which never took place.

3. Master Plan

5. Present status

The Zonal Master Plan should have been prepared
within 2 years from the date of the notification but
it is still to see the light of day. Progress on the Zonal
Master Plan was discussed only in the first and the
fourth meetings of the monitoring committee but
nothing really happened regarding the Master Plan
in the next four years. In the first meeting of the
monitoring committee, the Chairman, Mr. Sudhir
Mittal, Joint Secretary, MoEF directed the Additional
Collector, Raigad to hold regular meetings of all the
concerned department heads in the district to speed
up the process. However, the only meeting specifically
for the Master Plan was held by the UDD of GoM.
For these meetings, the UDD was supposed to reimburse the travel costs of the members through
the Collector although this never happened. As
placed before the Chairman in the fourth meeting
of the Monitoring Committee (May 18, 2005), the
basic information required for the Master Plan had
been collected from all the departments except the
Forest Department. The Collector, Raigad, stated that
the Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation
was trying to get some funds to do the initial study
for the Tourism Plan from the Tourism Department.
There has been no news of the Master Plan after this
as the committee’s term was not renewed.

5.1 Local people, local bodies, groups and institutions and the notification
The notification has incurred strong opposition by
shopkeepers and hoteliers as these restrictions hamper
their business interests. The most affected group is the
migrant labour population. Because of the clause in the
notification prohibiting change in land use, they cannot
build their houses in the area, although this does not
mean that Matheran has seen no change in its land
use. Illegal structures (hotels, resort extensions) are being constructed by powerful hotel owners in Matheran
violating the regulations of the notification.
Representatives of BEAG shared that they cannot
enter Matheran currently without any police protection,
as some local people are very upset with the issuance
of the notification. Details of this have been shared in
previous sections. The notification is being perceived
as an anti-development regulation.
The local representatives had once again raised
the need for the use of tractors in Matheran in the 3rd
meeting of the monitoring committee, on January 10,
2005 which was not permitted by the Supreme Court’s
directives.
As per the case study produced in 2006 titled
Matheran Eco Sensitive Area: Time to catch a positive spirit! by Ankur Patwardhan, Honorary Secretary,
Research & Action in Natural Wealth Administration
(RANWA), the residents were not very happy with the
workings of the committee primarily because it did
not have regular meetings and therefore people had
to wait longer for getting even minor works approved,
even though in the 4th meeting of the committee it was
decided that smaller repairs could go on without the
committee’s approval.

4. Reliance Infocom Limited tower
Reliance Infocom Limited submitted a proposal to get
two plots of 200 sq km on lease for erection of its tower.
The monitoring committee rejected this proposal saying that there were already high enough towers erected
by other companies/government departments and that
Reliance should explore possibilities of using these. In
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Local NGOs like the Matheran Bachao Samiti and
Friends of Environment and Sons of Soil feel that the
monitoring committee has not been very effective because it has not met at regular intervals. The result
of this has been that the implementation of the ESA
Notification has been poor.

half getting excluded. The incongruity of views and
opinions remained even afterwards and hampered the
effective implementation of the ESA Notification. As
a result, today, constructions in Matheran take place
without any regulation or check. There seems to be no
effort by the MoEF towards reconstituting the monitoring committee or to even renew its term. It is important
that the monitoring committee is reconstituted with the
involvement of well-informed & genuinely concerned
local representatives and knowledgeable individuals.
This committee needs more support from the state and
central government along with greater awareness of the
notification among the people of Matheran.

5.2 Central government, state government and the
Matheran ESA Notification
Matheran has seen a major amount of conflict on the
boundary of the ESA. A smaller area was favoured by
most, including the MoEF. As stated by Dr. K N Khawarey, Scientist, Grade-I, (who later became Director
in December 2001) “I am surprised to see the degree
of opposition for a larger area to be notified as this is
not a National Park where people are not even allowed
to live but here we are talking of only a few restrictions on the kind of development that will be allowed in
the region.”
Even after the final notification, the Supreme Court
queried the MoEF about why the area had been reduced
from 498 sq km to 215 sq km to which the Ministry
replied that it was according to the comments received
from people on the draft notification.
The Municipal Corporation of Matheran wishes to
attract a large number of tourists in Matheran by developing the area and eventually collecting revenues in
return. Mr. Ajay Sawant of Matheran Municipal Council
MMC (2006) feels its rules are sufficient to protect Matheran and the ESA status is not needed. No progress
has taken place with the Zonal Master Plan as there
were conflicting views and lack of cooperation among
various departments of the GoM on what should be
part of the Master Plan. The Matheran ESA monitoring
committee has not been reconstituted since December
31, 2005 and neither has its tenure been renewed. BEAG
representatives stated that efforts to talk to MoEF in
this regard have so far been futile.

7. Sources of information

6. Future course
Matheran has not been a successful case of ESA implementation. Even at the stage of its declaration, there
were divergent opinions regarding the exact extent of
the area to be declared an ESA. This eventually led to
half the forest area being protected as an ESA and the
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Mount Abu
1. Location

2. Background and process of notification

Mount Abu is located in Sirohi district of Rajasthan.
It is 58 km from Palanpur, Gujarat. The town of
Mount Abu, the only hill station in Rajasthan, is
located at an elevation of 1220 meters. It has been
a popular retreat from the heat of Rajasthan and
neighbouring Gujarat for centuries. This is the highest
peak between the Himalaya and Nilgiris. The Mount
Abu Wildlife Sanctuary was established in 1960
and covers 290 sq km of the mountain. Due to its
high altitude and rainfall, Abu has the richest
vegetation in the whole of Rajasthan and because of
Mount Abu’s unique ‘Island Ecosystem’ some plant
and animal communities found in Abu are not found
anywhere else. Mount Abu is home to a number of
Jain temples. The Dilwara Temples are a complex of
temples, carved in white marble, that were built between the 11th and 13th centuries AD. These buildings
are of heritage value. Mount Abu is also a popular
educational destination for children from all over the
world. There are several well-known schools located in
the Mount Abu city.

A Writ Petition No. 202 (I.A 757; T. N. Godavarman vs
Union of India)1 was filed in the Supreme Court in 1995,
by the Amicus Curiae (‘Friend of Court’) Mr. Siddharth
Chowdhury praying that steps be taken to declare Mount
Abu as an ‘eco-fragile area’ and the setting up of a committee under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 to
protect the environment of the area.
The Supreme Court put a blanket ban on any further
building plans or construction. During the course of
hearing this case, on May 9, 2002, the Court directed
that the matter be examined by the expert committee constituted by the MoEF for declaring certain
areas as ecologically sensitive. The expert committee
in its meeting held on May 29, 2002 desired that a
detailed proposal be invited from the Government of
Rajasthan in this regard. On June 7, 2002, the MoEF
requested the Government of Rajasthan to send a
detailed proposal for declaring Mount Abu as an
‘Eco-Sensitive Zone’ followed by a reminder on July 16,
2002. No reply was received from the state government
and therefore the MoEF sought more time from the
Supreme Court. Then on August 13, once again the
MoEF sent a letter to the state government and asked

1

For more details on the case see: www.forestcaseindia.org

Table 12: Chronology of events around the notification
1995

Writ Petition by Amicus Curiae in Supreme Court to declare Mount Abu as an Ecologically Fragile Area (EFA)

May 2002

Supreme Court forwarded the matter to the Mohan Ram Committee

May 2002

Committee desired a detailed EFA proposal from the State

April 2003

Mohan Ram Committee visited Mount Abu, State Government submits the EFA Proposal

April 2004

Supreme Court directed the State Government to constitute an expert committee to oversee repairs
& renovation of buildings till the ESA notification is in place

May 2005

Local responses against the declaration of Mount Abu as an ESA were submitted to the MoEF and
Requests were sent from local MLA not to declare Mount Abu municipal area as an ESA

October 2008

Draft ESA Notification got gazetted by the MoEF and opened for public comments
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also rejected the state government’s request to exclude
the municipal area of the ESA boundaries. Instead, it
advised the Government of Rajasthan to formulate proposals similar to that of the Mahableshwar-Panchgani
and Matheran ESAs.

3. Mount Abu ESA proposal from the Government of Rajasthan & Mount Abu draft ESA
Notification
In April 2003, the Mount Abu ESA proposal was
handed over to the expert committee during its visit
to the region. The draft Mount Abu ESA notification
was gazetted only on October 28, 2008 inviting suggestions and objections from the general public. The
two documents are more or less similar barring a few
changes (that have been highlighted in bold and italics)
made in the draft notification.

Source: MoEF

it to send a detailed proposal by August 20, 2002.
On April 19, 2004 in I.A No. 972, the Supreme Court
directed that till the notification was issued, the
state government should constitute a committee comprising of three members in consultation with the
Central Empowered Committee (CEC) – the monitoring
body of the Supreme Court. This was for the purpose
of granting permission to carry out repairs or renovation of existing structures within the municipal limits
of Mount Abu.
In the meantime, the expert committee for declaring certain areas as eco-sensitive under the chairmanship of Dr. H. Y. Mohan Ram visited Mount Abu on April
17, 2003. The Divisional Forest Officer (DFO), Mount
Abu shared the Mount Abu ESA proposal with the committee. Among other suggestions, the committee said
that the proposal was accepted in principle and necessary modifications could be carried out on the same. A
revised proposal was to be circulated to all the members
and their expert views would be collected to consider
notifying Mount Abu as an ESA.
The CEC had instructed the state government to
invite objections and suggestions on notifying areas
as ecologically sensitive. Responses from local people
and local MLAs were submitted to the state which
were forwarded in May 2005 by the state government
to the MoEF, requesting that Mount Abu not be declared as an ESA. This request was however declined
by the Additional Secretary of the MoEF. The MoEF

1.

The Zonal Master Plan was to be prepared by the
state government within 2 years of the publication
of the notification;

2.

Clear demarcation of all the existing forests, green
areas, orchards, tribal areas, etc;

3.

No change of land use from green to non-green use
and tribal to non-tribal use;

4.

Separate sub-zonal master plan for Mt. Abu Municipal Council Area;

5.

No new constructions to be permitted without the
monitoring committee examining it

6.

Repairs of existing buildings were to be permitted
with prior approval of the monitoring committee;

7.

Only non-polluting, non-hazardous, small-scale
service industries and agriculture, floriculture,
and horticulture-based industries were to be permitted;

8.

Mining and quarrying shall be permitted with the
permission of the monitoring committee only for
construction of local residential housing, traditional road-making & maintenance work but no quarrying is permitted on steep slopes with a gradient
of 20 degrees, in erosion-prone areas and in forest
land;

9. There was a total ban on commercial tree felling.
Felling in non-forest areas was to be regulated by
prevalent laws. Without prior permission, no
building would be permitted on a plot where
trees have been felled or destroyed without
obtaining the requisite prior permission;
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10. There were restrictions for the use of fuel wood
for cooking and bonfire by the commercial establishments;
11. There were spelt requirement for identification
of encroachments and action taken against
them;
12. Tourism activity was to be carried out only as per
the tourism master plan prepared by the Department of Tourism (DoT) on the basis of the carrying
capacity of the region;
13. Rainwater harvesting was compulsory for all
future buildings;

15. No person was to use plastic bags within the
Mount Abu municipal area. The use of plastic
laminates and tetra packs was to be regulated;
16. The Department of Environment, Government
of Rajasthan was to draw up guidelines to regulate noise pollution;
17. No construction on steep slopes or areas prone to
erosion;
18. Tourist resorts and related facilities were to be
located in areas with surplus water and electricity so as not to affect the rights of existing users
without their prior consultation and approval
from the State Environment Impact Assessment
Authority (SEIAA);

21. Natural springs were to be conserved;

•
•

Chairman, Municipal Board, Mount Abu

•

Commissioner, Municipal Board, Mount Abu
Convener

Regional Officer, Rajasthan Pollution Control
Board (RSPCB), Pali
Deputy Conservator of Forests (Wildlife), Mount
Abu

5. The state government, local people and
the notification

22. Guidelines were to be framed for the construction and maintenance of hill roads and incorporated in the Zonal Master Plan;

As mentioned above, the MoEF sent repeated reminders
to the Government of Rajasthan to send in the Draft
ESA Proposal for Mount Abu. But the state government took almost a year to submit its draft proposal
to the Mohan Ram Committee. The local people have
been particularly averse to the idea of declaration of
Mount Abu as an ESA. As per the letter (dated April
25, 2005) submitted to the Mr. Lakshmi Narayan Dave,
Environment Department, Government of Rajasthan,
the local MLAs Mr. Ishwar Chand Doga and Mr.
Rajendra Singh Gehlot requested not to include
Municipal area in the ESA. The state under such local
pressure did not go ahead with the notification and
even requested the MoEF to exclude the Municipal
area. This delayed the issuance of the Mount Abu ESA

23. Traffic was to be regulated by laying guidelines. No
traffic was permitted other than an ambulance and
fire engine and the use of a tractor for disposal of
solid waste.
24. A monitoring committee was to be constituted with
following members:

Representative of the MoEF

Assistant Director (Tourism), Mount Abu

At the time of writing this study, the Mount Abu notification had been put up on the website of the MoEF
seeking comments from the public.

20. A Solid Waste Management Plan would be drawn up;

•
•
•

•
•

4. Current status

19. Pollution of water bodies would be prevented;

District Collector, Sirohi (Chairman, Convenor
and not chairman)

Representative of an environmental NGO to be
nominated by the Government of Rajasthan

The Chairman of the monitoring committee
will be an eminent person with proven managerial and administrative experience and understanding of local issues. The monitoring committee
shall consist of not more than 10 members. The
duty of the monitoring committee will be to file
complaints regarding non-compliance of the directions issued. An appeal within 90 days shall lie to the
appellate authority against any decision on the
committee.
The monitoring committee’s powers and functions are restricted to monitoring compliance of
the provisions of the notification only. In case of
activities requiring prior permission or environmental clearance, such activities shall be referred
to SEIAA. The monitoring committee shall submit
annual report of its actions taken.

14. The sale of groundwater was not to be permitted
and industrial use was to be permitted only with
the permission of the State Ground Water Board;

•

•

Senior Town Planner of the area
One expert on eco-sensitive zones nominated
by the Government of Rajasthan
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Notification. The local people viewed the notification
as a curtailment of their constitutional rights and an
impediment to the development of the area. They
even raised their concerns regarding the impact of
the notification on the tourism. But since the matter
was being followed by the Supreme Court, and
the MoEF and the Mohan Ram Committee were
inclined to declare Mount Abu as an ESA from the
beginning, the notification came through despite
the opposition.

6. Sources of information

•

Bose, R. SC Orders cleanup Act at Mt. Abu. Times
of India November 10, 2003. Ahmedabad.
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•

Letters of local MLAs against the Mount Abu Notification, April 2005.

•

Minutes of the meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee, January 2001- June 2004 MoEF, New Delhi.

•

MoEF’s correspondence with the Government of
Rajasthan August 13, 2002.

•
•

Mount Abu Draft ESA Notification, MoEF 2008.

•

Report of the visit of the Mohan Ram Committee
to Mt. Abu on April 17, 2003.

•

www.forestcaseindia.org

•

www.wikipedia.org

Mount Abu Proposal submitted to the MoEF by
Government of Rajasthan, April 2003.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Sultanpur
Harasru, Tughlakpur, Daya Bihar, Kaliawas, Iqbalpur,
Saidpur, Khaintawas, Hamarpur, Chandu, Omnagar,
Bidhera, Sultanpur, Harsinghwali, Dhani Mirchiwali
Dhani and Sadhrana Barmripur.

1. Basic Details
1.1 Location
Sultanpur National Park is located at about a distance of
15 km form Gurgaon (Haryana) and 45 km from Delhi.
It attracts a large number and variety of migratory birds
during the winter migratory season. It is surrounded by
Sultanpur village towards West, Chandu village towards
East, Sadhrana village towards South East and Kaliwas
towards the North. The National Park is important and
known for aquatic avifauna where about 30,000 birds
belonging to about 250 species have been listed in this
park during winters. The important birds visiting this
park are Pelicans, Cormorants, Herons, Egrets, Storks,
Flamingoes, Geese, Ducks, etc. A number of territorial
birds of Indian origin stay here the year round. Breeding
of Saras, Crane and the Rare Black Necked Stork have
been recorded in this park.

2. Legal and procedural details
2.1 Background
The draft Sultanpur Eco- sensitive Zone notification is
a follow up of the Supreme Court order directing all
the State Governments to notify 10 kms around all the
protected areas in their respective states as Eco- sensitive1. The draft proposal in this regard was submitted by the Government of Haryana. The MoEF after
considering state government’s proposal, issued a draft
notification on January 29, 2009 declaring an area of
5 km around the Sultanpur National Park as an Ecosensitive Zone.

1.2 Area

3. Sultanpur Draft ESZ Notification

The said Eco-sensitive Zone is the area upto five kilometers from the boundary of the protected area
of Sultanpur National Park situated in the Gurgaon
District of Haryana between 280 24B 00C to 290 32B
00C North latitude and between 760 48B 00C to 760
58B 00C East longitude. The list of the villages falling within five kilometers distance of the boundary of
Sultanpur National Park in the Eco-sensitive Zone is
as follows:
Mankraula, Jhanjraula, Mohammedpur, Patli,
Dhanawas, Wazirpr, Dhani Ramnagar, Sikhawala, Ghari

The salient features of the Sultanpur Draft ESZ Notification are:
•

A Zonal Master Plan is to be prepared by the
State Government within 1 year of the date of the
publication of the notification. It is to provide
for restoration of denuded areas, conservation of
existing water bodies, management of catchment
areas, watershed management, groundwater management, soil and moisture conservation, needs
of local community and such other aspects of the
ecology and environment that need attention.

Table 13: Chronology of events around around the notification

1

December 2006

Supreme Court order to States to declare areas of 10 km around the protected areas as
eco-sensitive.

January 2009

MoEF issues the draft Sultanpur ESZ Notification.

For details see section 5 (b) of Chapter 3 of this report
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Source: MoEF

•

No change of land use from green to non green
purposes.

•

The Zonal Master plan to be prepared to lay down
the stipulations for traffic regulation.

•

Prohibition on setting up of new wood based industry within 2 km, polluting industry with in 3
km and highly polluting industries within 5 km of
the National Park.

•

be subject to the approved management plan.

Prohibition on construction of any building except tubewell chamber of dimension of 1000
cubic inches from the boundary of the National
Park to a distance of 300 meters, construction
of any building with more than 2 storeys in an
area between 300- 500 meters from the National
Park and laying of new high tension transmission
wires from the boundary of the National Park to a
distance of 500 meters.

•

Mining upto 1 km and stone crushing upto 2 km
from the National Park not to be allowed.

•

Felling of trees on the Forest and Revenue land would
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•

Ground water extraction to be permitted only for
bona fide agricultural and domestic consumption
of the occupier of the plot.

•

No sale of ground water without the permission of
the state groundwater board.

•

The Environment department or State Forest Department, Haryana to draw up the guidelines to
control the noise pollution.

•

No untreated and industrial effluents to be permitted to be discharged in any water body in the
Eco- sensitive zone.

•

The solid waste disposal to be carried out as per the
provisions of the municipal solid waste (management and Handling) rules, 2000.

•

No burning or incineration of solid waste to be
permitted in the eco-sensitive zone.

•

A Monitoring Committee with not more than 10
members to be set up to monitor the compliance
with the provisions of the notification.

State level Environment Impact Assessment
Authority (SEIAA).

The members of the committee shall be:
I.

A representative of the Ministry of Environment
and Forests, Government of India;

•

II. One representative of Non-governmental Organizations working in the field of environment
(including heritage conservation) to be nominated
by the Government of India;

4. Current status

III. Regional Officer, Haryana State Pollution Control
Board, Gurgaon;

At the time of writing this study, the Sultanpur notification had been put up on the website of the MoEF
seeking comments from the public.

IV. Senior Town Planner of the area;
V. Deputy Conservator of Forests (Wild Life), Gurgaon
- Member Secretary;

5. Sources of Information

VI. Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon – Chairman.
•

The Monitoring Committee to submit annual reports to the MoEF and can file complaints under
section 19 of the Environment (Protection) Act
19862, for non- compliance of the Notification.

The activities requiring prior permission or
environmental clearance to be referred to the

2

As per Section 19 of the E(P)A 1986, the Central Government or
any authority or officer authorized in this behalf by that Government can make a complaint before the Court against any offence
under this Act.
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•

Sultanpur Draft ESZ Notification, January 2009,
MoEF

•

Interview with Mr. Neeraj Khatri, Deputy Director,
MoEF on April 29, 2009

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Pachmarhi
and a huge number of pilgrims come here travelling
through the forest. The Pachmarhi landscape is also
very unique; it not only comprises the Satpura National
Park, the Bori Sanctuary and the Pachmarhi Sanctuary
but also the Reserve Forests in Chhindwara and other
surrounding areas. This forest area links the Pench Tiger
Reserve on one side and the Kanha Tiger Reserve on the
other. According to the Census of 1992, there were 24
tigers in the region, holding out some potential for being
a significant tiger corridor [as mentioned in the 1994
Environment Status Report by Environment Planning
and Coordination Organisation (EPCO)]. Pachmarhi is
critical in terms of the streams, cascades and pools that
are present here. Many perennial streams like Chhota
Mahadeo, Big Falls, Little Falls, Dutches Falls, Bee Falls
flow here. Because of its numerous natural heritage
sites and man-made heritage structures and based on
the data collected by the EPCO of the Government of
Madhya Pradesh, an area of 4926 sq km was designated
as a Biosphere Reserve by the Government of India on
March 3, 1999.

1. Location
Pachmarhi is situated in the Sohagpur Tehsil of
Hoshangabad on the plateau of the Mahadeo hills of
the Satpura hill range at a height of 1067 m in Madhya
Pradesh.

2. Importance of Pachmarhi
Pachmarhi is referred to as ‘the Queen of the Satpuras’.
Pachmarhi is a special area because the characteristics
of the vegetation found here lie between those of a
rainforest and of dry deciduous forest. The forests here
are naturally a junction of two most important timber
species - teak and sal. Apart from the forests, there are
a large number of grassy glades not often found in other
hill stations. The area receives 80 inches of rainfall and
there is a continuous belt of forest from the northeast
to the southwest region. The town is relatively unspoiled
with a very low population density. There are rough cut
Buddhist caves and two melas - the Mahadevi & Shivratri
melas are organised here every year since ancient times
Table 14: Chronology of events around the notification
1993- early 1994

MoEF sought Government of Madhya Pradesh’s views on declaration of Pachmarhi as
ecologically fragile

May 1994

MoEF prepared the first draft of Pachmarhi ESA Notification

August 1994

Draft Pachmarhi ESA notification was revised and sent for state’s approval

February 1995

The state government lent its consent to the Draft Pachmarhi ESA Notification

March 1995

Law Ministry raised objections to the draft

September 1998

Preliminary Pachmarhi ESA notification was gazetted after getting the Law Ministry’s approval

June 1999

MoEF realised that the boundaries of the proposed ESA are incorrect

September 1999

Preliminary Pachmarhi ESA Notification lapsed

September 2000

Pachmarhi preliminary ESA Notification was gazetted the second time

January 2001

State government raised objections to the preliminary ESA notification

September 2001

The preliminary Pachmarhi ESA notification lapsed the second time
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and INTACH would constitute a task force comprising
of experts from all relevant sectors. The task force would
gather data, analyse it and design planning options for
Pachmarhi, and the decision on a final plan would be
left to the discretion of the steering committee. This
contract was signed in 1997.
After 3 months, INTACH received a letter saying
that their contract had been cancelled without any reason being provided. The state government had instead
appointed the Town & Country Planning Organisation
(TCPO) to undertake the Development Plan exercise
for Pachmarhi.
As mentioned earlier, Pachmarhi was under serious
threat due to the projections made in this Development
Plan. The Government of Madhya Pradesh appointed
a committee to hear the objections from the public to
the draft Development Plan and make suggestions to
the Director, Town & Country Planning. At that point,
Mr. Pradip Krishen was in touch with Dr. Ishwar Dass,
a retired officer of the Indian Administrative Service,
who was then based in Bhopal. Both of them put
together data they had collected over several years towards an integrated conservation plan for Pachmarhi,
and presented it before the officials of TCPO and shared
their plans for Pachmarhi including measures like the
afforestation of indigenous plants, regulated tourism,
etc. To their surprise, the TCPO asked them to be on
its committee. One of the reasons why they feel this
may have been done was that the TCPO did not want
them to publicly criticise the draft Development Plan.
Nevertheless, Mr. Pradip Krishen and Dr. Ishwar Dass
joined the committee but none of their objections were
incorporated in the final version of the plan.

3. Threats to Pachmarhi
About 45 hotels had come up in early 1990s in Pachmarhi, many of them violating the Cantonment Board
building norms allowing ground plus three storeys for
a building with a maximum height of 15 metres. Official plans for Pachmarhi’s future are even more discouraging. Pachmarhi already receives around 80,000
domestic tourists every year and this figure does not
include the number of pilgrims who come to the melas
of Shivratri and Nagpanchami held in March and the
shravan month respectively (roughly around 3 lakhs on
each occasion). Rather than seeking to regulate tourism,
the Draft Development Plan for Pachmarhi published
in September 1998 by the Town & Country Planning
Organisation (TCPO) of the Government of Madhya
Pradesh assumes a substantial increase in the tourist
influx. It plans for a three hundred percent increase in
the tourist inflow by 2011. It includes other suggestions as
well that may pose a threat to Pachmarhi, like locating
a residential university in the region, a ropeway project
and the upgradation of an airstrip into a better quality
aerodrome among others.

4. Background to the ESA Notification
Around 1994, Mr. Pradip Krishen, a film maker &
author of the book ‘Trees of Delhi’ was invited for
a meeting called by the Housing and Environment
Secretary, Madhya Pradesh to look at the issues and
threats confronting Pachmarhi. In 1996, an INTACH
workshop on tourism was organised in Bhopal to understand the threats and potentials of the town. Both
the army and the state government were involved in
organising this. During the meeting, it was felt that a
planning initiative was needed to save this landscape
but the state government seemed interested only in
exploiting its tourism potential. Mr. Pradip Krishen was
the convenor for the Pachmarhi Chapter of INTACH at
that time.
Following this, Mr. Krishen met with the Chief
Secretary, Madhya Pradesh and the heads of various
departments and made a presentation in Bhopal talking
about the significance of Pachmarhi and the need to protect it. Through this he managed to convince the state
government that INTACH could prepare an integrated
conservation plan for the area. It was proposed that the
state government would appoint a steering committee

5. Genesis of the preliminary notification
The process of protecting Pachmarhi by declaring it
an eco-sensitive zone began with a note dated January
13, 1993 from Mr. Anthony De Sa, Deputy Secretary
and Special Assistant in the office of the Minister
for Environment and Forests. The note stated that
Mr. Kamal Nath, the Minister for Environment and
Forests desired that a study team of experts be set up
to examine the carrying capacity of the SADA1 (Special
Area Development Authority) area (Pachmarhi & its immediate environs) so that planned development could
take place in the region. He desired that the matter
be discussed with the Secretary of his ministry before
the end of the month. The reason behind the special
interest of the MoEF in this matter could be that both
Mr. Kamal Nath and Mr. Anthony De Sa belonged to
Madhya Pradesh and they probably had an idea of the
contents of the Development Plan for Pachmahi.

As per section 64 (1) of the Town & Country Planning Act 1973, the
State Government can notify an area as a special area if it deems fit.
Special Area Development Authority (SADA) will prepare and implement the development plan for the special area.
1
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On March 1, 1993, Dr. S. C Maudgal, Senior Adviser,
MoEF wrote a letter to the Secretary (Environment),
Government of Madhya Pradesh following Mr. Kamal
Nath’s note. Then in January 1994 the Minister wrote
to Mr. Digvijay Singh the Chief Minister of Madhya
Pradesh (MP) at the time, seeking his view on the
declaration of Pachmarhi as ecologically fragile area.
Mr. Digvijay Singh raised no objections to the notification. However, the MP government took some time
to send the status report and relevant documents back
to the MoEF and these were received only in May 1994.
By the end of May 1994 the first draft of a notification
based on the Doon Valley Notification was prepared
by the MoEF.
On June 15, 1994 the draft was sent by the MoEF
to the MP Government which conveyed its approval to
the draft notification within a couple of weeks. They
made an important suggestion that there should be a
monitoring committee to oversee the implementation
of the notification. In August 1994, the MoEF revised
the notification, which was quite different from the
Dahanu and Doon Valley Notifications. It envisaged
a Zonal Master Plan for the entire ESA and had specific provisions for heritage conservation (the first time
such provisions were included in an ESA notification).
Due to these extensive revisions, the notification
was sent to the MP Government again for its
approval. After six months, on February 1, 1995 the MP
Government conveyed its consent. When the notification was sent to the Law Ministry in March 1995, the
latter took a view that ‘land’ and ‘land use’ were State
subjects and hence the Centre could not issue such a
notification. It was made clear to the Law Ministry in
March 1998 that as per Article 253 of the constitution,
the Government of India did have powers to declare
an area as ‘ecologically sensitive’. After the Law
Ministry’s approval, the preliminary notification was
gazetted on September 17, 1998 inviting public objections and suggestions.

Organisation (TCPO), whereas no such objections were
raised when he bought the plot in 1992 or completed
the construction by the end of 1993. Forest authorities
also charged Mr. Krishen with violating provisions of
the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 amended in 1991,
according to which no new rights of property could
be created within a protected area and that his house
was within the Pachmarhi Wildlife Sanctuary. All these
objections had not surfaced in 1992 when the land was
transferred in Mr. Krishen’s name.
Ekta Parishad, an NGO which was set up to support
the adivasis displaced by the construction of the Tawa
Dam, was also opposing the notification. The adivasis
were already upset with the ban on fishing activities
introduced by amendments in the Wild Life (Protection) Act in 1991. They viewed the notification as yet
another curtailment of their rights.

7. Revisions & lapse of the notification
In November 1998 suggestions were sent by Mr. Samir
Mehta on behalf of the Bombay Environmental Action
Group (BEAG) following which discussions took place
in the MoEF with the state government representatives
and Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG. Finally, the revised
draft was given to the MoEF on February 25, 1999 by
BEAG. This was virtually identical to BEAG’s proposal
for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani2. Several meetings took
place between Mr. Pradip Krishen, Mr. Shyam Chainani
and the MoEF officials and many drafts of the notification were shared while discussing additional provisions
like a ban on groundwater extraction, a freeze on FSI
limit till the Zonal Plan was prepared, the constitution
of Monitoring Committee, etc.
In June 1999 the MoEF suddenly realised that the
boundaries of the proposed eco-sensitive zone had
not been mentioned correctly. The map showing the
boundaries showed the proposed eco-sensitive zone
extending from latitude 22’11 N to latitude 22’42 N but
the accompanying text showed the boundaries going
only up to 22’32 N. The MoEF decided to publish the
notification afresh with the correct larger boundaries.
As per the Environment (Protection) Rules 1986, if a
notification is not finally sanctioned within one year
of the date of preliminary notification, it lapses. The
Pachmarhi ESA Notification therefore lapsed on September 17, 1999.

6. Local opposition
Early in 1999, Mr. Pradip Krishen bore the brunt of
objecting to the draft Development Plan and advocating instead for the ESA Notification. On March 12, 1999
SADA served a ‘stop building’ order on Mr. Pradip Krishen regarding his house at Bariaam village, 7 km from
Pachmarhi. It stated that the house had been built without valid permission from the Town & Country Planning

8. Reconsidering the notification
Due to persistent prodding by Mr. Shyam Chainani, in
December 1999 the MoEF decided to once again examine the draft notification which it had settled upon in

It is important to note here that the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
draft notification itself was based on the Pachmarhi preliminary
notification.
2
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May 1999. In the meantime, the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification was gazetted. A modified draft of
the Pachmarhi Notification was prepared by Dr. Ishwar
Dass based on the gazetted draft for MahabaleshwarPanchgani and submitted to the MoEF. Since it was
based on an already approved and gazetted preliminary
notification for Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani, there were
no objections this time and the draft Pachmarhi ESA
Notification was gazetted on September 18, 2000 inviting objections and suggestions. In January 2001, the
state government made the following suggestions to
the notification:
•

Removal of 164 villages from the proposed area;

•

Use of the Regional Plan instead of the Zonal
Master Plan, and the Development Plan instead
of the Sub-Zonal Plan for a settlement or a
town;

•

The power to approve the Development Plan for
the Cantonment area should vest in the state
government;

•

Any increase in the existing parameters of
permissible floor area ratio, permissible height,
etc should require state government’s approval;

•

The power to approve the Tourism Plan should vest
in the state government;

•

The state government has already constituted
two monitoring committees for monitoring the
development planning and two committees for
the management of the Pachmarhi Biosphere
Reserve. These committees should be enlarged to
have MoEF and NGOs’ representatives for managing the ESA. The state government would constitute
two committees: field-level monitoring committee
& state-level high power committee, for ensuring
compliance with the provision of the notification.
NGO representatives should be nominated by the
state government. It should comprise of representatives from the regional offices of the MoEF and
CPCB.

•

and requested the MoEF to retain certain powers
with it. Discussions continued between the state government and the MoEF to resolve the major issues.
The MoEF had decided that a few of the matters
had been addressed in the final MahabaleshwarPanchgani Notification and the requisite changes
had been made. It asked the MP Government to study
the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Notification and give
their views expeditiously. There was no reply from
the MP Government for several months and therefore
the MoEF prepared a revised draft of the notification
and sent it to the state government for its comments.
By then the Chief Secretary of the state government
had retired. Mr. Pradip Krishen and Mr. Shyam Chainani tried to push the notification forward by meeting
with the newly appointed officials. The new Chief
Secretary raised some minor objections and eventually agreed to support it. However, the process did not
move forward at the desired pace and the notification
lapsed for a second time.

9. Current status
Though Dr. Ishwar Dass and Mr. Shyam Chainani
have been attempting to kick start the process again,
Mr. Pradip Krishen is not as hopeful. According to
him, even if the notification does get passed, its
actual implementation on the ground would be very
difficult. Mr. R. P. Singh of EPCO, believes that the
Supreme Court order dated January 30, 2002, to
notify areas within 10 km of the boundaries of
national parks and sanctuaries as eco-sensitive3
has complicated the situation even further. This is
because the proposed Pachmarhi ESA had already
included national parks and surrounding areas in the
draft notification.

10. Sources of information

Appeal against a decision of the field-level monitoring committee should lie before the state-level
high power committee as this would have senior
representatives of the Government of India and
technical experts.

Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG expressed his dissatisfaction with these suggestions of the state government
For details refer to Chapter 3, Ecologically Sensitive Areas: The Big
Picture.
3
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•

Chainani, S. 2007. Heritage & Environment, An Indian Diary. The Urban Design Research Institute.
November 2007.

•

Chainani, S. Hill Stations and Cantonments – An
Indian Diary. Unpublished

•

Correspondence between Mr. Pradip Kirishen and
Dr. Ishwar Dass, and MoEF & state government
officials. November 1998-January 2002.

•

Environment Status Report of Pachmarhi, EPCO,
January 1994.

•

Interview with Mr. Pradip Krishen, Convenor, INTACH MP Chapter, January 3, 2008.

•

Interview with Mr. Shyam Chainani, BEAG, February 22, 2008.

•

MP government’s objections to the Draft Pachmarhi
ESA Notification, January 2001.

•

Pachmarhi Draft ESA Notification, MoEF, September 17, 1998.

•

Pachmarhi Draft ESA Notification, MoEF, September 18, 2000.

•

Proceedings of the Committee to discuss the draft
Development Plan 2011 for Pachmarhi, October 1998.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Himalayas
two notifications were identical, covering different
geographical areas, but both the notifications had
omitted the inclusion of the state of Arunachal
Pradesh. These notifications primarily mandated local
planning and preparation of an integrated development plan, required safeguards during the construction of roads and roof-top rainwater harvesting in the
Himalaya.
Mr. Samir Mehta of Bombay Environmental Action Group (BEAG) suggested to Mr. S. Behura, Special Secretary, MoEF and Mr. Anand Kumar, Advisor,
MoEF on July 24, 2007 to declare the entire Himalaya as ‘eco-sensitive’. Mr. Behura approved of the
idea, in principle. Subsequent to this, Mr. Samir Mehta drafted a notification for the Himalaya using the
Hill Station Report of 2003, prepared by the Expert
Committee constituted by the MoEF (mentioned
in the Hill Stations ESA chapter). This report had
recommended immediate and urgent declaration of
various hill stations in India as environmentally sensitive, including the hill stations in the Himalaya. The
Pronab Sen Committee Report on Identifying Parameters for Designating Ecologically Sensitive Areas
in India was referred to by Mr. Samir Mehta, while
drafting the notification. He included Arunachal
Pradesh, two districts of Tripura, two from Assam
and five districts of Manipur and pointed out that the
hilly districts of Uttar Pradesh would now come
under Uttarakhand. He wrote to individuals and
NGOs based in the Himalayas and sent them the first
draft for their comments.

1. Location and importance of the area
The Himalaya is a series of more or less parallel ranges,
intersected by enormous valleys and extensive plateaus.
The northern slopes support dense natural vegetation
with snow-covered peaks in the higher elevations. The
southern slopes, being very steep, accumulate very little
snow and support sparse natural vegetation. The altitude, temperature, and rainfall gradient of this region
supports a very high diversity of forest, grassland and
aquatic ecosystems, including India’s only temperate
habitats. The Himalaya has an enormous influence
on the meteorology of the Indian sub-continent. Its
snow-covered peaks have a moderating influence on
the temperature and humidity of northern India. The
Himalaya is a tall and continuous wall obstructing
the flow of the moisture-bearing monsoon winds and
this causes the precipitation of much of this moisture, either as rain or snow. The numerous Himalayan
glaciers fed by this snowfall form the source of several rivers, which lower down also gather much of the
monsoon rainfall.

2. Background
In 2000, two draft Himalaya notifications (S.O.
916(E) dated October 6, 2000 and S.O. 1058(E) dated
November 28, 2000) emerged from the Conservation Division of the MoEF. These draft notifications
spoke of an Integrated Management Plan for some of
the states of the Himalaya, with the view to improve
the quality of the environment of the Himalaya. The
Table 15: Chronology of events around the notification
October 2000

Draft Himalayas Notification

November 2000

Revised Draft Himalayas Notification was issued

2007

Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG pursues the matter with MoEF again
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3. Local involvement

4. Lobbying & discussions with the MoEF

Local involvement has been limited to giving the feedback on the two notifications issued by the MoEF in
the year 2000. Mr. Samir Mehta added a few additional
points to the notification, namely sewage treatment,
preparation of separate master plans for the municipal
and non-municipal areas and no change of land-use
in the municipal areas till the Master Plan was ready.
Mr. Upamanu Kulbhushan (National Himalayan Policy
Campaign, Himachal Pradesh), Mr. Salam Rajesh (Manipur), Mr. Soumen Dey (WWF-India, Assam) and
Mr. Pushpendar Rana (Deputy Conservator of Forests,
Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh) sent their comments. This
included suggestions such as:

•

Banning the cement industry and mega-tourism in
Himalaya;

•

Identification of construction norms for different
slopes;

•

Including rural areas under location planning and
improvement of mountain road construction.

•

Including only the hilly districts of the North East
and not the entire states in the notification;

•

Discouraging new excavations for road constructions in the hills;

•
•
•
•

Banning all mining;

Mr. Samir Mehta held three meetings with Mr. Bhowmik, Member Secretary of River Valley Expert Appraisal
Committee of the MoEF and Mr. R. Anand Kumar, Advisor, MoEF to discuss the content of the notification.
The most important change that the MoEF made was
to exclude the river valley projects from the purview of
the notification. Mr. Samir Mehta had also suggested
that there be different notifications for different states
but the MoEF was of the opinion that it was difficult
to do that and it would also not be easy to monitor. In
response to this there was a suggestion from an official
of the MoEF that there could be different committees
for different states. However, Mr. Anand Kumar held the
opinion that there should be State Committees and a
Central Committee (like the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification). He was of the opinion
that State Committees should not have powers to sanction projects. Mr. Samir Mehta suggested that at least
some powers should be given to the State Committees
to direct the government on the projects and it was
finally included in the notification. In case of inter-state
disputes, the State Committee would bring its concerns
to the notice of the Central Committee. For the issues
related to water, the states would consider the needs of
the downstream states.

Not permitting agriculture on steep slopes;

5. Current status

Leaving the natural flow of streams undisturbed;

As of July 2008, the MoEF considers the Himalaya Notification as ‘pending’ but it is worthy to note that it
was not discussed in any of the meetings of the MoEF’s
Expert Committee that reviews existing and proposed
ESA sites.

Involving local people in developmental work.

The responses were incorporated in the draft notification by Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG. The MoEF had
included the entire states like Assam but Mr. Samir
Mehta only chose districts of the states in the Himalaya
which follow diverse cultural and traditional practices
based on the above responses. He also stated that there
should be separate state-wise integrated plans (including land use plans).
According to the draft notification that Mr. Samir
Mehta drafted, a zonal master plan was to be prepared by
the state governments demarcating forest, green, nongreen, agricultural and other areas. This draft notification also did not allow a change in the existing land use;
it regulated traffic; included development regulations;
rainwater harvesting and many such provisions which
were very similar to the provisions of the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani ESA Notification.
BEAG alone has pursued the Himalayas Notification
with the MoEF and the local groups from the region
were only involved in providing inputs to BEAG while
drafting the notification.

6. Sources of information
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•

Interview with Mr. Samir Mehta, BEAG, February
19, 2008.

•

MoEF Notification on Himalayas, October 6,
2000.

•

MoEF Notification on Himalayas, November 28,
2000.

•

Responses of local groups from Himalayas sent to
Mr. Samir Mehta on the above above-mentioned
notifications August 2007.

•

TPCG and Kalpavriksh. 2005. Securing India’s Future: Final Technical Report of the National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan. Prepared by the
NBSAP Technical and Policy Core Group. Kalpavriksh, Delhi/Pune.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Hill Stations
commercialisation, destruction of heritage sites and
deforestation. They have resulted in landslides, loss of
catchment values and frequent floods in the densely
populated plains to the south of the Himalayan region
in the Ganga, the Brahmaputra basin and elsewhere.
The ecology and environment of most hill stations,
has suffered to a large extent. It is becoming evident
that without appropriate planning and management,
increased tourism, mining, urbanisation, commercialisation and allied industrial development can become
a threat to the integrity of both ecosystems and local
cultures in sensitive natural areas. Tourism and seasonal
migration of populations from the plains to hill areas
have a series of socio-cultural, socio-economic, physical
and environmental impacts on the areas.

1. Importance of hill stations
Hills and mountains occupy about one-fourth of the
world’s land surface and shelter about ten percent of
its population. Another forty percent of the population
occupies the watershed area of hills and mountains.
Thus, half of the world population depends directly or
indirectly on hills and mountains. Hill regions provide
several valuable goods and services. The important
goods include water, food, wood, a variety of non-timber forest products and minerals. Important services
include the maintenance of soil fertility and structure,
and associated limitation of soil erosion; downstream
movement of soil nutrients; avoidance and mitigation
of the damaging impacts of floods, land slides, avalanches; opportunities for tourism and recreation; their
biodiversity helps in recycling and storage of carbon and
soil nutrients. In short, hills are of global significance,
physically, climatically, socially and economically. Hill
and mountain ecosystems play a major role in maintaining micro-climatic conditions. Local climate change
may cause regional environmental problems, which in
the course of time may affect global climate and other
natural ecological cycles in the earth system.
In India, the hill ecosystems form a major environmental resource. But today, most hill stations are
facing the onslaught of industrialisation, urbanisation,

2. Background
In 1997, while efforts were being made for the declaration of the Pachmarhi ESA Notification in the MoEF, a
senior MoEF official questioned why only one hill station was being considered as an ESA and not others
that might be under similar threats. He suggested that
an umbrella notification needed to be considered for
all such areas. Mr. Vishwanath Anand, Secretary MoEF,
responded that they would consider a general notification for all hill stations. However, as the Madhya Pradesh

Table 16: Chronology of events around the notification
Late 1980s

Mr. Shyam Chainani of BEAG put forth the idea of constituting a Working Group for Hill stations

1998

Mr. Chainani pursued this idea with MoEF.

September 2000

Pronab Sen Committee gave priority to the hill stations as areas that needed to be protected as
ecologically sensitive.

October 2000

Preliminary Notification for Hill Stations was issued.

March 2002

Constitution of Expert Committee to identify parameters for determining environmental/ ecological
sensitivity of hill stations.

March 2003

Final report of the Expert Committee recommended a Model Draft Notification for Hill Stations.
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Government was keen on the Pachmarhi Notification,
the MoEF off icials felt it should go ahead and process
the Pachmarhi Draft Notification first.
Prior to this development, in the late 1980s, Mr.
Shyam Chainani, of the Bombay Environment Action
Group (BEAG) had met Mr. Mahesh Prasad, Secretary,
MoEF and suggested that the MoEF should constitute
a Working Group for Hill Stations to evolve suitable
environmental norms for them. The Working Group,
it was suggested, could work along the lines of the
Working Group on Cantonments and Military Stations
constituted by the MoEF in 1984. He suggested that a
set of draft guidelines should be prepared which the
Ministry could then issue to the state governments.
During the period of 1990-1998, there were no developments related to the Hill Stations Notification due
to frequent changes in the MoEF and central government: first Ms. Maneka Gandhi was the Minister and
subsequently Mr. Kamal Nath took over.
In 1998, Mr. Shyam Chainani pursued the matter
again with the next Environment Secretary, Mr. Vishwanath Anand. He suggested the constitution of a Working Group which could pool all the experiences gained
from Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani, Pachmarhi, Doon Valley, and other ESAs and evolve suitable guidelines for
the hill stations. In principle, the Secretary agreed to
the constitution of this Group. Subsequently, in 1999, a
committee (under the chairmanship of Dr. Pronab Sen
of the Planning Commission) to frame parameters for
designating areas as ecologically sensitive, was set up.
In the committee meetings, when Mr. Shyam Chainani
brought the issue of declaring hill stations as ecologically sensitive, many members raised objections saying that ‘hill station’ by itself is not a criteria to define
ecological sensitivity. Nevertheless in its final report in
September 2000, the committee gave priority to the
hill stations as areas that needed to be identified and
protected as ecologically sensitive.
Simultaneously, on October 6, 2000 the MoEF
issued a preliminary notification for protecting and
improving the environment of the Himalayas, inviting
public suggestions on it. But two states were left out in
this notification - Himachal Pradesh and Assam. Thus
it was rectified and the revised preliminary notification
was issued on November 28, 2000. These notifications
covered the entire hill areas and not just hill stations
and hill settlements.
Being Himalaya specific, the notification did not
include the mountain ranges like the Western Ghats,
Eastern Ghats, Aravallis and so on. State governments
were asked to send their feedback on the notification.
Many states replied that they were fully capable of

looking after their environment and did not want any
additional stipulations imposed. The matter was not
pursued further by the MoEF due to the transfer of
Mr. Vishwanath Anand.

3. Hill Stations Committee
In May 2001, Mr. Shyam Chainani reinitiated the discussion on the Himalayas Notification by writing a letter
to Mr. K. Roy Paul, Special Secretary, MoEF. The letter
pointed that in its very chapter on Concepts, Approach
and Recommendations on Ecological Sensitivity, the
Pronab Sen Committee had recommended that for determining environmental sensitivity in general, separate
criteria were needed. However this was not a part of
the terms of reference of the committee. The committee had also suggested that a convenient starting point
could be to consider protection for those areas already
under stress; one such group of areas are hill stations.
Mr. Shyam Chainani suggested to Mr. Roy Paul that a
separate committee needed to be constituted to examine
which of the hill stations could be protected under the
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.
In December 2001, the MoEF agreed to constitute
such a committee with clear terms of reference (ToR)
that included framing parameters to determine environmental sensitivity, the identification of hill stations
which needed protection and finally suggesting measures to protect hill stations.
On March 21, 2002, the Expert Committee to Identify the Parameters for Determining Environmental /
Ecological Sensitivity of Hill Stations was constituted.
Following this, Mr. K. Roy Paul was transferred out
of the MoEF. Subsequent to this, happenings in the
MoEF resulted in the reduction of the committee’s ToR
to only drawing up of parameters for determining environmental sensitivity, conducting a national workshop
on the subject and finally providing its final recommendations. The Chairman of the committee was Mr.
T. S. Vijayaraghavan, a retired IAS officer who had been
Secretary to the Government of India in Defence Production, Petroleum and Heavy Industry Departments.
The representatives from Geological Survey of India,
Central Ground Water Board, Directorate General of
Tourism, School of Environmental Studies, Jawaharlal
Nehru University were also on the committee. There
were two NGO representatives as well apart from Mr.
Shyam Chainani.

4. Hill Stations Committee meetings
From May 2002 to March 2003, the committee held five
meetings in all. In the first meeting on May 24, 2002 the
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committee decided to address the following issues:

In the second meeting only, the list of hill stations
suggested by Mr. Shyam Chainani was examined and
additions like Hazaribagh and Ranchi (Bihar) were
made. However, Alwaye in Kerala, Madanapalle in
Andhra Pradesh, Dehra Dun in Uttarakhand and
Trivandrum in Kerala were deleted from his list as
they were not deemed to be hill stations.
Hilly places of pilgrimage were also suggested to be
included in the list. It was felt that the definition of ‘hill
stations’ should include those areas as well which are
likely to come under stress due to human settlements
that are likely to grow. In further meetings, discussions
were held with the consultant from the Centre for Environmental Studies who was preparing a base paper
on the subject.

It then refers to the Pronab Sen Committee report on the parameters for identifying ecological
sensitivity. The report further differentiates between
ecological sensitivity and environmental sensitivity.
Criteria for declaring hill stations and their environs
as environmentally sensitive were outlined in the report. It also provided a methodology for determining
environmental sensitivity of hill stations. It provides a
state-wise indicative and tentative list of hill stations
in India as well. It further identifies and classifies the
indicator parameters for environmental sensitivity
of these hill stations. The report also has guidelines
for preparation of environment management plans
for hill stations and recommends that a master plan
of a hill station should be modified based on the
ecological or environmental sensitivity of the area. It
recommends the constitution of a monitoring committee by the MoEF and not by the state government,
to ensure compliance with the provisions of the model
draft notification for hill stations and the model Draft
Heritage Regulations. It recommended that such committees should have the powers to restrict any activity that they did not deem fit in the environmentally
sensitive area.
The committee recommendations also include
freezing of all developmental activities in certain areas
on account of their current degraded environmental
condition. These hill stations were Darjeeling, Khandala, Kodaikanal, Lonavala, Mahabaleshwar, Matheran,
Mussoorie, Manali, Nainital, Panchgani, Shimla, Pachmarhi, Shillong and Udhagamandalam (Ooty). It requested quick and immediate action to prevent further
damage to the following hill stations: Almora, Cherrapunji, Coonoor, Dalhousie, Dharamshala, Kalimpong,
Kasauli, Mount Abu, Munnar, Ranikhet, Solan, Srinagar,
Tekkady, Wellington and Yercaud. For other hill stations, it recommended immediate assessment of their
environmental sensitivity. A model draft notification for
environmentally sensitive hill stations and a model draft
regulation for conservation of heritage sites annexed at
the end of the committee’s report.

5. Hill Stations Committee’s report

6. Model Draft Hill Station Notification

The committee’s final report was issued on March 31,
2003. The report emphasises the importance of hill areas
and defines hill stations. The definition is very comprehensive and includes human settlements and potential
human settlements in the hills, places which are considered hill stations or hill resorts by local people, hill
cantonments, hill towns, hill places of pilgrimage, hill
forts, hill sanatoria and hill education centres as well.

The pattern of the model draft notification is based
on the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani and Matheran draft
ESA notifications as these notifications had been framed
keeping in mind the specific objectives of these hill
stations. Mr. Samir Mehta of BEAG prepared a first
preliminary draft for the consideration of the committee. Then the Committee came up with its Model Draft
Notification for Hill Stations. To avoid any ambiguity,

•

Evolve a criteria for classification of hill stations;

•

prepare illustrative or indicative list of hill stations
which could be further added upon to make it more
comprehensive;

•

Specify the parameters in relation to environmental/
ecological aspects pertaining to hill stations;

•

Recommend regulatory apparatus or measures
concerned with land use and cultural landscape
conservation of hill stations.

In the 2nd meeting on June 21, 2002, after discussions
it was agreed by all the members that:

•

What is considered as a ‘hill station’ by locals (which
finds a mention in the draft notification) may also
be included as a hill station in the committee’s list
of hill stations.

•

Not only a hill station but also its environs may also
be included while considering the environmental
sensitivity of hill stations.

•

Basic environmental parameters to be decided
should be such that the same should be applicable
for all hill stations although some hill stations may
have peculiar conditions.
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it was made clear in the notification that the word ‘hill
station’ comprised hill stations/ hill cantonments/ hill
towns/ hill places of pilgrimage/ hill forts/ hill sanatoria/ hill educational centres, their environs and surrounding areas. A few ambiguities were addressed in
the draft notification. The first was the meaning of
the term ‘hill station’. Secondly, the fact that these
areas would be notified as ‘environmentally sensitive’
and not ‘ecologically sensitive’ and thirdly, it defines
the word ‘local resident’ while referring to restriction
on land use change for agricultural lands1 (it defines a
local person as one who was on the electoral rolls on
the date of issuance of the notification together with
his minor wards). More stipulations were added to
this draft, as compared to the base notifications (Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani & Matheran ESA Notifications).
It included stipulations regarding rain water harvesting,
noise pollution, heritage conservation, building restrictions and carrying capacity of hill stations and it clearly
defines the tasks of a Monitoring Committee and gives
it executive powers.

7. Current status
The Model Draft Hill Stations Notification is pending
with the MoEF.

8. Sources of information

The restriction states that a change in agricultural land use was
permitted only for the housing needs of the existing local residents
together with their natural growth
1
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•

Chainani, S. 2007. Heritage & Environment, An Indian Diary. The Urban Design Research Institute.
November 2007.

•

Chainani, S. Hill Stations and Cantonments – An
Indian Diary. Unpublished

•

Minutes of the Expert Committee to Identify the
Parameters for Determining Environmental/ Ecological Sensitivity of Hill Stations 2003, procured
from the MoEF May 2002 to March 2003.

•

Report of the Expert Committee to Identify the
Parameters for Determining Environmental/ Ecological Sensitivity of Hill Stations 2003.

•

Response of the MoEF to the Right to Information
(RTI) applications.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Sahyadri
The Western Ghats harbour 1,741 species of flowering plants and 403 species of birds. Wildlife diversity
in the region include the tiger, elephant, gaur or the
Indian bison, the lion tailed macaque, the Wynaad
laughing thrush, the Travancore tortoise and several
species of leg-less amphibians and Dipterocarpus trees
(Khare. A, 1996).
Economically important minerals found in the region are iron ore, manganese, clay, bauxite, and limestone. The problems associated with their mining in this
region are discussed in the subsequent sections.
The following national parks fall under the area:

1. Importance of the area
The area comprises of contiguous segments from north
Karnataka (Uttara Kannada and Belgaum Districts),
East Goa (Canacona, Sanguem and Sattari administrative areas) and south Maharashtra (Sindhudurg and
Kolhapur Districts). The total area is around 7000 sq
km for which state-wise breakup is as follows:
a) Karnataka
b) Goa
c) Maharashtra

-

4200 sq km
800 sq km
2000 sq km

As per the proposal submitted to the MoEF, the
proposed Sahyadri Ecologically Sensitive Area (SESA)
is part of the rich and pristine Western Ghats stretch,
from where many peninsular rivers originate. It is extremely rich in its floral and faunal species diversity.
The Western Ghats stretch themselves across five states,
Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala
supporting a population of 35 million people. They cover
a length of 1400 km and are the largest single contiguous
tract of humid tropical forest in peninsular India. It is
rich in bio-diversity and forms watersheds for important rivers like the Tungabhadra, Krishna and Kaveri.
They form the main watershed from which all the east
and west flowing rivers originate. The Western Ghats
run almost north south at right angles to the path of
the southwest monsoon current, which results in heavy
rainfall over the coast and Malanad region.

Karnataka
Anshi National Park
Dandeli Wildlife Sanctuary
Goa
Bhagvan Mahavir NP
Madei Sanctuary
Netravali Sanctuary
Cotigao Sanctuary

: 250 sq km
: 475 sq km
: 240 sq km
: 208 sq km
1850 sq km

725 sq km

754 sq km

: 211 sq km
: 95 sq km

Maharashtra
Radhanagari Wildlife Sanctuary : 371 sq km

The SESA region is the northernmost limit of the
distributional range of many species including the
king cobra, the elephant, lion-tailed macaque, many
types of Shield tail snakes, frogmouths (the frogmouths

Table 17: Chronology of events
1999

Local groups from Western Ghats come together as NCPNR and wrote to state government
officials and MoEF advocating the declaration of Western Ghats region as an ESA

February 2000

MoEF considered Sahyadri for Biosphere Reserve

August 2000

SESA Proposal was sent to MoEF by NCPNR

June 2004

Mohan Ram Committee recommended small areas in Western Ghats to be notified as ESA
instead of SESA
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PROPOSED SAHYADRI ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE AREA

2. Threats to SESA
Many mining operations like manganese extraction used to take place in
this area. There is immense pressure
to re-open these mines and renew the
leases. In a letter dated April 28, 2000,
the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, Government of Karnataka granted
permission to M/s Goel Brothers for
the diversion of 8.00 hectares of forest
land at Jamgaon Village in Khanapur
Taluka in Belgaum District. This was
for mining manganese and iron ore.
It was feared by environmentalists that
this might set a precedent for other villages in the region too. The reopening
of the mines would disturb the unique
and endangered Otomops wroughtoni
– an endemic species of bat found in
the Barapeda Caves. In Goa, mining
concessions were issued in the area declared as the Netravali Sanctuary, while
the Madei Sanctuary has already been
prospected for future mining. There are
several other examples of mining operations in the area. Apart from these,
many industrial and hydroelectric projects had been proposed for the area.

3. Background
Since late 1980s, an area of around 700
sq km in the districts of Belgaum and
Uttara Kannada in the state of Karnataka and partly
in the state of Goa, was under immediate threat of
deforestation, poaching and encroachments. A group
called Nature Lovers’ Club of Belgaum brought this to
the notice of the Chief Wildlife Warden, Conservator
of Forests, Belgaum Circle and the Deputy Conservator
of Forests, Belgaum Division through a memorandum
dated March 7, 1998 and demanded that the area be
declared as a Sanctuary under the Wild Life (Protection)
Act, 1972. On June 5, 1998, the Samaj Parivartana Samuday (SPS), another NGO in Dharwad, Karnataka wrote
to Mr. B. S. Adappa, the Principal Chief Conservator
of Forests, Karnataka regarding the destruction of the
environment in the Mahadayi Valley and reported the
forest officials’ negligence towards it. On May 11, 1999,
the National Committee for the Protection of Natural
Resources (NCPNR)1 wrote to Mr. D. Manjunath, Minister of Forests requesting him to take urgent actions
against the forest officials involved in the irregulari-

Source: NCPNR

are a group of nocturnal birds related to the nightjars),
and trees of Dipterocarpus genus among others. As
one moves northward along the Western Ghats, the
number of species belonging to different taxa go on
decreasing.
The altitudinal gradient of the proposed area
coupled with the difference in rainfall across the
area contributes to the creation of the diverse forest
types that are seen in the area. The main forest types
include the wet evergreen forests, evergreen forests,
moist deciduous forest, mixed deciduous forest and
dry deciduous forest. The dense tree cover is a natural
protection against soil erosion in this region of very
high rainfall.
NCPNR is a group of ac�vists, scien�sts and officials who had been ac�vely working on the protec�on of precious forests of Western Ghats.
1
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On September 20, 1999, a detailed note on the
Sahyadri Ecologically Sensitive Area was sent to the
MoEF by NCPNR supplementing the earlier letter. The
Joint Director, MoEF intimated Mr. S. K. Chakrabarti
through the letter dated February 14, 2000 that the MoEF
was considering the area for designation as a biosphere
reserve. Since biosphere reserves do not have any legal
protection, NCPNR wanted the area to be declared as
an Ecologically Sensitive Area. A meeting was organized
on September 23, 2000 at Belgaum to discuss the action
plans to pursue SESA. As discussed in the meeting a
memorandum was sent to the Prime Minister, Minister
of Environment & Forests and the Chief Ministers of
Maharashtra, Karnataka and Goa urging the respective
governments to expeditiously declare the area as SESA.
A proposal was sent in this regard to the MoEF
on August 28, 2000. From September 2000 to February 2001 several letters were written by NCPNR to the
various MoEF officials for pursuing the Sahyadri ESA
case. Alongside, NCPNR wrote to many other environmental groups and NGOs seeking their support on the
same. Another regional meeting was held in December
2000 where it was decided that even if the MoEF decided to declare the Sahyadris as a biosphere reserve
it should be with the legal protection as per the ESA

Photo credit: Kanchi Kohli

ties in Kodagu District and the Western Ghats region
of Karnataka. Mr. S. K. Chakrabarti, Principal Chief
Conservator of Forests (Wildlife) & the Chief Wildlife
Warden, Karnataka forwarded the request of creation
of a Sanctuary covering parts of Belgaum and Uttar
Kannada Districts to the Principal Secretary, Forests,
Environment and Ecology Department, Bangalore on
June 19, 1999.
By its notification dated June 21, 1999, the MoEF
invited suggestions or objections on the draft rules
proposed to prohibit or regulate location of identified industries in proximity to identified ecologically
and environmentally sensitive areas. NCPNR arranged
a series of meetings in this regard and leading NGOs
and environmental activists supported the move and
wrote to the then Union Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhu
advocating the declaration of Western Ghats as ecologically sensitive. He responded positively to the notification. On August 19, 1999 NCPNR made two requests
to the Secretary, MoEF: - declaring an area of approximately 800 sq km of the Western Ghats bordering Goa,
Karnataka and Maharashtra as Eco-Sensitive Area under
the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and the study
of the selected areas of Western Ghats for declaration
as Biosphere Reserves, in general.
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provisions under the EPA. The Goa
Foundation also lent its support to
the efforts to get the SESA Notification through and the next meeting
of the group took place on January
4, 2001. In this meeting various regional committees of environmentalists were asked to gather information
on land use patterns, threats to the
region and so on from their respective areas, to revise the proposal for
declaring Sahyadri as an ESA as per
the Pronab Sen Committee report.
The MoEF felt that the proposal
did not have any clear-cut objective
boundaries. Then NCPNR submitted an updated proposal in September 2001 to the MoEF. The MoEF sent letters to the
three state governments asking for their approval on
the notification. The Ministry then forwarded the
proposal to the Mohan Ram Committee which felt
the area needed protection. It suggested that instead
of notifying the entire area, specific areas that are
under severe threat could be considered. It suggested
that the map for the same could be submitted to
the committee after delineating the smaller areas.
The committee proposed to visit the area as well
on June 29, 2004.
In the meantime, Paryavarni (an NGO in Belgaum)
drafted the proposal for the Bhimgad Wildlife Sanctuary
and sent this to the Chief Minister of Karnataka, to the
MoEF, to the Principal Secretary, Department of Forests,
Ecology & Environment, Government of Karnataka, and
to the Secretary, MoEF, on July 8, 2002.

states was not clear. Thus, he felt it was better not to
notify the entire region as an ESA, but select areas
could be declared as ecologically sensitive within the
larger area.
Meanwhile, violations of the Wild Life (Protection)
Act, 1972 and the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 have
been observed in the area. In December 2008, Karnataka diverted the west-flowing Mahadayi River into the
east-flowing Malaprabha River. The Mahadayi River
originates in the Western Ghats on the Karnataka-Goa
border but flows down into the Mahadayi Sanctuary in
Goa and supports the wildlife there. This project has
been undertaken, despite a number of pending suits by
the Government of Goa in the Supreme Court.

5. Sources of information

•

Correspondence between the NCPNR, other environmental groups and the MoEF and different state
officials from March 1998 to July 2002.

•

Minutes of the Mohan Ram Committee from January 2001 to June 2003.

•

Nair, S.C. 1991. The Southern Western Ghats: a biodiversity conservation plan. Studies in Ecology and
Sustainable Development. Indian National Trust for
Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH)

•

SESA proposal prepared by NCPNR, September 2001.

4. Current status
After the last meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee
on June 29, 2004 and its suggestions, the Sahyadri
Ecologically Sensitive Areas has not been discussed
by the MoEF. According to Dr. H.Y. Mohan Ram, the
chairman of the committee to declare areas as ecologically sensitive, though SESA was a good proposal and
aimed at protecting the Western Ghats, how it would
ensure sound management being spread across three
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Other Ecologically Sensitive
Area Proposals Considered
by the MoEF

O

ther than the ESAs that have been notified in
draft or final form, this section briefly looks at
some of the other ESA proposals that have been either
submitted to the MoEF or have been considered by the
Mohan Ram committee as potential ESAs. This section
does not include the Sahyadri ESA for which there is
a detailed chapter.

2. Kasauli
A proposal requesting the MoEF to declare Kasauli in
Himachal Pradesh as an ESA, was sent by the Society for
Preservation of Kasauli and its Environs (SPOKE). The
area has enormous historical importance as it is one of
the oldest army cantonment areas with structures that
are more than 100 years old. The area has endangered
and endemic species including the red billed blue
magpie. It has specialised ecosystems as well such as
the tropical hill valley swamp forest. The area is highly
seismic and the slopes are covered with grasslands that
are called gashnis. Several developmental projects such
as large hotels, roads, buildings, etc. have been started
and posing threat for the area. The committee discussed
the proposal in its second meeting on May 29, 2002
and felt that the environmental features indicated in
the proposal prevail in the entire Himalaya stretch.
It predicted that if this proposal was accepted, the
committee would receive similar proposals from other
regions in the Himalaya. Further, the proposal did not
meet any of the criteria listed in the Pronab Sen Committee Report. The chairman suggested that SPOKE
should continue its pro-active role in protecting and
conserving the area.

1. Rishi Valley
A proposal was received by the MoEF from the state
government of Andhra Pradesh and the Rishi Valley Education Centre, Chittoor for the declaration of
Rishi Valley as an ESA. The area includes hill ranges
and valleys and is a part of the Madanapalle Plateau
which is a continuation of the Mysore Plateau. Physically, the area is significant because the rock formations
in Rishi Valley are the oldest rock strata in the world.
There are several lakes, streams are watersheds in the
area. About 160 species of medicinal plants have been
identified in the area some of which are endangered.
The region is a hotspot for endemic species such as
Pterocarpus santalinus (Red Sandalwood). Many rare
plant species are found here. The valley has a chain
of small to medium wetlands and an array of water
plants supporting avifauna. Two major problems of
the area were highlighted in the proposal: severe
water scarcity (as the region receives less than 50 cm
rainfall annually) and quarrying and developmental
activities in the region.
The ESA proposal for this area was discussed in
the second meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee
on May 29, 2002. The commitee opined that the
proposal did not meet the criteria identified in the
Pronab Sen Committee Report for declaring areas as
ESAs. It suggested that the Ministry should consider
the proposal for declaration of the area as a heritage
site.

3. Araku Valley
The MoEF received a proposal from Environment Protection and Training Research Institute (EPTRI), Hyderabad, for the declaration of the Araku Valley in the
Eastern Ghats of Andhra Pradesh as an ESA. The Araku
Valley is a tribal pocket. Many cultural and religious
values are attached to the flora and fauna of the area.
The valley has a large number of sacred groves. The Borra
Caves inhabited by rare species of bats is also located in
the Araku Valley. The valley is gaining importance as a
tourist spot which is leading to its rapid deterioration.
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Jhum cultivation is practiced by the tribal community.
A substantial number of species endemic to the Eastern
Ghats are found in the Araku Valley.
After discussing the proposal, the committee demanded more information on the biodiversity of the
area and other information to consider it further. The
committee was informed about the Andhra Pradesh
Government’s keenness in notifying the area and was
requested to make a visit to the site in October 2003.
No further information on this could be traced during
the file inspection in the MoEF.

perpetual layer of mist looms around its rainforests
at the peak of the hill ranges. These hills also house
shola forests. The area is presently threatened by mining and there are proposals to locate a thermal power
plant too.
The last meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee was
held on June 29, 2004, when this ESA proposal had not
yet been received by the MoEF. Therefore, there is no
mention of this proposal in the MoEF records, other
than for the fact that the KEF was asked to route their
proposal through the state government. The MoEF sent
the proposal to the Secretary, Department of Forests,
Ecology & Environment, Karnataka for its opinion.
There has been no news after that. In May 2008 it was
intimated by the Government of Karnataka that its recommendations were sent to the MoEF. This notification
is pending with the MoEF as of July 2008.

4. Kodachadri
While considering the Sahyadri Ecologically Sensitive
Areas proposal, the Mohan Ram Committee had suggested that the states of Karnataka and Kerala should
be encouraged to send in more ESA proposals for the
regions located in the Western Ghats. Kodachadri was
another attempt by NGOs like the Nandikur Janjagrithi
Samiti, Vrukshalaksha Andolana, Karnataka and Seva
Sagara Trust that together form the Kodachadri Environment Forum (KEF) to protect the ecologically
sensitive Kodachadri hills. Kodachadri forms a
picturesque background to the famous temple of
Mookambika in Kollur. Situated in the middle of the
Mookambika National Park, it is home to several endemic and endangered species of flora and fauna. A

5. Sources of information
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•

Documents received from the MoEF in response to
the RTI applications.

•

Minutes of the meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee (received through RTI from the MoEF) January 2001 to June 2004.

•

Updates received from the local groups working on
the Kodachadri ESA, January 2009.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

The Making of Ecologically
Sensitive Areas (ESA)

I

t has been twenty years since the first declaration of
an ESA under the Environment Protection Act (EPA),
1986. On this occasion, we have attempted to piece together the stories of the making of ESAs- how regions
were identified, assessed and declared as ecologically
sensitive areas under the provisions of the EPA. Through
the process of documenting these stories, we sought to
clarify some of the questions that we have had in our
minds regarding ESAs. What is the purpose of such a
declaration to an area that is threatened by activities
that are considered environmentally damaging? Is this
provision of the EPA any different from the other provisions that allow for wildlife conservation and habitat
preservation? Can it really ‘save’ an area or can it just
restrict the degree or speed of destruction? Besides
the questions of ecological/environmental protection,
we had concerns regarding the manner in which these
areas were notified as ESAs and what they meant for environmental governance. As of April 2009, eight regions
have been declared as ecologically sensitive and some
mechanisms for their protection are being attempted.
What are these and how do they work? And finally, we
were looking for clues that would help us understand
the clear position of the MoEF on matters pertaining to
ESAs. Why were four out of the eight declared ESAs in
Maharashtra? Of the nine more proposals made to the
MoEF, three are being actively considered and may be
declared ESA shortly. Two have been rejected and four
are pending. What are the reasons for rejection?
As any study does, this one too has only created
more questions than what we began with. But the stories that we collected also reveal dimensions that are
interesting and useful for those who speak/work for the
environmental protection of multiple-use landscapes.
While the legal clauses within which these declarations
are framed seem simple and straight-forward, each of
these declarations has been a product of negotiation
and governance peculiar to their contexts and the actors

involved in the efforts. We have not risked concluding
whether these negotiations between environmentalism,
science and development planning have resulted in positive or negative consequences. Our purpose has been
to describe the mechanisms through which a seemingly
fixed and centralized legal clause has been maneuvered
to produce a set of notifications with varied effects.

Defining the Problem by an Activity
The process of the declaration of ESAs is worthy of attention. In three out of the declared ESAs, the notification
was the outcome of the opposition of some individuals
or groups to a specific developmental project. In the
remaining five, developmental activities that had been
taking place over long periods of time but which had
expanded or gained in intensity in the immediate past
were seen to be threatening the region in question. Except in one case, there were no blanket bans imposed
through the ESA notifications on any region. Instead
what the notifications set off are processes of planning
for long term land-use in these regions. In cases where
activities were accepted by all parties involved as being
detrimental to the environment of the region, a mechanism to phase out these activities is identified in the
notifications. The precedent for this form of declaration
came from the Supreme Court orders in the case of
Doon valley. The planning for a phased utilization of the
region for different activities of economic importance
for the local population, the weaning of detrimental
activities over a period of time and the setting up of
a committee to monitor the implementation of these
clauses were the features of the Court’s response to the
first case for an ESA and these features are present in
all subsequent notifications except the Numaligarh ESA
notification.
The early declarations are a result of the triangulated relationships between the judiciary, the politician
and the environmentalist. Following the preparation
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of the parameters for declaring ecologically sensitive
areas, the role of the environmental bureaucracy and
the expert gained significance. Both Mahabaleshwar and
Matheran declarations came out of court cases filed by
the BEAG. The Aravalli declaration is linked to a case
filed by Vikalp Samiti and the Doon Valley declaration
came out of the litigation by a group of citizens and
NGOs like RLEK and FoD. The Mount Abu declaration
is also associated with an order passed by the Supreme
Court of India. Same is with the setting up of the Taj
Trapezium Zone Pollution Authority, following a case
filed by environmental lawyer, M.C. Mehta.
Murud Janjira, Dahanu and Numaligarh came out
of specific and focused engagements with politicians,
Rajiv Gandhi (Prime Minister of India from 1984 to
1989) and Maneka Gandhi (served as Minister of the
Environment from 1989 to 1991. The case that led to
the declaration of the Doon valley’s notification is also
discussed as being supported by Mrs Indira Gandhi’s
interest, who used to frequently visit the area (more
details in respective chapters).
The process of declaration of ESAs relied on seeking
urgent judicial/political intervention and bureaucratic
action. This is especially true for the earliest ESAs,
where in notifications were issued without any discussions or deliberation in the area where they were to
be implemented. They were in response to perceived
threats to the environment (and livelihoods of orchard
farmers in Dahanu) from infrastructural, industrial or
tourism related activities. However, it does raise questions of compromising a larger democratic process for
the purpose of the end result.
The fate of some notifications like Pachmarhi also
highlights the significance of individual interest in pushing for the ESA declaration. Apart from conservationists,
the role of bureaucrats has been critical. A change or
transfer of officials who have been closely involved in
the preparation and issuance of the notifications, has
had a significant bearing on the declaration of the
notifications.

till date face the consequences of the Thermal Power
Plant that was allowed to be set up, reportedly as a
trade-off for the ESA status. Local citizens have had to
endeavour constantly to ensure compliance of conditions imposed on the power plant and the ESA notification by resorting to judicial interventions and local
level advocacy. When asked if this negotiation has been
useful, activists have responded positively saying the
declaration has meant that they have to deal with only
one such industrial giant. However, some local administrative authorities say that the negotiation has meant
that they are under constant pressure to work around
the clauses and stipulation of the notification.
Negotiations have also occurred at another level.
This is between those proposing the ESAs and the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF). In cases like
Matheran, the area declared as ESA was much smaller
than the originally proposed boundaries. Discussions
with Regional Planners revealed that this made it difficult for them to devise development plans for Matheran,
as the pressures in the area not within the ESA would
have a constant bearing on areas where the ESA stipulations are applied. Specific details on this issue have been
dealt with in the chapter on Matheran ESA. However,
at the time of the declaration of the ESA what was of
prime importance for the environmentalists was to get
a legal protection for any portion of the area that was
under severe threat from tourism.

Design of the ESAs
The potential of the ESAs has been in the fact that
it derives its powers from a fixed clause in a central
legislation that is meant to restrict industrial or developmental activity, it has been designed to restrict
for the conservation of any kind of ecosystem, such
as coasts (Dahanu, Murud-Janjira), forests (Aravalli,
Numaligarh), plains (Taj Trapezium), hill stations (Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani, Matheran, Mount Abu, Doon
Valley) and islands. ESAs can also be used to conserve
agro-biodiversity landscapes or areas where wild and
agro-biodiversity form a contiguous stretch. It allows
for the formation of committees at the level of districts
and talukas, with representation of local government
agencies and people. All other provisions under the EPA,
including that of other notifications issued under it are
still enforceable if applicable to the ESA/EFA.
In relation to biosphere reserves, ESAs seem to
be more effective in ensuring protection as they are
recognised in the legal framework for environment
protection. Where as the guidelines of the MoEF on
biosphere reserves mainly focus on scientific research

Negotiating ESAs as Conservation Offsets
Another aspect useful in the study of the declarations so
far has been the element of negotiation. These negotiations have entailed declaring an area as an ESA in lieu
of granting clearance to a high impact project within the
area. The stories of Numaligarh and Dahanu are clear
examples of this. While there was a freeze on land use
change in Dahanu and new projects have been strictly
restricted by the DTEPA on grounds of environmental
impacts, the local community and the administration
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and monitoring of the biodiversity in the region. The
ESA can be added as an extra layer of protection around
the officially recognized protected areas (PAs), wetlands,
mangroves, etc. and act as buffer. In fact this has been
mentioned in the National Wildlife Action Plan 2002
and has been acknowledged by the Supreme Court as
well. Compared to other conservation measures, the
focus of an ESA has evolved to be the one of restricting industrial and developmental processes which
have negative effects on the environment. Its process
of evolution has been distinctly varied from the other
conservation legislations which provide access to natural resources without planning for their use in advance.
The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 the EIA and CRZ
notifications issued under the EPA, the Biological Diversity Act and the pollution laws have ample clauses to
allow for planned use, however by years of practice they
have evolved into access legislations merely focusing on
procedure rather than qualitative decision-making.
Despite the possibility offered by ESAs for planned
landuse with a focus on the environment, it has not
gained in popularity. Perhaps one reason might be
related to the criteria and parameters that are used to
identify potential ESAs. The criteria for declaring ESAs
is based only on ecological sensitivity and thus may
limit the kinds of areas considered for ESA declaration.
Environmental sensitivity is a much broader term and
encompasses more factors based on anthropogenic activities as compared to ecological sensitivity.
Many of the areas that need protection from further
environmental damage have no explicit wildlife value
such as the presence of near threatened or endemic
species. So a protective status for such areas may not
seem as necessary as they are often viewed as already
damaged regions.
ESAs offer a major shift out of the present centralized (at central or state level) system of conservation of
areas, dominated by the Protected Area (PA) network.
Under this system, conservation areas have remained
limited in size and most or all human activities are
legally prohibited. These areas are under the jurisdication of a single agency, usually the state Forest Department. However the facilitation of ESA declaration of
large landscapes, subject to multiple uses and under
different ‘owners’ will require a much more active role
by the MoEF. As of now, it has remained a respondent to the requests for declaration from conservation
groups. In the case of the proposal to declare a stretch
of the Western Ghats as an ESA, the MoEF prefers
not to pursue it as the proposed ESA stretches across
three states.

Implementation of ESAs
The clauses of the notifications require regional planning, selective promotion and restriction of activities.
In the experience of how these have played out on the
ground, it is evident that the lack of pre-declaration
discussions have a bearing on the support received for
the implementation of the notification. The case studies indicate that feedback was sought from the state
governments, but not the block or town/village. The
lack of knowledge among the government officials at the
district level about the Doon Valley notification is a mere
reflection of this process and it may also explain the
subsequent non-implementation of clauses. The subsequent notifications like Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
did rectify this to some extent by seeking feedback on
the draft notification. But that has not been enough to
ensure acceptance of the declaration. If proposed notifications like the one covering the entire Himalayan
region in India is issued without detailed discussions at
all levels, it is likely to be met with severe opposition
or will remain largely unimplemented due to the lack
of participation.
The process of declaration of ESAs is responsible
for the kind of issues that arise while establishing
governance structures. It is evident from the research
and interviews that many of these areas are not being
monitored for the implementation of their respective
notifications and therefore are subject to unrestricted
developmental activities. The examples of the Aravallis
or Doon Valley show that illegal mining and construction activities are carrying on unabated.
Since the ESA notifications are issued by the central
government, the structure of implementation invariably
relies on its intervention at some stage or the other. This
brings to light a range of dynamics between centre and
state, centre and the district/local administration as well
as state and regional administration. For instance, the
regional plan for Dahanu continues to be under scrutiny
of the Regional Planning Board, based in Pune. This task
was to be completed within the stipulated time period
as prescribed in the Dahanu notification. Without this
sanction, environmental and developmental planning
in the area cannot be addressed. Committees of the
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani or Matheran ESAs have to
wait for the Central Government’s nod on the final
decisions taken by them on local issues. For areas that
have monitoring mechanisms in place, the support from
the central government is limited and erratic. There has
been limited support to the functioning of monitoring
committees in Dahanu, Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani as
well as Matheran.
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Delays have also taken place in the declaration of
new ESAs. The Supreme Court order for the protection
of Mount Abu was passed in 2002, but the draft notification was issued only in 2008. Most importantly, no
regular meetings of the Expert Committee to discuss
the ESA proposals have taken place in the MoEF since
2004. No committee is functioning since 2006. This
has led to several proposals remaining pending before
the MoEF.
The constitution of the committees or authorities
for an ESA is optional and only takes place where the
MoEF deems it fit. If set up, the composition of these
committees and the powers granted to them become
critical in determining the compliance of the notification clauses. Many important issues like the preparation
of a Master Plan, or a Tourism Plan, or carrying capacity studies of these areas and sometimes granting of
clearances to the developmental projects are left to the
discretion of these committees. If the committees are
designated as mere monitoring bodies without any powers to take action against violators, they remain mere
reporters of non compliance to the MoEF. Further, committees and authorities are dependent on the central
government for the renewal of their term and finances

that might limit their functioning. Finally, there is also
the question if the implementation of the ESA clauses
would be more effective, if the individuals who were
instrumental in drafting the notification or initiating the
process were part of the monitoring or implementation
related committees. One cannot conclude on this, but
it is surely an aspect that needs to be considered while
deciding on the composition.

Debating ESAs for the Future of Conservation
In 2006, the Supreme Court issued an order for the
declaration of ESAs spanning a radius of 10kms around
National Parks and Sanctuaries. As we finalise this report, such proposals are just beginning to be negotiated
by various state governments. A draft notification for
Sultanpur National Park has already been issued by the
MoEF seeking comments. Some of the state governments have urged that the 10km requirement be reduced
as per local conditions.
Given this scenario and the ESA experience collected over 20 years and through a dozen areas, it is
important that a wider debate be started about how
useful ESAs are if participatory conservation in multiple
use landscapes is to be achieved.
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Ecologically Sensitive Area

Murud-Janjira

Doon Valley

Sl.
No.

1.

2.

February 1, 1989

January 6, 1989

Date of Notification

Notification
came after lime
stone quarrying
was banned by
the Supreme
Court (petition No. 8209,
8821 of 1983,
filed by RLEK &
Friends of Doon
and many
other citizens,
where a judgement was given
on August 30,
1988). Mrs.
Indira Gandhi’s
interest in
the area also
helped.

Mazgaon Docks
ship repair industry proposal
was being considered by the
Government of
Maharashtra.
BEAG took the
matter with Mr.
Rajiv Gandhi.

Background

Not specified in
the Notification

2 belts 1 Km
wide each

Area

Supreme Court
constituted
Supreme Court
Monitoring Committee (SCMC)
to monitor the
quarries that
were allowed
to operate for
the lease period
and to ensure
green cover in
Doon Valley.
MoEF constitutes
members as per
designation; the
SCMC is still
working but has
no executive
powers.

No Committee

Authority/
Committee

Makes suggestions to
the state and
the central
government
on issues
concerning
the environment and
reports to Supreme Court
if the issue is
not resolved
at the local
level.

Key Tasks

Currently due to Uttarakhand’s status as
a separate state and
Dehradun being declared its capital, the
latter is under serious
development pressure.
The ESA Notification
and master plan are
hardly paid attention
to while sanctioning developmental
processes. The SCMC
does not seem to be
very effective if active
at all.

No measure to monitor implementation.

Implementation &
current status

Comparative Table on Ecologically Sensitive Areas Declared by the MoEF

Annexure 1

Restricted mining
activities, required
a tourism development plan,
restricted grazing
& land use as per
the master plan,
provided guidelines for permitting industries:
termed Green,
Orange & Red
categories based
on carrying capacity & environmental damage
already occurred.

Prohibition on
industries.

Important features
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Numaligarh

Aravalli

4.

5.

Dahanu Taluka

3.

July 5, 1996

May 7, 1992

June 20, 1991

Petroleum refinery was set
up at Numaligarh and Ms.
Maneka Gandhi
issued the ESA
Notification in
compensation
for this.

Notification
came after
Supreme Court
order against
the illegal
construction of
Farm houses
by the Ansals
Company
(1992)

Case filed by
Ms. Kitayun
Rustom &
Ms. Nergis
Irani against
the thermal
power plant in
Dahanu. Ms.
Maneka Gandhi
notifies Dahanu
in compensation for setting
up the thermal
power plant

15 Km wide
belt around the
refinery

Not specified in
the Notification

990 Sq. Km

No Committee

In 1999, powers
were granted
to the state
government &
a committee for
the management
of the ESA was
constituted.

Notification
was amended
in 1996 to
constitute the
authority after
the intervention
of the Supreme
Court. The
Monitoring body
is the Dahanu
Taluka Environment Protection Authority
(1996). Its term
is 5 years & its
membership may
include local
representatives.
Grant clearance to mining proposals subject
to certain
conditions
and monitor
compliance of
these conditions.

Grant of
clearance
to projects
that seek to
operate in
Dahanu &
monitoring of
the thermal
power plant.

Mining activities are
still going on and
the committee is not
effective.

DTEPA is an example
of how various government departments
can work under one
authority. It is carrying out tasks like
pre-afforestation and
monitoring of the
thermal power plant
very effectively.

“No development zone” in an
area of 15 sq km
around the Kaziranga National
Park.

Prohibition on
mining; construction of residential
structures; road
construction;
location of industries among other
restrictions.

Master plan
based on existing
land use; industrial area restricted to 500 acres;
existing industries
conform to the
statutory standards; guidelines
for permitting industries according
to Green, Orange
& Red categories;
25 km buffer
zone around the
taluka.
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Taj Trapezium

Mahabaleshwar
Panchgani

6.

7.

January 17, 2001

May 13, 1998

Bombay High
Court order
to save the
environment of
hills stations
(in November
1998, case filed
by BEAG)

Notification
came after the
Supreme Court
order of 1996
to check Pollution around
Taj Mahal
(inrespouse to
a w.p. filed by
M. C. Mehta in
1984).

237.28 Sq. Km

10,400 Sq. Km

High Level
Monitoring Committee. Term:
less than 10yrs.
It comes with
a provision of
appeal to the
MoEF against
any decision of
the committee.
The membership
has representation from the
MoEF, CPCB and
two representatives from
environmental
NGOs.

Taj Trapezium
Zone Pollution Authority;
Term: 2yrs; the
authority has to
present a report
once in two
months to the
MoEF. It has a
defined composition with
8 members but
there is no community or civil
society representation.
Monitor the
compliance of
the Notification.

Monitor the
progress
of various
schemes for
the protection of Taj
Mahal.

The committee has
seen piecemeal extensions of its term
and there has been
no committee from
2005 to April 2008.
The committee was
reconstituted in April
2008. No representation from any NGOs
is seen in the committee.

The Authority comes
under the purview of
CPCB. It is currently
functional.

Zonal master
plan; protection
of hill slopes,
springs, natural &
man-made heritage; regulated
plastic use; solid
waste segregation; industries
were allowed
only in industrial
estates, no quarrying & mining or
tree felling was
allowed; a tourism master plan
was required; no
discharge of untreated effluents
was permitted &
limited ground
water extraction
was permitted.

Protection of the
Taj & its environment; compliance to emission
standards for
vehicles.
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Matheran

February 4, 2003

Supreme
Court order
in September
2001 to declare
Matheran as an
ESA suggested
by Amicus curiae Mr. Harish
Salve.

214.73 Sq. Km

Monitoring Committee. Provision
of appeal to the
MoEF against
any decision of
the committee;
less than 10
members on the
committee with
representation
from the MoEF,
CPCB, Department of Environment, Urban
Development
Department of
Maharashtra,
ESA experts, two
representatives
from environmental NGOs
and the Collector of Raigad
District.

Monitor the
compliance of
the Notification.

No committee since
December 2008.

* Zonal Master plan: Contained the following zones- Forest Zone, Green Zone-1, Green Zone-2, Urbanisable Zone-1 and Urbanisable Zone-2.
** Tourism Master Plan: It laid emphasis on eco-tourism, eco-educa�on & eco-development. No addi�onal tourist facili�es were allowed.

8.

Zonal master
plan*; protection
of hill slopes,
springs, natural &
man-made heritage; no plastic
bags; solid waste
segregation; limited traffic use;
only small scale
service industries;
no quarrying,
mining or tree
felling; required a
tourism master plan**; no
discharge of untreated effluents
& limited ground
water extraction.
The Notification
was amended
on January 16,
2004 to increase
the buffer zone
area, with more
clauses like fuel
wood plantation,
requiring a forest
conservation plan
among others.

Annexure 2

Expert Committee to Review Existing and
New Proposals in the MoEF for
Declaring Areas as Ecologically Sensitive
Since the year 2000, the MoEF had been receiving many
proposals to declare areas as ecologically sensitive. The
MoEF felt that most of the proposals did not contain
detailed information required for its consideration.
The need for a committee that could deliberate on a
format based on which the pending proposals could
be re-formulated by their proponents and which could
re-examine the already declared ESAs was felt. Therefore, on January 1, 2001, the MoEF issued an order constituting an expert committee to review the existing and
new proposals received in the MoEF for declaring areas
as ecologically sensitive. The committee was chaired
by Dr. H. Y. Mohan Ram, Retired Professor of Botany,
University of Delhi. The other members included representatives from Botanical Survey of India, Zoological
Survey of India, Institute of Ocean Management, an
ecologist from Jawaharlal Nehru University and Dr. K.
P. S. Chauhan, Ex-Additional Director, MoEF. The terms
of reference of the committee were:
•

To examine the proposals received in the MoEF by
March 31, 2001 for declaring areas as ecologically
sensitive.

•

To re-evaluate areas that had been already declared
as ecologically sensitive by the MoEF.

On January 12, 2001, the Ministry gave a background
note on the Dahanu ESA Notification to the Mohan
Ram Committee and asked it to reconsider it in its first
meeting. The MoEF stated that there were divergent
views on the Dahanu eco-sensitive area in the Ministry.
Therefore this proposal was to be examined in the first
meeting of the committee. The other pending proposals
like, Matheran in Maharashtra, Rishi Valley in Andhra
Pradesh and Sahyadri hills in Maharashtra, Goa and Karnataka also needed to be considered by the committee.
The MoEF stated that since Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani
ESA Notification was based on the criteria mentioned
by Pronab Sen Committee and since appropriate action
had been taken in issuing the Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani and Pachmarhi ESA Notifications, the committee
need not examine them. The MoEF provided a list of
already declared ESAs (which were notified before the
Pronab Sen Committee was constituted) as well as those
that the committee could re-examine. This included

the Doon Valley, Murud-Janjira, the Aravalli Ranges
and Numaligarh.
In the first meeting of the Expert Committee on
January 30, 2001, as suggested by the MoEF, the members discussed the content of the proposed format for
ESA proposals and came up with an outline. The committee suggested that the MoEF circulates the Pronab
Sen Committee report to all concerned including state
governments and invites revised proposals as per the
finalised format.
On Dahanu, the committee felt that the information
given in the background note provided by the MoEF was
not enough for considering it as an ESA. It suggested
that an Expert Group be constituted having experts
from various fields and they should together compile
and submit a report in the prescribed format within two
months’ time. The report would then be examined by
the committee to give final recommendations. Therefore
the MoEF assigned a study to the Tata Energy Research
Institute (TERI) for studying biodiversity of Dahanu to
assess the eco-sensitivity of the area.
In September 2001, the Supreme Court intervened
regarding Matheran (I.A. No. 659 & 669 of 2001) and
directed the state government to take action to declare
Matheran as an ESA. The boundary of the proposed ESA
was the major issue of discussion amongst the various
departments at local and state level. The state government could not decide on one boundary for the ESA
and submitted two proposals with two different areas
with the MoEF. Though it was expected that the MoEF
would accept the larger boundary, instead, it gazetted
the draft Matheran ESA Notification with the smaller
area on February 6, 2002.
On May 9, 2002 the Supreme Court in response to
an application made by Amicus Curiae (W.P. No. 202
of 1995) directed that the matter of notifying Mount
Abu as an ESA be examined by the Mohan Ram Committee. For more than a year after the first meeting, no
further meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee took
place (though in the first meeting it was suggested that
next meeting be held in April 2001).
On May 29, 2002, the Mohan Ram Committee met
for the second time. In the second meeting Prof. H.
Y. Mohan Ram indicated that the three primary pa-
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rameters (wildlife corridors, uninhabited islands and
steep slopes) that had been removed by the MoEF
while accepting the Pronab Sen Committee Report
should be included in the criteria for declaring areas as
ecologically sensitive. The committee then explored the
possibility of identifying regions which are eco-sensitive in nature and which require enforcement of certain
developmental regulations for their protection as a few
members felt that if they continued identifying and declaring specific areas (instead of regions) as ecologically
sensitive, they would be flooded with several applications forwarded from various sectors. It was suggested
by Prof. P. S. Ramakrishnan that the entire Himalaya
region, the Western Ghats, parts of central India - particularly the areas falling in Madhya Pradesh and the
Eastern Ghats be declared as eco-sensitive regions.
Dahanu Taluka: The committee examined the report
submitted by Tata Energy Research Institute (TERI)
which was assigned to study the flora and fauna of
Dahanu Taluka. The study was commissioned by
MoEF. The committee was not satisfied with the report of TERI. Serious reservations were expressed by
the members with regard to the professional approach
adopted towards such an important study, by TERI. The
committee questioned the logic for selecting two study
sites. Dr. Sanjappa, Director, Botanical Survey of India
indicated that some of the species of flora indicated in
the report did not exist in the region at all. The report
contained wrong information and depended totally on
secondary information. No information pertaining to
human activities such as agriculture, horticulture, type
of fishery were indicated. The chairman suggested that
the existing notification declaring Dahanu as an ESA
may continue since the TERI report does not provide
appropriate information for regulating the activities or
taking up any further conservation mechanism (More
details on this are available in Chapter 7).

presentation on the proposal. The committee felt that
the environmental features indicated in the proposal
prevail in the entire Himalayan stretch. So it predicted that it would receive several proposals of a similar
kind from the entire Himalayas if it declared Kasauli
as Eco- sensitive. Further, the proposal did not meet
any of criteria listed in the performa. The chairman
suggested that SPOKE should continue its pro-active
role in protecting and conserving the area.
The committee wanted to look at the comments
received by the Ministry on the draft notification pertaining to Matheran before finalising the notification.
As per the directions of the Supreme Court, the
Mohan Ram Committee requested the Government
of Rajasthan to submit a detailed proposal in the prescribed format for the purpose of declaring Mount Abu
as an ESA.
In the third meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee,
held on September 5, 2002, the draft Matheran EcoSensitive Zone Notification and the comments received
on it from the public, MMRDA and Maharashtra Government were discussed. The committee suggested that
certain portions could be removed from the proposed
ESZ; no ropeway was to be permitted; and construction
permission should not require prior permission of the
monitoring committee, among other recommendations. The committee felt that there was needless fear
in peoples’ minds that the declaration of Matheran as
an ESA would harm their interests. The committee
recommended the final notification for Matheran EcoSensitive Zone be issued.
The fourth meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee
was held on March 3, 2003. The major issues for the
discussion in this meeting included the environmental
degradation of the Aravalli Hills and the permission for
developmental activities in the Dilwara temple complex,
in Mount Abu, Rajasthan. About the developmental activities in Dilwara Temple, the committee decided that
although developmental activities may not hamper
the ecosystem, a general survey needed to be carried
out before according permission. To assess the ground
condition and to evaluate the impact of proposed developmental activities, it was suggested that a site visit
by members of the expert committee be arranged.
The representatives of the CPCB informed the members of the committee that the CPCB had sponsored a
study on the ‘Regional Impact Assessment of the Aravalli Region’ through the Central Mine Plan & Design
Institute Limited, Ranchi. An Environment Management Plan prepared by it laid emphasis on restoration
of environmental quality. The focus areas included the
use of best available technologies for mining, cleaner
production, encourage reuse, recycling and recovery of

Rishi Valley: The committee invited the members of
the Rishi Valley Institute, Chittoor to make a presentation of their proposal. During the presentation two
major problems of the area were highlighted: severe
water scarcity, as the region receives less than 50 cm
rainfall annually, and quarrying and developmental activities in the region. After hearing the presentations,
the committee was of the opinion that the proposal
did not meet the criteria as laid down in the performa
for declaring the area as an ESA. It suggested that the
MoEF should instead consider the proposal to declare
it as a heritage site.
Kasauli, Himachal Pradesh: The committee invited Mr. Robin Grewal from Society for Preservation
of Kasauli and its Environs (SPOKE) to make a
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minerals. The chairman of the committee appreciated
the efforts made by the CPCB and felt that at that juncture, there was a need to prioritise the concerns from
the findings of the study to pursue the evaluation for
the entire Aravalli area.
In view of the experience gained by visiting Matheran, and the discussions held with the local communities which provided valuable insights into ground
realities, the chairman suggested that all eco- sensitive
areas should be notified only after site visits of the expert
committee and recommendations made thereof.
On April 17, 2003, the Mohan Ram Committee visited Mount Abu where the draft proposal prepared by
the State Government was handed over.
On April 25, 2003 the committee met for the fifth
time. The chairman responded to the suggestion made
by Prof. Ramakrishnan and expressed the committee’s
inability in declaring the larger regions as eco-sensitive.
Though the chairman agreed with Prof. Ramakrishnan’s
views broadly, he was of the view that declaring larger
regions as ecologically sensitive would overlap with the
working of other committees and might delay the action
for specific areas which require immediate protection
because of the lengthy process of state approval. The
chairman suggested that Prof. Ramakrishnan’s suggestion could be forwarded to the Secretary, MoEF as a
part of the proceedings of the committee.
The Sahyadri Ecologically Sensitive Area: Prof.
Samant, Convener, Sahyadri Ecology Forum, Shivaji
University, Kolhapur and Dr. Claude Alvares, Director,
Goa Foundation, Goa made a detailed presentation on
the ecological sensitivity of the Sahyadri Ecologically
Sensitive Area. The committee noted that the total
number of species of plants and animals stated in the
presentation was far below than the actual figures.
The committee felt that an in-depth assessment was
required with regard to the area’s biological diversity
and suggested that Botanical Survey of India (BSI) and
Zoological Survey of India (ZSI) provide these details.
The chairman emphasised the need to visit the Sahyadri
region before issuing the draft notification.
As a follow up of the Aravalli study the committee
felt that CPCB should draw up the terms of reference
for the study while seeking the assistance of BSI and
ZSI for inputs on the flora and fauna respectively.
On August 6, 2003, through an order, the MoEF
replaced two of the members of the committee including Prof. P. S. Ramakrishnan, Ecologist, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Dr. K. P. S Chauhan, Ex-Additional
Director, MoEF with the Director In-charge of G. B.
Pant University, Dr. R. R. Khan, Adviser, Dr. Aseem
Shrivastava, Deputy Inspector General (Wildlife) and
Dr. Lakshmi Raghupathy, Additional Director, MoEF.

The term of the committee was to last till July 2006
and its terms of reference included making site visits
to the proposed ESAs besides the previously mentioned
functions.
In the meeting of the Mohan Ram Committee on
June 29, 2004, the chairman clarified that even protected areas and other notified areas could be declared
as Ecologically Sensitive Areas. After going through the
presentation made by EPTRI on the Araku Valley (Andhra Pradesh), the chairman stated that the total area
to be notified should be indicated along with a map
and topography of the region. The chairman also suggested that the flora, fauna and the microbial diversity
of the area should be provided in the document. The
committee was informed that the state government
was also keen to notify the area as ecologically sensitive. The chairman suggested a field visit to the area
between October 4-6, 2004 and EPTRI could modify
the proposal by incorporating the available information
prior to this visit.
The chairman reiterated that there was a need to
review the Dahanu Notification issued in June, 1991, in
the light of the criteria laid down by Pronab Sen Committee. The committee felt that the Dahanu Notification
could be drafted along the lines of the MahabaleshwarPanchgani and Matheran Notifications. A smaller area
as proposed by the sub-committee could be defined for
declaration as ecologically sensitive.
The proposal of the Sahyadri region was discussed
and the members noted that the NGOs had made a
tremendous effort to save this biologically and ecologically important area. The committee felt that the entire
Sahyadri region could not be notified as eco-sensitive
region. Instead specific areas which faced severe environmental threats could be demarcated in each state
and linked. The area so defined, along with the map
could be obtained from Prof. Samant for notifying area
as ecologically sensitive. It was decided to request the
respective states to expedite this matter as any delay
might result in irreversible damage in the region. In this
respect, the chairman felt that there were other regions
in the Western Ghats which needed to be protected and
he suggested that Sahyadri could make a beginning for
the same and other proposals should be invited from
other regions, especially Kerala and Karnataka.
No further meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee
took place and the chairman was not informed of its
extension that took place earlier or its dissolution (if
that happened) later by the MoEF.

Sources of information
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•

Minutes of meetings of the Mohan Ram Committee.
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